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" CHAPTER I 

MANNERS AND CUSTOMS 

Ordeals.-Before we dwell upon the social customs prevalent iu 
Bengal in the Hindu and the early Mahomedan periods, it would be 
well to begin with a description of the tests applied in the early days 
of the history of Bengal for ascertaining the character of criminals 
and suspected persons. It is needless for us to attempt at tracing th~ 
origin of these tests or ordeals. Some o£ these.were extremely crude and 

might have come down from a remote pre-historic period, others no 

tloubt bear trace of a Tibeto-Burman origin and the rest might have 

their origin in the degenerate forms of Tantric Buddhism. In .the 
Mayniimati songs we find a description of Raja Govindachandra 
testing the integrity of his own mother by 'hrowing her into a vat 
containing boiling oil which is evidently a monstrous exagli!'eration. 
Inspite, however, of all the hyperbolic display of poetic fiction, the 
poets of Manasa-Mangal and Chai,l~ikiivya distinctly indicate some 
of the tests which were applied for ascertaining the guilt of sus
pects in the Hindu periods. We find numerous forms of thes~ tests 
suggested as alternative ordeals for Behula and · Khullana. ··The 

A~?taparik~?ii or the eight ordeals so often described by our poets 
consisted of piety, fire, water, seat, ring, serpent, iron and balance 
ordeals. There were three more, namely, the hot iron, wax-house and 
iron ordeals. These ordeals have something in common with those 

prevalent in Europe in the contemporary period. Trial with hot 
iron was often resorted to in England in the pre-Norman period and 
walking blind-fold over red-hot plough-shares, plunging one's arm.s 

intc;> the boilipg water .~nd grasping red-hot iron, etc., were also some 
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of the English ordeals 1 corresponding to Bengali ones.' The ordeals 
which were intended fm· invoking di~ne help rather than appealing 

to human agency are still resorted to in this country and are now 

known as 'Jalpa~a '-a kind of water ordeal 'Chaulpa~a '-rice ordeal, 
'Nalebala '-Reed ordeal, 'Batichala'-cup ordeal, etc. In Jalpa~a 
the culprit is to drink water charmed with :Mantras, the effect of 
which is believed to make him vomit blood. Similarly in Chaulpa~a 
the culprit is to chew rice under certain condition which is believed to 
produce some effect indicative of his guilt. In the last two ordeals, 
the reed and the cup, when charmed, lead the person who touched 
them, to the culprit or the spot of the perpetration of the guilt. 

Marriage and dowry.-'rhere was a curious custom of giving 
away a younger sister of th!j bride to the bridegroom as a part of the 
dowry. In Manikchandrariijar Gan, composed sometime between 

1 The following forms of ordeal were known as the A~(;aparik~~ :-

{a) Dharmadharmaparik~ or piety ordeal. Here a person had to thrust his hand 

into a big jar and pick out a ring from it at once without knowing where it lay. 

{b) Agni parik~ or fire ordeal. Here one was to walk seven times over a 

furnace covering oneself with cotton. 

(c) Jala Parik~ll or watet· ordeal Here one was to be thrown into w~<ter bound 

hand and foot. 
(d) !sana Parik~a or seat ordeal. Here one was to remain suspended in the 

air without any support. 
(e) Anguri Parik~il or ring ordeal. Here one was to pick up a ring from a jar 

full of boiling ghee. 
(f) Sarpa Parik~a or serpent ordeal. It is traditionally believed that some of 

the most venomous snakes have gems on their hood. The vietim was to seize one 

from the hood of a snake without being stung. 

(g) Lauha ParikQii. or iron ordeal. One wa.s to handle red.hot iron, 

(h) Tulit Parik~a or Balance ordeal. Here one weighed in a balance 

was required to be as light as a particular piece of gold. See Bansidits's 

Manasamangal, p. 651. Two new ordeals mentioned in the OhaJ?Qikitvya 

by Mukundaram (pp. 181.83), viz., hot iron and wax ordeals. In the former case a. 

piece of red-hot iron was to be carried by the victim who was made to walk round 

a circle seven times with it In the latter case one used to be thrown into a wax

house which afterwards used to be set on fire. The cooking of iron grain till they 

become soft and edible is mentioned in the Manasamangal by Bansidas (p. 519). 

The system of trial by means of ordeals is described by Hiuntsang who visited 

India in the 7th century (see V. Smith's Early History of India, 342). 

' E!ee the Groundwork of British History by G. F. W:6ner. 

~ Asiatic Rese. arches Vol. I. See. also the ar.t tiicc~l 'l[ <!ft~il f.wt'll 9f~ 
by SureJl<;lranath (ihosh1 /Pravasi Sravan l330-B8, /' 
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the 11th and the Hth centuries we find Raja Govinda Chandra • marrying Aduna, the elder daughter of Raja Harischandra of Sabhar, 
and receiving Paduna, his younger daughter as dowry, who however, 
for all intents and purposes became his wife. 1 When marrying, the 
Raja received a hundred maids, in addition, to look after his household. 

Marriages were held as a fitting occasion, by the well-to-do sec
tions of the community such as the Banias, for the display of wealth and 
pomp, and may be found m the description of the marriage ceremony 
of Lak~mindra, son of Chand Sadagar, in the Manasamangal poems. 

"Fourteen hundred high-born gentlemen of the Bania caste 
accompanied the bridal party ; three hundred bards followed, singing 
songs composed specially for the occasion. A large number of 

gardeners, barbers, weavers and numerous concert parties, and 
seven thousand men in charge -of fire-works advanced towards 
Nichhaninagar. Seven hundred and seventy litters, made of gold 
and silver, were in the procession. Chand Sadagar, surround
ed by his friends and relations, and seated on an elephant with rich
est trappings 11.nd with a carpet hauda on, fringed with diamond pen
dants and pearls, followed the party, flanked by hundreds of torch-bear
ers. In the middle of the procession, Lak~mindra, who now looked 
transcendently beautiful, came along, magnificently mounted on a 
noble steed. He wore a crown on his head, studded with precious 
stones and round his neck were garlands of fresh flowers and a. 

necklace of pearls ........... "2 

1 See Manikchandra Rajiir Gan and ' Gopichandrer Gan.' Babn Nalinikanta 

Bhattasali refers to the practice of giving away the maid attendants of a girl of 

respectable family as part of the dowry to the bridegroom at the time of marriage 

as being still prevalent in the district of Jalpaiguri. See p. 9, Bhattasali's edition 
of Maynamati songs, Professor Jogeschandra Ray says that the practice prevailing 

in the Raja's palace in Orissa is to give away the maid attendants of the bride in 

dowry on the occasion of a marriage. Prativii, Bhiidm, 1328 B.S. Compare the 

reference to Nityanada's marriage, in 'Nityananda-Vamsa·Vismr' (p. 12). 

But the custom in many cases is to give away sisters as part of a dowry. 

The similarity in the two names, Aduna and Padunii :otnd the fact that 

on Govindachandra's desertion of the palace the other wives of the Raja went to the 

harem of Khetu, his foster-brother, Ad una and Padunii remaining true to the ascetic 

prince, seemed to indicate that Padunii. who was given away to Govindachandra. 

along with his wife AdunA, was her sister and did not hold an inferior position 
2 See Manasamangal poems of Bijay Gupta, Bansi Das, Ksemananda, etc., and 

Behula, the Indian Pilgrim's Progreas, by K. C. Sen and J. W. Petavel, pp, 25-26, 
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The system of receiving dowry was also in vogue in the past 
with this difference that the bride's ide, and not the bridegroom's 
side, as is the case now-a-dayll, was the recipient. But it still remains 
the same with the lower classes (e.g, the Matbials). The songs of 

the sun-god are full of pathos expressing sentiments of a girl whose 

father having received the Pan before an assembly was under the legal 
and moral obligations to allow her to be taken away by her husband 
at a tender age when she naturally longed for the society of her 
parents. The pathetic outbursts of feelings on such occasions give a 
true and unvarnished picture of a particular aspect of our society. 1 

Owing to the marriage of girls before adolescence, pa.rents had 
often to deplore untimely widowhood of their dattghters-the saddest 
calamity in the life of married girls. Widow-remarriage was not 
allowed in the upper classes of the Hindu society. Besides widows 
were not allowed to participate in social functions such as marriage, 
as their appearance was considered inauspicious. The lot of these girls 
became harder when, with the loss of their husbands, they gradually 
found themselves deprived of almost all the privileges enjoyed by a 
woman and put as it were under a social ban, requiring to pass their 
lives in austerities, attended -vith fasting, vigil and numerous other 
hardships. So, it is not difficult to fathom the feelings of a girl
widow's parents. In their affection the parents of the unfortunate 
widows would sometimes allow them to use Fag (red powder), gold 
bracelets and Pat~a~i (a kind of cloth) in substitution for Sindur 
(vermilion), Sankha (shell-bracelets) and Khuan (cloth) 2 which only 

'·See the songs of the Sun.god: 

* * * * 
" ~~~ on--s ~l:lH'f c~t G"fC<fi' -sa ?ft~ 1 

m ~~ <tt-s~ ~~ ~tfil ~m~ *Wo~ ~f.f " 
~1 O{t-s ~~~ c~1 l;"'?;<t> -sa ~~ 1 

m ~~ <tt'EI~ ~f~ ~~ ~~'~ fflO{ ~f.f " 
tS~ on-~e ~ c<f~t j;'G'[l:<fi' ~ea ?ft~ , 
m ~~ <tt~e~ ~~ ~~ ~tO{~ <j';tlfo:[ ~f.f 11 , 

2 See Manasamangal by Ketakadas Kshemitnanda, 

"~f.T 'fif~ m ~ 9\iW~ -r~~ 1 

-t-s.r ~ fiR ~<fl:cf~ ~ 1 

f'fl!.~ <l'fl:"f m l!i%-c~ ~~ 11" 
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the wives with their husbands alive are privileged to wear. The 

practice of chewing betels ~ widows as mentioned elsewhere 
aud the practice of using costumes and ornaments by them, as 
everybody knows, are now denounced in our society. 

Jaypatra.-There was a time when commerce was in a. flourishing 
condition in Bengal. The merchant community in those days held 
a position very little different from that of a prince. The merchant 
princes in those days sailed across the deep in an undaunted spirit and 

spread the name of Bengal far and wide as they stopped at various 
ports with ships laden with the products of this land. In ·course of these 

voyages years would sometimes elapse before they could re-embark for 
home. It happened not infrequently that a merchant had to go away 
when his wife was in an early stage of pregnancy, too early sometimes 
to be noticed. It was often found from experience that these wives, 
after the departure of their husbands, were subjected to popular sus
picion and scandal. Our folklore is full of descriptions of the miseries 
of these wives. 1 In the &tory of Khullana in Chandikavya we find 
the merchant Dhanapati leaving for Singhal (Ceylon), . under 
orders of the king, for trade-purposes with ships laden with mer
chandise. The merchant had to stay away from home for a very long 
time. Shortly after his departure, his wife Khullana showed signs of 
conception and in due time gave birth to a son. Srimanta was the name 
given to this boy, who at an early age wa.s sent to a Pathsalii. where 
his proficiency in all the subjects struck his Guru with astonish
ment. On one occasion, the Guru dropped a hint regarding his 
parentage by wa.y of joke, which the lad deeply took to his heart. 
Thereupon he left home on board a ship in quest of his father and finally 
came back with Dhanapati, his father. Instances of this nature are 
numerous in our folk-literature. The opinion of the society often 
influenced the minds of the husbands of these hapless wives and they 
were persecuted even by their husbands. In these circumstances, a 
clear necessity demanded some sort of remedy with a view to afford
ing protection to these women and safeguarding their fair name, and 
'Jaypatra' 2 was the thing which gave them the remedy. This was a 
letter given to them by their husbands, on the eve of their depa.rture 

1 See Thakurditdar-jhnli by D. Majumdar. 
2 Soe Kavikankan ?!Iukundaram's Ohandikavya (Bangabasi ed.}, p. 190. 
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for foreign countries, admitting if their wives were in an advanced 

state of pregnancy or even if there 0 were any signs of the same. 

This document, which was to be signed by the husband and sealed in 

his presence, used to be kept by the wife for production when neces

sary, and was moreover, recognised by the comt. 

It is difficult to ascertain when this peculiar custom came to be in

troduced in Bengal, but that there was once an imperative necessity 

for such a measure is an unquestionable fact. 
Charms.-The use of charms by women to exercise control over 

their husbands was very popular in the 15th and the 1 lith centuries in 

Bengal. It was specially resorted to by women who wanted to make 

their husbands subservient to their wishes as they were constantly 

in dread of losing all hold on them and of their co-wives exercising 

greater control on their husbands. There might have been some jus

tification for this action on the part of the wives who, in many cases, 

were treated with neglect by their husbands. The !drugging and 

charming perhaps came to our country from Kamrup, !one of the 

centres of the Tantric cult. It is said in the countryside, even to

day, that the women of Kamrup are capable of transforming a man 

into a la.mb, to which unfortunate condition many strangers visiting 

that place are believed to have been reduced by unscrupulous women 

in the past. The belief in the theory that drugging or the simple 

utterance of Mantras can change a human being, like the characters 

in the stories told in the Arabian Nights, into a lower animal has 

been handed down to us from the days of the Tantric Mantriiyaua 

Cutt qf Bnddhism which however has strange similarity with the 

Tantric Sakta cult of Eastern India as we still find in the temple of 

Kamakhya (Kamrup) in the Province of Assam. The similarity in 

the matter of the use of charms and drugs in Bengal with England 

seems apparent when we read Kavikankan's Chandikavya and Shakes

pear's Macbeth, both of whom flourished in the 16th century, giving 

almost the same list of magic ingredients for the purpose of charm

ing.t These formulas might have travelled to Europe from India at 

a very ancient time with the Indian Gypsies. 

1 See Kavikankan's Chandikavya, pp. 136-37 : 

"~~9(~ ;r~ ~ ~~ ~ I 

c<ft~~r c?tDI ~ '5ttNffi ~1"\fi u" ~~JtN 
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Freedom qf Women.-"\V omen enjoyed perhaps greater freedom before 

the Mahomedan invasion. In 1tayniimati songs we find the mother 

Ma.ynamati going to meet her sou Raja Govindachandra when he was 

transacting business in his court. The dowager queen dressed herself 

in a white Sagi1 took a stick (made of hintiilwood) in her hand as she 

was old and chewed scented betels when proceeding to the court. 1 

We also find in the same songs the queens supply the ingredients 

which were to serve the purpose of collyrium to paint the eyes with. 

Aduua and Padunii went to the house of an ordinary Bania named 

Nimai on some business 2 In the Dharmamangal songs which breathed 

Buddhistic sentiments1 descriptions are found of women enjoying 

greater personal liberty in all· the spheres of life inP-luding even 

the battle-field where they are found fighting side by side with their 

comrades of the opposite sex. 3 Examples of free love between men 

and women are ~bundant in the Mymensingh Ballads, proving without 

doubt that women of all grades of the society commanded a greatet· 

freedom than in the days that followed. 

(Bring the nails of tortoise, teeth of crocodile, an owl from its hole and the biles of 

lizard, etc.) 

See also Bansidas's Manasamangal, p. 503. 

" <ff<li~t?! <tt1f ~'S ~011.~11 f9f~ I 

c1m <lt'B ~ w~ w~wr ~~~ un ~\!>JtN 
(Bring the left leg of a crab, the biles of a rat, and the left eye of an owl to supply 

the ingredients which was to serve the purpose of collyrium to paint the eyes with. 

See the Witches, broth in Macbeth, which contains among many others things, eye 

of newt, adder's fork, maw of shark, wool of bat, scale of dragon, gall of goat, 
lizard's legs, and wings of owlet. 

Of. The incantations of women in the Vedic age, who were afraid of their 
co.wives. Rigvecla X. 145 and X. 149. See also the Atharvaveda. 

1 See Maynamati songs : 

"lj~ ~ f-lwr 1{1!~1 mllt-f w~m 1 

f~~ ~-m ~ ~ w~m 1 

* • * • 

• See the llfaynamati songs. 

• See thE; Dharmaman&'al son!S'~· 

• 
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Garland and Sandal-paste (Malac!Jandan).-In social gatherings it 

was the practice to offer garland and sandal-paste to the most respected 
guest present as a mark of honour. These could only be offered by 

the. host himself and naturally most of the guests present in such a 

gathering jealously watched the conferring of the honour. Such 

gatherings often gave rise to bitterness amongst castemen who found 
it a suitable occasion to decry one another and tried to uphold the 

prestige of their respective families. In those days political activities 

were thrown into the background and social matters occupied the 

fore-front of public attention. A vivid description of Mala-Chandan 
contest is to be found in Kavikankan Mukundaram's · Chandikavya, 

pp. 175-176. 

Passport.-This document with the royal seal issued in former 

days was known as ' Berajpatra.' A kind of passport in the shape of 
' Duri' or thread is found mentioned in the life of :Maladhar 
Basu of Kulingram. 1 In the days of Chaitanya Dev, people intend

ing to go to Puri on pilgrimage, had to pass through this village. The 

family of Ramananda to which Miiladhar Basu also belonged 

had the right of issuing passports to the pilgrims in the shape 

of a piece of thread. The pilgrim wore the thread on one of his arms. 
Penance.-The penance' Shale-Bhar ' 2 (i.e., self-torture by impale

ment) was prevalent in the pre-Mahomedan days. A devotee prac

tising this penance was inspired with the belief that he would there

by win the choicest favours of the god he worshipped. In the Dbar
mamangal songs it is mentioned that the queen Ranjabati got a 

son (the famous Lausen) by practising this penance. 
Fondness (or the dog.-This animal which is now regarded as 

untou~:hable by the orthodox Hindus and Mahomt::dans was pet at least 
in tbe twelfth century. In .1\fanikchandra Rajar Gan it has been 
described that when Raja Govinda Chandra left his palace with 

• See Chaitanya-Oharitamrita, p. 176 and Bangnbhasa-0-Sahitya, p. 152. 

• See Dharmaritjer·git by Narasingha Basu. 

"Dt~ if~~ "tWf ~ ~ I 
'fll"'!Jrn ~9ftlf"t ~~ f~ <!Sl: n" · 

(When I, Ranjitvati, got myself impaled at Ohitpiti to get a son by the advice 

of the priestess Samulya the god Dharma ~ranted me the desired boon.) 
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ascetic's vow, his birds, cows, elephants and dogs were so much 

moved that they set up wailing for him. His favourite dogs which 

were no less than hundred and eighty in number 1 threw themselves at 

his feet as if much moved over his imminent departure. Again in the 

same place we find that ' these one hundred and eighty dogs were not 

only favoured in our homes, but received regular training if they 

happened to belong to rich masters."2 Dogs in those days served also 

the purpose of keeping watch over a house. Ha~)i Siddha, the Guru of 

Govindachandra, made arrangements for the maintenance of a pair 

of formidable dogE> to prevent the Raja from entering the houses 

of his subjects for alms, by way of testing the strength of asceti

cism of that momuch. The•e dogs were named ' Hapan and Jbapan.' 3 

The naming of dogs was another peculiarity of those days. They 

often indicated the nature of the animal, for instance, Hapan 

signifies quick-breathing and Jhapin jumping. 

All these prove the popularity of dogs in ancient Bengal sug

gesting a coincidence with the place of the animal in the present 

European society. 

Likene8sfor Lu:xuriant hair.-In the Mahomedan period the Hindus 

used to keep their hair long, a custom inherited by them from 

their forefathers. 4 It is, however, interesting to trace the change of 

national taste in this direction from time immemorial to the 

present day. With the arrival of the Mahomedans in this 

Manikchandra Rajiir Gan. 

,, fit<T>tm c~~t~~ <t>Wir i{\S ~ ~~~" 
Ibid. 

3 

Ibid. 

• See Manasa Mangal by Bijay Gupta (P. S. Gupta's ed.), p. 196. 

" ~'4~~ ~~"'f"Q ifl'<f "lt~~ r'l " 
(Lakshmindra possessing large arms had also long hair.) 

See also the Ramayana by Krittivas (Laukskit!}Qa), 

'' ?ti!ti m7:~ ~w il~ <m~ ~" 
(The soldiers of Rama fled so hast.i!y that they could not find time to tie np 

their hair). 

2 

•• 
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country, the test changed and our people began to imitate 

the ruling mce. They began to c~t the bait· to a shortet· length 

allowing it just to touch their shoulders and this fashion came 

to be known as ' Babri.' 'f'hus the art of hair-dressing, specially 

plaiting, received a partial check so far as it concerned 

men, the fair sex keeping up the old practice down to 

the present day. The Babri also came into disfavour sometime 

after the advent of the Europeans in this land. The Europeans 

thE-mselves were fond of keeping long plaited hair and using wigs 

in the 18th century. But it is not within our scope to trace how 

and when this fashion changed in England giving place to the 

practice now prevailing, bringing about, as it did, a corresponding 

change amongst Europeans in India. We may, with some degree 

of accuracy, assume that it was due to the Civil war of 1648 which 

was responsible for this change. At that time the Puritan anti

Royalists cropped their hair short to demonstrate their hatred against 

the cavaliers who used to keep long hair, a practice which won 

for them the special epithet o£ roundheads, a term by which they 

were latterly came to be known. 'l'he English and other European 

nations imitated the new fashion discarding the old practice. The 

Bengal.s gradually grew accustomed to the fashion introduced by 

the ruling race. Therefore quite contrary to their tradition, the 

young generation o£ Bengal keep longer hair in front o£ their 

heads and in many cases the hair at the back is actually cut off 

exposing the skin, in imitation of the European fashion. 

CHAPTER II 

SHIP-BUILDING AND COMMERCE 

In ancient Bengal ship-building reached a high degree of 

perfection and the sea-going vessels used to be actively engaged 

in promoting the prosperity o£ the country by conducting commer

cial intercourse with variOus places both within and outside 

India. 
The wood required for the construction of ships was teak, 

gambbari, tarnal, pial, k!tbal, etc. But it seems that the wood 

0 
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of the fabled tree Manapaba~ was best for the purpose. In the 

earliest times, the word Manapaban implied the extreme speed 

of a vessel, compared with the flight of the mind and the wind, a.nd 

we have a text in the Mahabharata,' ' ~~~tfil~or.' 1 to shew 
. ' 

this. But latterly it seems that a certain species of wood was 

identified with Manapaban, the exact nature of which is not 
known. 

In building a vessel the first work to be done was a ceremony 
known as ' Darabindha' or the thrusting of a gold nail (Sonarjal) to 
the keel (Dara) with the help of a silver hammer (Hatur). It was done 

by the owner himself. After thi3 ceremony, the actual work of 

construction was to begin. First a measurement of the vessel was 
taken. Then the keel was to be carefully constructed with which 
strong pieces of timber were joined with the help of iron nails. 
Next the ' Galui ' (prow} was to be built. This fiuished construction 
of the hold of a vessel. The deck, the Pa~atan (pieces of timber 
joined to the keel) and the shed were also made, After these, the 

construction of helm and rudders, and decoration work made the 

building of a ship complete. • It may be noted that the prow took: the 
appearance of a peacock or a S•1ka bird or some other fancy shape 
specified in the works on art and the ships were accordingly known as 

' Mayurpankhi,' 'Sukapankhi,' etc. Mention of seven types of prows 
representing the shapes of a lion, a buffalo, a serpent., an elephant, a 
tiger and a bird is found in old S>tnskrit works on ship-building, such 

as J uktikalpataru by King BhojR., 8 

\!)\!)~ lff~fu~i mt~t fq~~" '1~'ii1 1 

9ft~~ 'lf"fift~;r 'llCoiT'l:t~<:!i'ttPRl~ II 
;r~~\!)~~'1ft~~~~~~l 
~ \St~~~fu ilhf<t~~fil~~ 'f\!it~" 

• -~'hi~, '51tflf~ I 

• For tlo.e construction of vessels see also Ch~tndidas' Srikri~!)a Kirtan (p. 140) 
edited by Basantaranjan Roy and published by the Bangiya Sahitya Parishad. 

3 See also Visvakosh, Vol. X, p. 461. In ancient Europe also the prows of the 
vessels represented various models. See the figure of the old attic ship in the 

Dipylon Vase (British Museum) and Roman galleys in Trajan's column Rostrata. 

See the pictorial representation of the landing of Vijaya in Ceylon in Ajanta cave 
paintings (R. K. Mukherjee's-A History of Indian Shipping and Maritime Activity,. 
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A vivid description of the construction of a vessel is found in the 

Manasiimangal by Bangsidas (D. Cha~ravarti's ed., p. 28~). An idea 

of thit i! given below :-
The lord of Champaka (the merchant Chand) constructed some 

vessels for which he himself performed the ceremony of gold-nailing 

(Soniir-jal or Jalai). The length of the vessel was fixed at a thousand 
yards (more than half a mile, evidently an exaggeration). From the 

keel to the central deck the height was six cubits and a half 

(thirteen Tal) which was designed to stabilize the equilibrium of a 
ship. The bamboo-poles required to set a ship in motion where the 
water was shallow were also measured with thread. More serious work, 
however, co:r. menced with the construction of the hold of a sb1p. The 

wood ordinarily chosen for the purpose was known as 'Manapaban,' 

noted for imparting the swiftness of the wind or of a wish to the ship. 

Strong pieces of this timber were joined together with the help of 

/ iron nails. In this way the construction of the hold was completed. 

When it was finished the met:tllic sheets (pith-pat) were fitted and 
the mat doors (jhap) fixed up. Then 'Mathakastha,' or 'Galui' 

(prow) was made, decorated with flowers of gold and silver. 

The principal cabin was built, after the deck, composed of wooden 
planks, had been fitted up (Patatan). This chief cabin (Raighar) was 

beautifully decorated with rows of artificial flower-garlands. On the 

vessel the mast (Malum wood) was duly fitted. The helm (Patwal) 

and its auxiliary piece of timber (Jhokiibari) were not forgotten. 
When these had been finished, a nicely ornamented shed was built on 
the ship. It had rows of Chamar (chowrie) and festoons of various 
types which made the ve!!!!el look pretty. Finally, the eyes of the 
figure on the prow of the ship were made with jewels resembling the 
moon. This completed the building of the ship. 1 

A similar description of ships as found in Kavikankan's Chaip;li
kavya, pp. 221 222, Bangabasi edition), is given below:-

"Seven 'qingiis' or vessels were built by Biswakarma and his son 
Darubrahma with the assistance of Hanumana. 'l'he mighty hero 

p. 44). See also the sculptures from the Sanchi Stupas (R. K. Mukherjee's above 

work, pp. 33-34). The Chinese Junk (Commercial Museum, Philadelphia) as told by 

Marco Polo (t'eriplus of the Erythrooan Sea, 247), published by Lnngmans Green 

and Co.) may also be mentioned in this connection. 
1 Of. Nelson's Flagship 'the Victory' in the battle of Trafalgar. 
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SHIP-BUILDING AND COMMERCE 13 

H1mumaua began to saw the wood of various denominations, such as 
'Sal,'' tal,'' Uyhal,'' peal,' 'ga~bhari' and 't1;1mal.' The architect 
Darubrahma in the meantime made the nails. They made beautiful 

vessels, each of which was hundred yards in length and twenty yards 
in breadth. The prow of each vessel res em bled the head of a Makara 

fish. It was made of ivory and the eye-balls were of precious gems. 

First, the ship ' .\I adhukara ' was constructed. In its central part 

there was the ' Raighar' containing' Rajasan '-the principal cabin for 
the merchant. A nook was reserved for the helmsman and the back 
part as the strong room for keeping treasures. 'rhere was also a mast 
on the vessel. The DaQQ.a-kerwal or oars were made of jack and teak 
wood and a helm was fitted to the prow of each vessel. ·The 
seven vessels were named :-* 

1. Madhukara (the Bee)-Tbe flagship. 
2. Guarekhi (Its prow resembled the head of a lion). 
3. Ranajaya (the victory). 1 

4. Ranabhima (the Terrible;in war). 
5. ,\lahakaya (the Titanic).i 

6. Sarhadhara (the All-Container). 
7. Na.~sala (th~ Amusement Hall). 2 

The following were the principal parts of a vessel:-

1. .P£ra (helm) or piitwai•. 
2. Malumkiiii!~ba (the mast). 

1 Of. the famous ship 'Titanic' of the White Star Line Company. 

2 Inspite of exaggerated descriptions of our poets, these vessels containing 

amusement hall, as in ' Na~sl\11\ ' and contairdng everything as in the ' All-Container' 

of the list of Kavikankan as also Ajay§elpii.~ and Pakshiraj of the list of Vijay Gupta 

mentioned later on, may be compared with the present-day ships of the other 

civilised countries of the world. 

3 J?iira in the present dialect of the conntryside means an oar, but in our older 

works it has often times the meaning given above. 

* Of~~tw f~~~' ~ ~~ if1~, 

fire~ ~f<f l>M<I'tif 9ft'l I 

'6"tfi 12t~if $fl'f5J ~t~m ~~Q <~tf~, 

~t~ ~i ~~~ fol~'l " 

• 
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3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9, 

10. 
11. 
12. 

• 
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Tala (hold). 

Mathaldi.~9ha (prow). 

Chhaighar (Ehed). 

Pa~atan (deck). 

Daq~akerwal (oar). 

0 

Bans;kerwal or Dhvaji (Bamboo-pole). 
FH.s (chord). 

Nangar (anchor). 
Pal (sail). 

J)H.ra (keel) . 

~11R ll~NT~, ~ ~1·31 ~~ €1~, 

~ f?t'llt"l "tt"l \!it"J I 

~~'1 ~tQ'f ~' ~c~ fD~ fit"! ~. 
lftW~'ili1 ~Wnf ~~1'111 

flO(C"J -rr~mr ~PI", "'tl;i stcs ~tM ~tf"' 
"'lt~1 ~C"l f~l!i ~"!~ I 

ft\!it~W'i -~rc~ Oltti1, ~~w, 'iftf~., 9ftl;), 
~w fi5~1 ~C\!i 'ffi'9f~ 11 

~q-~ ~fil"l ~~, iftr<f fi.SWi "!~ ~, 
l!i!tr~ ~w f<i~-r~ ~'11'1 1 

l{<fi~ ~~t~ ~Q/1, ~&'i~C~~ <11\!i1, 
~tf'tc"' <f'ftf"l ~lft<T n 

~w %-~1 ~~<~>~, ~m \!it~ ~~'<!~. 
"'t?:'l't ~vi <~~ m~ 1 

~~tftl <!PrC\!i ~1;, \;?(r;~ ~t~l{ ~1~, 
f9f?:~ *5' l{tf'l~ ~1~ II 

~ fi5~1 Pi"~~~~. <nl{ <Tt~ ~me~~. 

~$! f~ *~' ~'l'~m 1 

l!i!f\!i l!i!9fili9f #]'i~i. *l' ~~i ~'1\S'l~l, 
~W"l ?(~l{ ~~~i II 

~ f~ ~~Qi, ~~~t~~ 1)!!f~~1, 

~ ~w1 om:~ "'ltl;"lt'-'11 1 ~\!iJtnr 

-~R~"liC~ S~<f't<fJ 1 
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SHIP-BUILDING AND COMMERCE .}5 

.These names are 11till use~ to convey the meanings they did in 
anctent Bengal. It would be interesting for the pmpose of comparative 

study to find out if some of these technical names were analogous to 

those used in other parts of India in the literature of ship-building. 

In the description given above, we find elaborate details of the 

different parts of a ship built in those days. Exaggerated descriptions 
a.re, however, apparent in the writings of Bijay Gupta and some of 

the poets of the latter-day Manasii. cult, when ship-building as an art 

was practically abandoned in Bengal. .But though there is mueh of 

legends in the stories, the old traditions were not altogether lost 
sight of. Ships of considerable tonnage for commercial purposes were 

surely still being constructed. 1 The descriptions of voyages often 

go to show that ships of very large size used to be constructed in 

Bengal even if sufficient allowances are made for poetic imaginations.~ 

In Bijay Gupta's Manasamangal (Pearysankar Gupta's ed.) we find 

the following) : 
"First was launched the Madhukara. On board this ship, the 

millionaire Chand took his quarters. It was followed by the ship 

'Biju-siju.' This was so big that it broke the crooked projections of 

the banks on either side levtlling them as she moved on. Then 

followed the 'Guarekhi.' S::~e was so high that the City of Lanka 

situated at a long distance, was visible from its deck. After her came 

1 See Kavikankan, p. 220. (If 100 carpenters worked for a whole year, only one 

vessel could be constructed.) Also see Bansidas, p. 285. (1,600 carpenters cut the 

branches of the Manpaban tree and piled them up in rows.) See alsop. 282. (By 

the command of the king the Chief Engineer Giribar and the Admiral Gopal started 

with 1,600 carpenters.) 

• See Turnour's ~1ahawan8o, In this book we come across the following: "Prince 
Bijay and his followers were sent away by King Sinhabahu of Bengal (on board a 

ship) which iwas so large as to accommodate full seven hundred passengers." 

According to this work the ship in which Bijay's l'andyan bride was brought over 
to Ceylon was of a very large size, having the capacity to accommodate 18 Officers 

of State, 75 menial servants and a number of slaves besides the princess herself 

and seven hundred other virgins who accompanied her. (See Radhakumud 

Mukherjee's-' .A History of Indian Shipping and Maritime Activity, pp. 157-162; also 
pp. 163-164). S•e also' Bangalir Bal' by Rajendralal Acharyya, p. 22; and the copper. 

plate grants found in East Bengal for Bengali docks and harbours of ancient 

times. See for the above 'The Indian Antiquary,' Vol. XX, pp. 44-45. (3 copper

plate grants from East Bengal, by F. E. Pargiter.) See 'Bangalir Bal,' p. 39, and 
J.R.A.S., 18115, p. 525. 

10059 
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16 ASPECTS OF BENGALI SOCIETY 

' Bhirar-Patua/ dancers were on 
0 

board this ship. She was 

followed by Sankhachur (the shell-crowned). Her sides seemed 

to touch two opposite banks of big rivers and her bottom the 

ground under water. Next started 'Ajayselpat' (the invincible steel

bottomed). 'l'here was an arrangement. for a big fair in this ship. 

Then came up the' r ldaytara '(the moming-star). Her length was so 

extraordinarily large that when half the portion was exposed to rain 
the other half enjoyed sun-shine. 'l'hen sailed the ' 1'iayhiiyi ' (or the 

parrot-beaked). She was filled with merchandise, such as jute and 

coarse blankets, etc. Then followed the 'Dhabal' or (the white), 
She moved slowly and often stopped on account of her great bulk. 

After every stoppage shr. was to be set in motion by sacrificing a. 
hundred goats. Then ;;ailed the 'Kedar,' or the great god Siva. Before 

reaching the shore the ship had to be worshipped with incense 

and ' Panchapradlp' as is done in a. temple when performing the 

evening service. 1 Then came the ' Pakshiraj,' or (the Prince 

uf Birds). Many fruit trees of considerably large size were there 

for the use of the people on board the ship. Then was hunched the 
'Bhimak~a' or (the fierce-eyed). This vessel carried fourteen lakhs 

of conch-shells. This was followed by the vessel ' -ankhatali' or (the 

treasure of shells). Her principal parts were made of sandal wood. 

Behind her sailed the vessel 'Ajla-kajla.' She used to devour a. 
hundred goats at every turn of the river (meaning that its size was 
so big that at every turn its motion had to be ensured by saorificing 

lOU goats). Thus one after ano~hel' the ships proceeded to the 
Gangasagar. 2 

' The popular notion of the old Bengalis about the ships being endowed with 
life bears a striking similarity to the ~otion of the people of ancient Europe. 

We Jearn in Grote's History of Greece (London, John .Murray, 2nd edn., Vol. I, 

p. 214) the following:-" Argus, the son of Phryscus, directed by the prompt. 

ings of Athene, built the ship inserting in the prow a piece of timber, from the 

celebrated oak of Dodona, which was endowed with the faculty of speech." See 

also Apollon. Rhod., 525; IV, 580. Apollodor. i, 9, 16. Of, the death of Iphyginia, 
daughter of Agamemnon of Homer's Iliad. 

2 '~ fi5"5f11 

• * * 
<!t~ <ft'e~t~~ f~j ;@{ ll~<!i~ I 
~~D'M~~~~m~u 

"' 
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SHIP-BUILDING AND COMMERCE 17 

The following descriptions found in the Manasamangal by Bansi • • das (D. Chakravarti's ed.)1 p. 288, may also be noted:-
"The first vessel which Chand. launched on water was Madhu

kara. Its deck was filled with earth, so that it took the appearance 
of land on which a small town with markets was set up. The fore
deck was reserved for worship. A tank of fresh water was there with 
aquatic plants on its surface to keep it cool and with fish of various 
descriptions. A vegetable and a flower-garden completed the outfit 
of this wonderful ship." The merchant Chand ascertained the cost 
of this ship to be fourteen lakhs of ' tankas ' as may be gathered from 
what he had said to his treasurer Govinda. He furthermore said that 
the merchandise on board this ship was worth the same amount. t 

3 

~t~ m ~TIS~~ O{tt1t ~~.I 
~'hf~~~~1 ms1 m~n 
~ ~ 'ftiSm~~ f\S"5fl iftt1t ~~~~ 1 

<r'hl ~9ft~ l)~ij mtcrn ~ CifN II 

\3~ 9("tt~ <ftiS~t~ ft~ ~~il I 
Cll~ O{nf ~ ~~~ ~rf11~~ ~ • 
~~~IS~f~~llf~l 
~l~ ~ ~'f ?!~tt~ em l1f II 

~ m <rt~~~ f\s~ ~er~rc~~ I 
lftm ~?It~ fit~ ~lf~'hl ~ " 
'!nt ~ <rt~m~ f~1 iftt1t ~'Stm 1 

~~ "lnl ~~~ ~ ifhl: ~1 II 

~tl ~ <ft'fili*~ fo;s'fj ~ ~~ I 
C~ ift~ ~ .~t{_ ~ ~ ~~ H 

-~~ ~~ 11"111111'?'1 I 

1 ~ 'e~"f:sfif ~ ~~ ~~~ I 
~~~II"~~~~ 

* 
l)i"'f ~ ~·(~ c'ftf~ISt"it I 
Collii ~'If ~~ elf i!Wf~ l~ <fi~ II 
l!ifl1f c~~ c~ ~~ O{t-s I 

~ i!il1 ~t~ ~~ '{teO{ m ~-s " 
-~~ill~ 1t"'ll11llet6'f, 9j: ~""I 
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18 ASPECTS OF BENGALI SOCIETY 

Another description found in the same work, p. 319, is given 

below:-
0 

" First started SankhachuQ.a followed by Chhatighati (the ship 
of wares) which was filled with earthen-wares. Then Klijalrekbi 

(lined with collyrium), Durgabar (the boon of the goddess Darga) 
and Manikyameruii (the diamosd-crowned) sailed one after another. 

The last was so big that it bad to be driven by sixteen hundred oarsmen. 
Then proceeded .Agal-pagal (the mad), Rajaballabha (the favourite of 
the king), Hansakhal (the Royal duck) and Sagarphenii (the sea-foam), 
one behind the other. The last one was filled with soldiers of Kalinga. 

Behind these ships came Udaygiri (the mountain of the rising sun), 
followed by Laksmipiisii (the abode of the harvest goddess). ln the 
latter ship the priest S ubhiii established himself with all the requisites 

for worshipping Haragauri. The next two vessels were Udaytarii. 
(the morning-star) and Gangaprasad (the favour of the Ganges). 
The last one of the fourteen ships was the flagship MadbuOua, the 

Bee, which was the best of the lot. In this ship the merchant Chand, 
the lord of the fleet, had his quarters with his five advisers. During 

the voyage the crew sang Sari songs (a kind of chorus) all the 

while. 1 

1 ~~ W'! <ft'e <ft'e <l:Rm sfu<rt~ 9ft-s 

<!f~ f"lM"'-t~ I 
~~!G \!~ ~ ,lf ~ ~mr1 ~~ 

. ~f}9ft'f ~~ ~~~ H 

'!t~ '~ ·~~ Clf~H:~ ~ ~tN 
~t-4 R~i ~'llt<t~ H 

~tfct<fiT·~~i i'ft~ ~to'!~ l?t~ m 
<:!~ '-It'll" ~t'fti-9ft~ I 

~t<t' ~ ~t~ws ~~~~'~' ~SID~ 

15£~ ro"'"' ~~,~ u 
01m 'ft'f~~'tl 'lf if~ <~S~~ 

~ C"'tll f~ IS~~ I 
<Jl<~Snwt Qjo:i\9ft-li . 'lf .,~ ~~ <rt'fi 

~J <rtt~ ~ ~t~'l " 
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Another description front the Chandikavya by Ka.vikankan 
.Mukundarnm, p. 191, is given below:-

First was recovered from water the ship Madhukara. Its draw
ing-room was made of pure gold. Then came the turn of Durgabar. 
It was full of gii.bars or sailors. Then came to sight the ship 'Guii.
rekbi.' Her mast (Malumwood) might be seen from a distance of 
six miles. Another ship which rose up was the Sankhachuqa. Her 
breadth was eighty yards. Another ship named Chandrapiil was 
now recovered from the depth of water. When sailing, her sides 
touched both the banks of the river. The seventh and the last vesRel 
was Chhatimati whieh carried rice.' 1 

~'f~~nt1 {tlftl't ~tl2t~ ~ '~ 
~~ fu~ 1\l{_<!i?!l 

~~!!9ft~ ~ ~fir ~f'111~ 'Off~, 

Cll ~ t!ft9ff.f m~ H 

~ fi9lfl ~th1 ~ ~<I' 1ft~ 1ft~ ${ 

~'M ?ft'f C~~~ 1ft~ I 

fV5lfl ~~ WI ~ ~~ 12t'Sf'rn ~ 
f~ <~~ift ~-f.fm n 

~~~ l{Ol1J1~~41, 9}: \!>~~ I 

i 12t~ ~~a; f~ ifttlll{~ I 

~qr;cf~ ~~1 <rrn ~<I~Pft ~HI " 

• 

~t~ ~ ~~ ifttll ~'i{t~ I 

lllll'<t'S '5if9(~j ~ <iPI"f ~~ II 

~t<( ~~ ~ ifttll ~m~ 1 

~ ~?! 9\t~ ~~ ~ffi~ Of~ II 

'ifhf ~R t::!'tc"'f iftDTllf~ I 

15\tit\${ ~tur '5ftt~ ~ H 

~?! f~ ~i{ ifiDT Dm?ft"f I 

1ft~~~~~H 
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In the midst of the evidently eX()ggernted description:~ of the 

poets about big vessels we sometimes come across accounts of smaller 
crafts in our old literature. We find in Bansidas (p. S20), for 
example the following:-" The admiral Gopal who sailed first had 
with him forty-two small boats '(hat-nao ). The mode of construction 
of the river-boats and that of sea-going ships are now precisely the 
same as we read about them in our old literature and the nomencla
ture adopted in the past was on the whole the same as we use it now. 
It seems that the sea-going ships and the river-crafts were built on 
the same principle. Even the other day a coasting vessel named 
the Aminakhatun and its sister-vessels of considerable tonnage were 
built by a merchant of Chittagong with the help of local carpenters 
and mechanics and the method of building adopted for the purpose 
appears to be the same as was done in the past. So far as their 
build and speed are concerned, these ships were perhaps not inferior to 
those used in England in the days of Nelson. A point of coincidence, 

i.e., of keeping a flagship in the mercantile marine as we find in the 
navy of the civilised world to-day is indeed curious. The numbers of 
ships, i.e. seven and fourteen, which the merchants of old generally 
adopted in completing a fleet were perhaps due to the notion that 
these numbers were auspicious. A merchant before undertaking a 
voyage used to perform certain ceremonies. 1 

The following among others constituted the crew of a ship:-
1. Gabar (sailors, consisting of two classes) : (a) Manjhi or 

oarsmen, (b) Dari or Karnadhar (helmsmen). 

2. Sutradhar or Carpenter. 
3. Karmakar or blacksmith. 
4. Paik or foot-soldiers. 
5. Dubari or diver. 
6. Mirbahar or admiral. 
7. Karikar or craftsmen. 
8. Kiiriiri or helmsman and captain. 

'5ff\'! ~ ~MOT iftCll c~~ I 
ll~ 15~1 f~ l)~ <IM ~ H 

1 Sea Sen's FoJk.Jiterature of Bengal, Calcutta University, pp. 73·75. 
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SHIP-BUitDING AND COMMERCE 21 

Gabar,-a sailor. The caste from which boatmen were gener-
• ally recruited is still known as Gabar in Bengal. They were 

exceptionally sturdy and the term 'Gaithyargabat·,' applied to them, 
signifies great physical strength. The sailors used to sing a chorus 
called Sari when plying their oars. 1 The sailors were mainly re
cruited from East Bengal. i 

Sutradbar,-carpenter. Carpenters' services were required for 
repairs and the joining of parts; these carpenters supplied the 
necessary crew corresponding to an Engineering staff maintained on 
board a modern ship. Carpenters were essential for European ships 
when steamships were not in vogue. 

Karmakar,-blacksmith. Blacksmiths were engaged in building 
a ship and as their services were considered indispensable, they were 

taken on board the ships. 
Paik,-foot-soldiers. They were taken in perhaps owing to 

insecurity of the age, to protect merchandise from any possible attacks 

of pirates or hostile foreigners. 3 Mention is found of the Telugu 
soldiers employed by . the Bengalis in the Manasii-Mangal and the 
Dharma-mangal poems. 

Dubari,-divers. They accompanied the sea-going merchant 
vessels to ascertain if there was anything wrong in that part of a 
vessel which remained under the water. 4 

Mirbaha1·,-admiral. It is an abbreviation of the Arabic term 
Amir-al-Bahar, meaning an admiral of a fleet. The admirals would 

not only accompany warships but also armed merchantmen as appears 
from the description of Chand's voyage for trade. In Bansidiis we 
find Admiral Gopiil accompanying the carpenters in their voyage 
m quest of Manapaban wood perhaps to guard them against any 
possible attack, a pr8caution which was considered necessary to 
provide against insecure sea-voyage. 

From the descriptions that one comes across in the works of our 
poets it appears that· the merchandise carried in Bengali vessels was 

' See Satyaniirayanet• Pnnthi, edited by Abdul Karim and 1\Iaoasamangal poems. 
• See Kavikankan, pp. 198 and 207.8. The Giibars used' Danda (helm), Danda 

Kerwiils {oars), Bansakerwals {bamboo-poles) and Fans {chords) to ply the vel!eels 
See Ka.vikankan, pp. 195, 227, 194, 228, 207, 229, 234, 236. 

• See Bansidas, p. 329. 
• See Bansidas, p. 329 . 
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22 ASPECTS OF BENGALI SOCIETY 

mainly intended for export to Patalb and Singhal. A system of 
barter wa'l generally resorted to and fraud 1 played by the Bengali 
merchants on foreigners of questionable civilization, furnished a stock 
of humour and fun to our poets, on which all of them wrote in the 
same strain. We find occasional mention of merchandise, wherein 
the prices are sometimes ludicrously exaggerated, for during the time 
when these works were written, sea-voyage was reduced to a vague 
tradition in w~h facts and fiction were hopelessly blended together. 
Still we give below two lists which may be found interesting as 
they no doubt contain some elements of truth. According to Bansidas, 
it was the Bengali merchants who introduced cocoanuts and betels in 
some foreign countries, but this seems to be a myth. 

First List. 
Items of Bengali Merchandise. Articles of foreign countries. 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 
(4) 

Betel-leaves 
Betel-nut 
Lime 

Catechew 

in exchange of Ten emeralds for each leaf. 
, 

" , 

( i1) Cardamom ., 
(6) Satabari Kameswar 

(Aspara!J118 racemosus) , 
(7) 
(8) 

(9) 

Fruits 
Vegetable-roots 
Pulses 

, 
, 
, 

(10) Onions and garlics , 
(11) Camphor 
(12) Water-weeds 
(13) Dolichos !Jladiatus 

(Miikhana) 
( 14) Goats and sheep 
(15) Radish 
(16) Dry fish 
(17) Sugarcane 

(18) Jute 

" , 

, 
, 
, 
, 
" 
, 

Ten gems. 
Quick-silver. 
Gorachana (a 

pigment). 
Pearl. 

Musk. 

bright yellow 

Golden bricks, bells, etc. 
Diamond. 
Corals. 
Maces. 
'Biikhar.' 
Diamond. 

Ruby. 
Gold. 
Ivory. 
Sandal-wood, 
Royal maces (na.badanda, symbol 

of royalty). 
ChowJ.tie (Chiimar). 

1 See the Chandikavya by Kavika..nkan (the character of Mnr!lric;ila) a.nd ihe 
1tory of yankhamiila by D. R. Majumdar. 
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Items of Bengali Merchandise. 

(19) Wooden utensils in excflange of 

(20) Wooden furniture , 

(21) Earthenwares , 
(22) Oil and clarifietl 

butter 
(2!l) Kumkum 

(24) Poppy 

etc. 

" 
" 
" 

Articles of foreign countrieB. 

Gold and Silver utensils. 
Golden furniture. 

Bell-metal utensils. 

Quick-silver. 
J arful of honey, 

String of gold-bell. 

etc. 

23 

For a reference to the above list, see Bansidas, pp. 880-390. 

392-39S (D. Chakravorti's ed.).' 

Second List. 

Items of Bengali Merchandise. Articles of foreign conn tries. 

I. Deer in exchange of Horse. 

2. 'Biranga.' 
" 

Clove. 
8. Suntha 

" 'fanka-a kind of wood apple, 
Fetonia Elephantum. 

4. Ape 
" Elephant. 

5. Pigeon 
" Sua (a bristly Caterpillar). 

6. Fruits 
" 

" Jayfal." 
7. Bahara 

" 
Betel-nut. 

8. Jute 
" White Chowrie (Chamar). 

9. Glass 
" 

Emerald. 
10. Sea-salt 

" Rook-salt. 
11. Dhuti (cloth) 

" 
Pota. 

12. Oyster-shell 
" 

Pearl. • 
1S. Harital 

" Diamond. 
14. 'Joani' ., "Yira." 
15. "Chua" 

" Sandal-paste. 
16. Sheep 

" 
Horse. 

~tt~ ~tM ~m9ftif, ~~~<f R~, 

~"'J ~ <ft~tt ~~ I 
~~~ ~~ft 9ftt'1, ~~ lfl't~t'1, 

. ~~ lflfffi ~ 9\~ N 
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See Kavikankan Mukundaram's Chandi- Kavya, p. 191-Dhana
pati's exchange of merchandise in° Ceylon.' · The exchange of 
commodities seems to be som0what more reasonable · than that 
to be found in Bansidas. 

It is to be noted that there was a time when glass used 
to be exported from India. We learn the following in the 
Periplus of the Erytbrean Sea, pp. 220-221 (by W. H. Schoff, A.M., 

Longmans Green & Co., 1912 ). 
u The origin of the glass industry in India is uncertain. 

According to Mitra, Antiquities of Orissa, I, 101, it was made 
in Ceylon in the 3rd century 'B. C. and Pliny (XXXVI, 66) 
refero to the glass of India as superior to all others, because 

-'made of pounded crystal.' Mirrors, with a foil of leas and 
tin, were largely used at the time of the Periplus, and Pliny 
indicates (XXXV II, 20) that 'the people of India, by colouring 
crystal, have found a method of imitating various precious 
stones, Beryls in particular.' An early play, the Mrichhakatika, 
or Little Clay-Cart, describes a scene in a court of justice to 
this effect (Mitra, 100; see also A. W. Ryder's translation, 

Camb1·idge, 1905)." 

<ffl~ ~ftle'! ~'1, ~~ ~Cfi IM~'I, 

~~t~ <l:'ifti! C'stil5"l1 I 

~~ <.!l~tw ~~. ~~ 11f'!~ <flffiT, 
c<t'~ <fWf ffl'<fj C'lt'tl II 
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The Bengali merchants u~ually carried on trade with Ceylon and 
Patan in Guzrat and Yisited the following ports : 

l. Puri. 
2. Kalinga. or Kalingapa.tam. 
3. Chilkachuli or Chicacole in the Madras Presidency. 
4. Banpur. 
5. Setubandha Rameswar. 
6. City of Lanka (in Ceylon). 
7. Nila.cca or Laccadives. 
8. Patan (in Guzrat). 

One of the chief places outside India visited by tae Bengali 
merchants was the Laccadives. Mention is found also of Pra.lamba, 
Nakut, Aheelanka, Chandrasalya island and A.ba.rtana island which we 
cannot identify but which undoubtedly lay outside our country. 
A vivid description of the coastin~ voyage of the Bengali vessels from 
Saptagram (an inland port of Bengal) to Pata.n in Guzrat by doub
ling the Cape Comorin, is found in the Manasamangal poems of 
Bansidas. In the Chaudikavya of Kavikanka.n Mukundaram we find 
accounts of mercantile adventurers of Bengal related in glowing 
terms. The lists of ports, both Indian and foreign, and the conditions 
of sea-voyage tally in both these works. 

In Bansidas we lilnd the following description of the voyage of 
Chand, the merchant. Inspite of poetic fancy and exaggeration, a 
rough idea of the sea-routes and ports may be gleaned from it, 

"The merchant started for south Patan. There were great cele
brations and festivities at the city of Champaka. All the ships 
started one after another. At the head of the vanguard was admiral 

• 
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Gopal with forty-two small vessels. After leaving his own territory 

Chand passed through the following p1aces in succession : Kimarhiiti, 
Madhyanagar, Pratapgarh, Gopalpur and Ramnagar. He then reached 
Kalidah-Sagar which he crossed leaving to the right Gandharvapur 
and Birnagar to the left. '{1hen the merchant reached the mouths of 
the Ganges after passing through Kameswar·, .Mandarerthana, Pichalta 
and Rambishnupuri one after another. At Gangiisagar Chand 
performed worship and sacrificed goats. After leaving Cha.mpaknagar 
the ships were on the voyage for five months. The' merchant passed 
through many difficult places after having reached the sea. He passed 
through Utkal and Kalinga on his right. Crabs, lobsters, leeches and 
crocodiles obstructed his passage through the malice of Manasa Devi. 
At last the merchant reached the golden Lanka surrounded by golden 
walls. Chand here saw the Rakshasa king and received his pass-port 
before proceeding fm·ther. Then he left Lanka on his right and 
passed the Malaya mountain near Cape Comorin. He also passed 
Bijaynagar (Ceylooes'e ?) then ruled by King A hi. The next important 
place which the merchant visited was Parasuramtirtha. Leaving 
this place the merchant reached the vast sea known as the Nilacciir

bunk (W. bend of seA near Nilacca-perhaps Laccadives). Reaching 
this sea the crew felt giddy as they heard the deep sound of the waves 
which rose as high as mounta.ins, They almost lost their way but 
through the expert direotion of Captain Duliir the vessels were steered 
properly. It was by looking at the stars that Dulai could keep to the 

right direction. After much trouble, the lnerchant Chand and his com
panions reached the city of Piitan, then ruled by King Chandraketn. 1 

On Chand's way back from Patan, he crossed the Laccadives, the~ 
passed the Vindhya-ranges, Lanka, Setubandha-Rameswar and 
reached Kalidaha-sii.gar where he experienced a heavy storm. 2 

The above description leads us to the conclusion that Patan, once 
a celebrated city in Guzrat, was frequented by the merchants of 
Bengal who reached the place by sea crossing the Bay of Bengal, 
pat·t of the Indian Ocean and the Arabian Sea. The voyage was 
probably a coasting one and Ceylon which stood midway between 
Bengal and Guzrat by the sea-route, was a favourite place of com
merce for the merchants of Bengal. Patan is not an inland city similar 

' See Bansidas, pp. 318·339. 

• Soe Bansidas, pp. 396·399. 

• 
• 
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to Tamralipti or Tamluk whici was once one of the most important 
seaports of Hengal. 'l'hough ~iitan means a city yet the frequent 
mention of this particular Patan and the wa.y leading to it, makes us 
think that it is no other than the Patan or Somnath Patan of Guzrat, 

not a fanciful creation of our poets.' 
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It seems our merchants used to
0 

frequent the islands and 
ports of the Bay of Bengal to which reference has already been made 
in this Chapter. 

The following description is to be found in Bijay Gupta's 
Manasii Mangal (N. l\f. Sen Gupta's ed., pp. 194-195): 

" Oh merchants, listen. In the north King Mukteswar reigns. 
It is very difficult to comprehend the ways of his people. They take 
the seeds of pepper for rice. The king of the east is known as Bidyii
sanga. The greater the bulk of the person the more the respect 
is shown to him. The people are all degraded and the social customs 
are in a most pitiable condition. Marriage-laws are not at all strict 

as brothers often exchange their wives. Even a brother marries his 
sister in that land. The women enjoy complete freedom and use 
coloured cloth esptcially to cover the breast. Caste-system is not obser

ved at ~II. In the. west the people are barbarous. They bore their 

ears, seldom observe any caste distinction and use ornaments 
on the neck. They do not give the girls in marriage unless they 
are sixteen and even then they put the married girl for some time in 

the priest's house iu lieu of his fee. A married girl even keeps tbe 
house of her husband's sister's husband. In case of any child being 

born, it shares the propet·ty on both sides. 1 Now hear the condi

tion of Patan or the South Patan. Its king is Bikram Kesari. The 
people of this land are very rich. · They keep jars full of gems. In their 
tand conch-shells, pearls, etc., at·e abundant as sea-waves fling them 

• 
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' The peculiar customs regarding inheritance snob as inheritance of nephews 
as found in Bansidiie are still prevalent among the Naira. The presrevation of 
dead.bodies mentioned in the same wcrk gives us glimpses of customs prevailing 
among the Buddhi1t!. • 
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in large numbers on the shor~ in particul:1r phases of the moon. 
Even the poor own oysters and pearls." 1 

The above lines, though full of grotesque fiction, seem to 
contain some grains of truth. By the term 'the North' the poet 
perhaps indicates the foreign countries to the North-east of Bengal. 
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From Chittagong onwards to Chinao people are fond of pepper and 
they take it in excessive quantity with their meal. By the term 'the 

East' t.he poet perhaps means the Buddhist Burma and the .adjoining 

counh'ies where owing to the influence of Buddhism caste system is 

ignored and marriage-laws are less rigorous, The Burmese women 

are very fond of coloured garments. Freedom of women is also 
allowed in Burma. The Western country may possibly mean the 

Madras Presidency which lies to the South-west of Bengal. As 
regards Patan, it may be said that it was a rich city or else the 

merchant vessels would not have been described as visiting the place 
for the purpose of trade. 

Another ·account of the voyages of the Bengalis (as found in 
Kavikankan's Chandikavya, pp. 195-202) runs thus: 

''After the performance of the usual ceremonies before sailing, 

the merchant Dhanapati passed the following places: Bhowsingerghat, 

Matiarisafar, Chandigachh&, Bolanpur, Purathan, Nabadwip, Mirza
pur, Ambua, Santipur, Guptipara, UJ.a, Khishma, Mahespur, Fulia 

and Halisahar-all by the side of the Ganges. Then he reached the 

very celebrated inland port of Bengal known as Saptagram near the 
'l'ribeni. The poet here incidentally praised this port and gave it a 
superior place among the following ports and places (some of which 

are Indian and some foreign) known to the poet., They are the port; 

of Kalinga, Trailanga, Anga, Vanga, Carnat, Mahendra, Magadha, 

Maharastra, Guzrat, Barendra, Vindhya, Pingal, Utkal, Dravir, Rarha, 
Bijoynagar, Mathura, Dwaraka, Kasi, Kankhal, Kekaya, Purabak, 

Anayuk, Godabari, Gaya, Sylhet, Kamrup, Koch, Hangar, Trihatta, 
Manika, Fatikii., Lankii., Pralamba, Na.kutta, Hagar, Malay (Indian), 
Kurukshetra, Bateswari, Ahulanka, Sibatta, Mahii.natta and Hasti.ni, 

etc. According to the poet the merchants o£ the above places visit 
Saptagrii.m but the merchants o£ Saptagram do never visit those 
ports and places (these prove the exaggerated notion of the poet 

about Saptagrim). 
At Saptagram the merchant took on board sufficient quantity of 

drinking water for his voyage; he then passed some other places of 
note by the river banks, such as Nimii.itirtha, Betarah, Bagan, 
Kaligbii.t, Omulinga, Chhatrabhoga, Kalipur, Himai, Hetiigarh, 
Sanketamii.dhaba, :Madanmalla, Birkhii.n&, Kalihiti and Dhuligriim. 
On his way he encountered storm on the 1:iver Magra. It took the 
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merchant twenty days to reach the- canal of Angarpur, The~ his 
vessels entered the sea adjoini~g the country of the Dravidas. I'he 

first place o£ note was Puri, celebrated, for the templ~ qt Jagannii.th. 

'l'heu the merchant visited Chilkachuli or Chicacole. Next ports 
of note were Baligl,a·a and Banpur which were soon .left behind. 

They then reached the land of the Firinghees (Portuguese). They 

stealthily passed this place under cover of darkness at night as they 

were afraid of thesJ people who were very strong for their fleet of 
warships which were known as Harmadii. (Portuguese Armada, the 

Portuguese being very strong in ships in these parts), Dtianapati 

then pasEed some seas which were infested with crabs, snakes and 

crocodiles, etc., li_ke Chand. After much difficulty he reached Lanka. 

Before reaching Lanka, however, Dhaoapati's 'essels touched 
Setubandha-Rameswar and crossed Kalidaha or Black-watered 

Sea." 1 
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It is peculiar that Kalidaha which Bansidas mentions to be near 
0 

Bengal Kavikankan places near Ceylon. It may be that any expanse 
of blue sea was called by them 'Kalidaha.' As for the mention of 
Harmadas, it may safely be saill that they are matters of history. 
The Portuguese pirate-vessels were for some time the curse of the 
eastern sea. 

In the voyage of Srimanta, son of Dhanapati, we come across 
the names of two islands namely, Chandrasalya and .Abartana, both 
lying on the way to Ceylon: We cannot locate these islands as we 
cannot locate Ban pur 'en route' to Chand's voyage, for obvious 
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reasons. Though there is ejidently much exaggeration about the 
size of the ships, it is quite pt·obable that the vessels belonging to 
Bengali merchants were often of enormous size, for the bulk of ships 
counted very much during those days. 1 The Bengali poets had some 
traditions of the past, to which they added much that they derived 
from their imagination. In one of the ballads of Mymensingh, it is 
mentioned that a vessel was called kosha, because its length was 
two miles (a krosha). Of course, it is almost absurd to suppose that 
any vessel could be of such a monstrous sh11-pe, but it is not unlikely 
that in ancient times when there was a fashion in the civilised 
countries such as Egypt and Babylon, and as a matter of fact all the 
world over, in constructing huge and titanic vessels, a full fleet was 
sometimes made to cover a space of more than a mile, the tradition of 
which still lingers in the name of pleasure-boats, known as 'Kosha." 

CHAPTER III 

CosTUMES. 

The costumes and ornaments of the old Bengali people were 
different in many respects from those used now-a-days by them. 
In this respect Bengal had more kinship with the up-country than 
we see it now. The illustrations given in the following pages are 
from works mostly written in the Mahomedan period though they will 
nppear to represent things having a bearing ou an earlier period. 

An!lariikhii.-It was a kind of coat once favoured in Bengal and 
still in use in Rajputana, Gujrat and some other parts of Northern 
India. It was a military dress in the Hindu period and this may 
be understood from the fact thatr the Raj puts still commonly use it 
while other people such as Banias do so but rarely. The Rajputs 
used it with a breast-plate purely for military purposes, which might 
have served as 'kabach ' or armour, of which we have frequent 
mention in our old literature. The Angarakha is now generally 
used as a purely civil dress. In :Kotah {Rajputana) and Gujrat it 
is more commonly termed as Koria. · Koria or Angarakha as used 
by them is a long garment reaching the knee-joint and instead of 

1 For detailed information on Ancient ship-building of Bengal which is still 
current to some extent in Chittagong, see among others an article on the above 

subject in the Bengali newspaper" Jyoti," dated the 17th J:lMdra (1327 B.S.). See 
, also Introduction to Mymensingh Ballads (Vol. .2, C. U. Publication) by Dr. Sen. 

5 
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buttons it has fastenings in the neck :wd breast. With an additional 

fastening at the waist it constitutes a special type and is known as 

'Balabandi-koria.' 'l'he cuff of the Koria is generally loose though 

sometimes close-fitting when buttons are used. In Bengal its use is 
restricted, being worn by old men in the remote corners of the province. 1 

Kanchuli. 2_A corset. It is still used in many parts of India, 

such as Behar, United Provinces, etc. In Bengal it was considered 

as a fancy dress by ladies even in the days of the Mahomedan rule. 

But it is no longer a favourite costume with them. Kanchuli has two 

main typelil, one short-covering only the breast, and the other long

reaching down to the waist. 'l'his cot·set is fastened at the back with 

ribbons. Reference to this garment has been made by Kana Hari 
Datta, Chandidas and a host of other writers, times without number. 

Old kanchulis bore beautiful artistic decorations-specimens of needle
work. For a description of these decorations we may refer our 

readers to the Dharma•I•angal poems by Rupram. Here we find 

Nayani wearing a Kanchuli, with exquisite needle-work decorations 

representing the ' rasa ' of Srikrishna. In Harivamsa by Dwija 

Bhowani Das we find the description of a Kiinchuli with the figures 
of Dasavatiira on it. In Kavikankan's description of Kauchuli we 

find the figure of Bhagawati adorning the dress. The pictorial 

represeutations given by our poets are evidently exaggerated, but it 

cannot be denied that there is some truth in them. Specimens of 

beautiful repesep tation of pictures are still available at Dacca, Ben ares 

and some other parts of Northern India. 

Nibibandha. 3-A kind of belt used by women. Another kind of 
belt, not so fine a.nd artistic as the Nibibandha, was made use of 

1 For AngarakM see the Dharmamangal poems by Riimanarayan, C. U. MS. 

No. 2454, Fol. 12, 

(The general put on 'Angar!i.kha' and looked fierce.) See also Viswakt:>sha, 

voi. I, p. 76, where it has been made synonymous with s!injoii signifying armour. 
2 For a description of Kancbuli see Sree-Krishna Kirtan (edited by Basa.nta

ranjan Roy) among other works. 
• See Manasiimangal, by Bansidiis, p. 312, 

-rtf~Q' ~~ ~ i!'IR~~ ~tR : 
(She wore a belt in the waist above the navel.) See also RamnarayaJw, C. U. MS. 

;So. 2454, F. 13. For ~1i1 see ibid., F. 2. 
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by men, and it was call.d Patuka. The belt had a string of 
small bells attached to it, from end to end, to keep up a jingling 
sound pleasing to the ears as the wearer moved about. Description 
of women using Nibibandha when dancing and of men using 
Patuka when going to battle, are to be found in our old literaturr, 
such as the Dharmamangal and Manasamangal poems. 

'l'he following gives an account of the different kinds of costumes 
used by people of different profe~sions : 

A Brahmin. 1-The Dhuti and Chaddar of the priestly Brahmins 
are, of course, of hoary antiquity. Garments, such as shirt or coat 
were never used by them. The Brahmin priests would never use 
garlands or scents, specially when they were ' Brati ' or engaged 
in observing austerities. Chaitanya, when a young man, used scents 
and garlands as he was not a ' Brati Bipra.' 

Yogi.-An ascetic of the Yogi class used to shave his head, wear 
'Kundals ' or earrings of copper, rub his body with ashes, put on 
a rag and carry a beggar's knapsack, a dry pumpkin-gourd and a 
stick. 'l'he most significant mark of a Yogi or Yogini was .the use 
o£ a Kunda!. This, however, was often used as a threat by people 

('l'he commander tighte~:ed a golden belt around his waist). 

(The commander tightened a belt around his waist). See also Bansidiis, p. 312. 

See Ritmniirayan, C. U. 1\IS. No. 2454, F. 13, 

(Olose.fitting bells surrounded the waist of the warrior.) 

1 See the Mahabharata by Kasidiis, p. 269, 

~~ f<f\21 ~ '~f1 '~ ~iftfj~ I 

~~ 'D~ '*"J ~ ~t~t~ II 
~~ fi'~ ~~ ~ ~ 9f'CQ ~CUll 

(Why have you all overlooked the custom by wearing garlands and using sceuts 

and sandaJ.paste, inspite of the fact that you are all Brahmin Bratie? A wise 

.:•·nhmin never wears a garland.) 
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offering, as it did, a broad hint of his desire to turn a Yogi or 

Yogini. 1 0 

A merchant,-The merchant community as well as the upper 

classes of the Hindus used rich garments according to their means. 

Coats were used perhaps on special occasions while a Dhuti, a Chaddar 

and a Pagri constituted their usual costume.~ flboes of various 

descriptions including silvet·-!!hoes were used by persons given to 

luxury. 

A warior.-'l'he dress of warriors in Pre-Mahomedan period 

consisted of an armour, a helmet, a pair of trou~ers, a belt with 

jingling bells attached to it and shoes sometimes of velvet. Ordinary 

soldiers, however, did not u.;;e velvet-shoes. A warrior would use 

armlet, bracelet and Nupur and rub his body wi~h dust like that 

of the Mallas or wrestlers before being engaged in a duel. Long 

1 See Govinda Chandra's song, slokas 645-646, 
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"' 
(The king shaved his head with a golden razor, wore the costume of a Yogi with 

knndals or earrings and rubbed ashes over his body. He also wore the particular 

kind of cloth known as Kaupin. With rags and a beggar's knap-sack on his 
shoulders he became a veritoible ascetic). See also Bansidils, p. 247, 
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(He took the dry skin of a gourd, a stick, ragR and begging bowl with him, put on 

an ochre-coloured cloth and copper earrings as if a Yogi). 

• See Bansidlis, p. 195, 

9fta'lc~ sM.i <!tv, 9ftiG~ 9fi~'fl 'ftv, 
9!~1~~ ~row'~ 71tm 1 

(The merchant Chand started in a palanquin. He wore silk clothes and had a 
silken scarf ronnd his head.) Also the ~ame author writes elsewhere,-

(Chand put his feet into his silver-shoes.) 
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sticks like the constable's regulation 'Iathies ' were often carried by 
soldiers and these were kno.ln as ' Raibans.' In Manik Ganguli's 

Dharmamangal songs there is an anima.ted description of the march 

of an army in full military dress. 1 

A cow-herrl.-He used a short stick (Pachanba~i) and a piece of 

rope for managing his cows. He used a Piigri aud such ornaments as 
'Tag' (Armlet), Bala (Bangles), Kundals (earrings), etc. He also 

used a Singa (horn) to call his companions and herds. The cowboys 

were very fond of garlands of field-flowers and specially those of 

Gunja (Ab1·us pw:atorious). They often painted their faces with 
Alaka and Tilaka-marks of sandal-paste. 2 

Female rltess. -The women ordinarily used 'Kanchuli' (corset), 

'Ogna' (a sort of thin wrapper), Sadi with an underwear and Nibi

bandha with 'Kinkini' or Ghungura. In the sixteenth century 

1 See the Dharmamangal poems, specially of Manik Ganguli for description of 

commander's dress,-

(The commander had a helmet on his head, a garment on his body and he wore an 

excellent pair of silver·shoes.) See also Ramnarayan, C u .• MS. No. 2454, F. I3,-

1>ii<l'1 c~t~~ ~n:<1 'fi~ ~~1 ~tiS : 
(The warrior tied the girdle or belt round the waist and rubbed ochre-coloured dust 
on his body.) Again the same author writes-C. U. 11-IS. No. 2454. F. 13. 

~ iiif "l_~C~t~ c~f~ c<t>m I ~ '5lm~ ?!~ OfM "'ltr.'f i5'~ II 

• 

(the warrior put on his waist close-fitting bells known as ghunghur and wore 

AngarAkha which made him look fierce.) See Madhavticbaryy's Chandikavya, 

(The military 'Topar' otherwise known as Ranatop or helmet adorned the head and 

the bells adorned the waist of the warrior.) See Ramniirayan, 

(The Tag or armlet and BaJa or bangles adorned the warridi''s arms and the Nupur 
made the feet look pretty). See the Dharmamangal poems by Ramchandra Banerjee, 

·~rhr<fi~Wi 9ft~<l' ~t~ ~t;srrn !fhT : 
(Thousands of soldiers armed with Raibiins were on their march.) 

2 See Gitaratnavali, pp. 70-71, 

'5lt~~ ®i~'l'ID& ~m1 ?fi~fu 11tr.~ : 
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and even earlier the Bengali women probably used Kocha (the tuck 
0 

of the lower garment which hangs loosely in front of the SaQ.i). 

The up-country and Marathi women still preserve the display 

of a 'Kocha' in front of their SaQ.i though it is not prevalent at 

present among the Bengali women. It may be said that stray 

references to the use of ' Ghagra' is found iu our old literature 

such as the Maynamati songs and the Vaishnava padas. In 

'Kshitish Vamsavalicharit' too we find mention of the occasional 

nse of Ghagrli. by ladies in the family of Raja Krishnachanura of 

Nadia. All these illustrations tend to prove that Ghagra was 

rather used in Bengal as an exceptional dress and came into vogue 

in this country in the pre- British period owing to the Mahomedan 

influence and the etiquette then prevalent in the country. It had 

never commanded universal use, perhaps on account of the 

climatic condition of this country. Ghagt·a is still used in North-

(The cowboy Sridam comes forward with a red turban on his head.) The same 

author writes again, 

' ~CO'[ '1~~ ~~~t"fl, ~.sf ~5i'~1 I 

c~~t~ c~ <~~~~' <t>tc'l ~.,- C11"fi u ' 
(The cow-boy had the garland of Ab1·us precato--ious on his neck and armlets 

and bangles on his arms. He had also kundals or earrings on his ears and he 

carried a rope on his shoulder3 to bind the cows.) See Mukundamangal by Haridas, 

(He started giving signal to his companions by blowing the horn.) See Gostha. 

by Balariim Das in which a cow-boy's dress has been thus graphically described:-

'~ f~~'§ ~'1""11 ~\!'I ~~'l I 

'1"~ Pl>fw9J ~ff; ~"§ <Pfi! II 

f'l'cn ~ $'1 ~~~f.{ 1 

~'4~~ fitFf~ ~ ~R II 
~C'l iJ..~ f~j ~'1'1" <1'9ftc"f I 

50\iti! 5f~\!i ~~ ~~ffi $fc<'f II ' 

(A cow-boy's dress adorned the person of Krishna. He wore jewels and yellow
coloured cloths. He had a necklace on his neck, 'Kinkini' on his waist and 
'Nupur' on his feet. He wore a peacock's feilther on his head, 'Tilak' mark on 

his forehead and rubbed sandal-paste on his body.) 
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Western India and this may be. due to the close association o£ the 
people of that province with the Mahomedans on account of the 

latter having had their power most strongly established there. 
The Vaishnava poets o£ Bengal used the word Ghagra probably 

to indicate the ideas they conceived o£ the Braja-Gopis of 

Vrindavan. Dr. Coomarswami and Mr. Arun Sen consider the 

following in their translation of Vidyapati : 

"Skirt--Ghag rii-not now a separate garmer.t but that part of 

the Sagi which forms a skirt. But in Vidyapati's days the costume 

of Bengali women seems to have been that of Western Hindustan 

(skirt, bodice, veil) familiar in Rajput paintings. In this case 
'Nibibandha' is actually the skirt-string (p. 177, notes)." 

They further remarked that "Nibibandba is not properly a 

separate garment." We think that their comments are applicable 
only to the case of Mithila, the land o£ Vidyapati and not o£ Bengal. 1 

From a perusal of our old literature it seems doubtful whether 

Nibibandha was not a separate garment. 

Men and women of old used incense (dhup) to dry and to scent 
their hair. For scents, the women used Kumkum, Aguru 
(i/qualaria .i/golacha Aloe), sandal-paste and scented oil named 

'Narayan 'faila' and 'Vishnu Taila.' 2 Though the use of soap 

N. B.-Vaisnavas out of their tender feelings for the cows would not use the 
word 'biindhli' they use the softer word 'chhiidan,' hence the word in the above 

quotation. • 
1 For the use of sa~li with an underwear by the Bengali ladies see Jadunandan 

Das ' ' The Toilet of Rlldha,' 

' ~'li1 ~::a;~ llfif ~'Wf 9Jfi"l I 

'i!it'ffl ~9(~ ofta; ~'1: ll~ H ' 

(The beautiful girl wore a thin red cloth as an under-wear over which she pnt on 
a blue-coloured sru;li.) See also Chandidas' Khandita, 

' .n.,- 9frt~~ "!tiS c<~>tm ~.,~ ' g 

(The blue silk st1~i had a' kocM' with it). 
See Manasiimangal by Jagat Jiban Ghosal, 

'-mrr~'l ~'i!i"l, ~~ ~~., c~r"t~ '~ fifi1' ~ 
(Using Niiriiyau Taila and Vishnu Taila in hair.) See also <;Junyapuran by Ramai 

Pundit and the Manasiimangal poems by Ketaka Das for a description of the use of 

Narllyan Tail a. See also the. Manas!imangal poe:q~s h,Y Dwija Rasik for a description 
of the use of Kumkum a11d sandal-pastel · 
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(Sanskrit C'lf'f<ll") is found in Sanslg:it works of Susruta and 

Batsyiiyana, itil use was perhaps either unknown or forgotten in 

Bengal during the period under review. In place of soap myrabolans 

were in use. 1 The practice of using musk and sandal-paste was 
prevalent among both the sexes. 2 Collyrium was indispensable 
with women in former days. Tile sandal-mark (Tilak) on the 

forehead was essential in the Hindu period as the peculiarity of 

marking indicated the particular sect of a person. The paintin~ 

with sandal~paste and musk was sometimes done by way of luxury 
and this was called ' Patra-rachana' (lit. leaf-painting). s In it 
the leaves were not the only things that were represented on the 

cheek, forehead and the breast. The painting Alaka and Tilaka 
were very common. 4 'rhis painting was afterwards practised as 
a regular art and the ingredient of the paint consisted of sandal

paste, Harital (Yellow orpiment), Manhasila (Realgar) or Gorachana 
(a bright yellow pigment).5 

(The cloth diffuses the odour of Kumkum and sandal.paste.) 
1 See Krittivasi Ramayan, 

''f~ '~ ~~ ~~~ ~a;~': 
(The maid uses myrabolans to cleanse Sit,.'s hair.) 

2 See Krittivasi Ramayan, 

''fm~ c~f?tm fir~ ~'ff~ 5"ffi{ ' : 
(The whole body was besme&red with the sweet.scented sandal. paste). See also 

the pada by Vasudev Ghosh, 

'<Rifu' 'Ri! <ll'fii m<r'l, 'i.fr~~i ~ ~i ' : 
(Rubbing the musked sandaJ.paste on the body and preparing a flower.garland.) 

3 See Jadunandan Das, 

' ~~1%1' 9j'~t<f~ ~.,. <f9ftta'! ' : 

(The forehead was painted with musk). And Ray Basanta, 

'~'f~'ff 'Ri! ~<!l" i!<!t:~ 9f<!it<i<'i't f~~'l' ; 
( rhe figures of newly sprouted leaves and flowers and Tilak mark were painted with 
the help of musk and sandal·paste.) 

• See Padavali by Govinda Das, 

' ~i f<;5'"f<<l'i '~~' : 
(Paint Alaka and Tilakii marks.) 

5 See Batsyayana's 'K.amasntra1' a San•krit work, for a detailed account of the 

(J,QOVe. 
<. 

( 
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In our old literatm·e such as ~anikchandra Rajar Gan, the Manasa
mangal poems and others we find mention of cloths of various 

descriptions 1 such as 'Pater Pachhra' and Khuna (ordinary silk 
cloths), 'Chatak Dhoti,' Matak Dhoti (silk cloths of Assam), 

'Agun Pa.tsiigi' and ' Megb-Dambur,' 'Meghnal' and 'Gangajali 
Sa<;li.' Gangajali SaQ.i means that the cloth looked white and 
transparent like the water of the Ganges on account of its fineness 

and superior quality. Similarly Meghniil Sagi of the Mayniimati 
songs and Meghadambur SiiQi of Kavikankan were named after the 
blue cloud for the resemblance of their colour with that of the cloud. 

'Matakdhoti' bad perhaps some similarity with the Matkas of Assam. 

In all probability these Matkas used to be imported into Bengal 
from Assam. There were embroidery and picture decorations in 

garments. 2 

A close study of the old Bengali literature makes it clear that 
the mode of wearing cloth and Pagri was just the same in our country 

as is now prevalent in the up-country districts. 

CHAPTER IV 

ORNAMENI'S 

The use of the following ornaments was m vogue in Bengal, 
many of which have now grown obsolete:-

(i) Sinthi. 3-This is still used in some parts of Bengal and 

nearly everywhere in India by women as a head ornament. It 

1 See among others the Manas<imangal poems by Jagat Jiban Ghosal (17th 

century) for siiqis of very fine fabric with such picturesque names as Yatrasid 

(auspicious starting), 'Manja Phul' (a kind of white flower), etc. 
2 See Bansidlls (D. Chakravarti's edition), 

'~~ ~~oft N~1 '[~' &t_f~1 I 

'!i1r:~ <r~ MNUcW ~il ~il fifm "' 
(Her entire frame was covered in a fine wrapper with beautiful paintings on. 

Listen to what these paintings were about.) 

• See the Padavali by Govinda Das-Avisar, 

'f~ '!~it ~tf.r, ~<fccf"lf f'f~N '5ftf.r, <T~Cif cvnr~ PJ-'"N~~, ~ 
(The maid Chitra brought a golden Sint.hi and put it tenderly on Radhii's heaq 

between the hair-parting.) 
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consists of three gold strings two of wJlich run from ear's end joined 

at the centre by another which goes straight along the hair-parting. 
In rtajputana it is called 'Sirbandi.' 

(ii) Beshar. 1-In rural Bengal it is called 'Nakchhabi '-a 
nose-ornament. It resembles a small semi-circle and is worn by women. 

(zii) K1tndal. 2-A kind of earnng formerly used by both 
sexes. It was generaliy m1de of gold inlaid with pearls. In Bengal 
the original form of this ornament has been modernised and is 
now known as earring. The old and original form, however, still 
exists in some parts of ~othem India. 

A special kind of Kunda] was known as the 'Maktr-Kundal' 
as it resembled the head of Makara.-a kind of sea-fish. Latterly, 
however, this pattern was replaced by others-but the name itself 
was not changed. The present Bengali epithet ' Makri ' given to a 
particular kind of earring may have derived its name from this 
'Makar-Kundal.' A peculiar kind of Kundal which is now used in 
the up-country districts is commonly known as 'Chowuani.' It was 
once used in Bengal, but not in our days. 

(it') Kanbala. 3-An ear-ornament otherwise known as 
'Chakriivali,' wora on both ears. Chakra or Chaki was a sort of 

1 See Padavali by Jnanadas, 

'O{t~ ~"t~ 9f~-t <ffilm ~~~ ~~<t ~~· : 
(She touched the nose-ornament Beshara and smiled a graceful smile.) 

2 See the Gitaratnavali' (B. Saba's collection), p. 70, 

'~<jt'f f"S~ me~' ~ 

(The Kundals or earrings decorate the ears), also p. 97, 

''5fa;<f1f5~<l'1 <:STCfl, <f~ '\<t'Q f'Gt"'' : 
(On ·the forehead there were the marks of Alaka and Tilaka and in the ears the 
Makar.kundals.) See also Kasi Das's Mababhamta, Virat Parva, p. 542, D. C. Sen's 
edition, 

(a crown, a pltir of Makar-Knndals and an excellent armour were given to him); 

also ibid, Adiparva, p. 38, 

('l'he earrings of the wife of kin~ Pousya.) 
• See the Manasamangal poems by Jagatjiban Ghoshal, 

'~9(Q <!'T.:cl ~f<l' ?("CQ ~~ <fCcl <!~ I ~t~t~ ~r;<rr c-ttce1 <f'T.:Q ~~tOT~ <f~' II 
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earring exquisitely decorated with pearls and fixed on to the upper 

part of the ear. The 'V~li' practically covered the whole 

ear surface. Between the 'Chakra ' and the 'Vali ' another ornarpent 
known as ' Hiramangalka0i' or 'Madan- Kaqi' was also used. Chakrii

vali is still worn by Marwari women of Rajput.ana. 

(v) Bar. 1-A necklace. ~'requent mention of a peculiar kind 

of Har known as Sateswari is to be found in our old literature. Along 
with Har another sort of neck-ornament was used, known as 'Gri- . 

bii.patra. 2 It fitted the neck closely above the necklace, like 

a collar. It is still used in Beugal and is known as ' Chik' and 

' Hansuli.' At present the use of 'Hansuli ' has been rather limited 

as the lower grades of the Mabomedans only seem to favour it. But 

this ornament was used by Hindu ladies in ages long gone by as 

will be evident from stone images of gods and goddesses with 
Hansuli on, built m the llth and 12th centuries and even 

earlier. 

( ri) Angada. 3-Ali ornaments for the upper parts of the arms 

were known as Angada. A few of these are noticed below : 

(On the upper part of the ears there were the 'Chi1kis' and below them lengthwise 

were the 'Valis' and in the middle the 'Hin1mangal Kagis.') See Chandidas's 

Sri-Krishnakirtan, p. 112, 

(The ornament Hir,ldhar Ka~is of the ears.) 

1 See Ohandid!ts's Sri Krishnakirtan, p. 88, 

(I shall tear off the Sateswari necklace, old lady.) See the Pada by Bhupati Singha, 

'c~~ ~ro~ ~c'!>'!tfif q~~~, g 

(She wore the nose-ornament Beshara and the necklace Sateswari.) 

See Bansidas's Manasamangal, 'Ushar.Besh,' 

(She put on her neck the ornament Grib!ipatra which was studded with pearls.) 
3 See Jadunandan Diis, Sri RadhikJr Beshabinyiis, 

·~c(~~~ N~ f<l"'tt~1 ~orn1' : 
('!'he· maid Bisakh i brought the gold armlet 'Angada' and put it on Riidh,•'s 

arms.) 
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(a) Ta(/,.1-A pair of plain gold bands about two inches in breadth 

used on the upper parts of the arms~ This ornament was not only 

useq by women but by men as well. Tii~ is otherwise known as 
Tags. Its use is now almost obsolete in our country, it having 

been replaced by 'Ananta' (a nicely decorated armlet). 
(b) Kez61', 2-An ornament for the arms used by both the sexes. 

' Keur ' waE" a sort of gold band with nice decorations on~ It is a 
very old ornament and a reference to it is to be found in old Sanskrit 

works written when the Aryans did not yet settle in Bengal and 
Assam. 

(c) Baju. 3-An armlet otherwise known as ' Bajubandha.' In 
the villages of Bengal, especially of Eastern Bengal, it is still conti

nuing its existence though feebly amongst women and children ; 
formerly it was made use of by adult males too. It is generally 
worn high up on the right arm in Bengal but it is sometimes used 
on both the arms in Behar and U. P. Baju is a sort of thick band 

of gold with engravings ou and tied to the arm with a string. 
(d) M1id16li. 4-An armlet. It is almost similar to Baju with 

this difference that it contains more d.ecorative work and is less thick. 

1 See Bansidils, p. 312, 

'~t~ <rt~~ '¢it?t ~<ltc(9~' 
(The ornament known as Tag or armlet, Bahuti or bangles and gold ChU!;l or a type 
of bracelet). See also Gitratniivali, the Chandikiivya by Madhaw\charyya etc., etc. 

See 'Govinda Chandrer Git, Slokas 704-05, 

'~~~1 C~ ~ C<IS~~ <!'"'!' : 
{She put off the necklace Hilr, the armlet Kenr and the bangles Kankan.) See also 

Brindilban D!is's Murali Sikshii, 

~~~ .,.~ ~"'~ '~~'l' : 
(You do take the armlets and the bracelets.) 

• See Chandravalir Punthi (Battala ed.), 

... '~~. <ft~ ...... C<!'~, <~'"'~, ~!{.,. ~~ ~~ ~<r-l' c1lt~if·' ; 
(The two arms were decorated with the ornaments Tag, Baju, ...... Kenr and 

Kankan.) 
• See Jadunandan Das's Sri Radhikar Vesavinyas, 

(The gold armlets added to the beauty of the arms.) 
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Other names of this orname~ is Tabij (by which uame it is known 

in Eastern Hengal) and Kabach. Another variety of this ornament 

is known as J as ham which consists of double rows of . M aduli and 

is more commonly used in the rural parts of Bengal. 

The order of the different types of Angada by which they are 

to be worn is summarised below: First (nearest armpit) is worn 

Maduli, then comes Baju, then Ta~ and Jasham and finally Ananta. 
closes the list. 

(vii) Ratnachncf,.-A bracelet. It has three distinct parts each 

having a different name of its own. The upp11r part is known 
as ;r~ (Sarala), middle part as· ~ (ChU(:l) and the forepart 

as ~'! (Kankan). 1 Sometimes this Kankan, otherwise known 
as Balaya or BaJa, was used as a separate ornament. In Saral a ring of 

· pearls or precious stones was set. Adorned with floral decorations 

the Chucl was a nicely worked ornamtnt. Chu<j without Saral and 

Kankan are still used. A kind of bracelet kno·wn as Bahuti 2 was 

also used. It is even now favoured by the up-country women. A 

kind of shell-bracelet (Lakshmibilas Sankha 8 ) which was once 

popular has now become out of fashion. With Kankan was con

nected a pair of precious strings and another ornament for the back 

of the palm, known as Hatpadma. In the middle of the back of the 

palm was set an exquisitely beautiful ruby in a golden lotus with 

open petals. This was fixed to the rings worn on all the fingers. 

(viii) Khacf,u.-Silver anklets. A peculiar kind of this ornament, 

known as Magar-Khagu, 4 was in use among both the sexes. In 
Chandidas another kind of Khaqu has been mentioned. It was called 

1 See Krittibasi Ramii.yana, 

·~~ @9(~ ;rt?:~ C'lt'lTif ~~'!' : 
{Above the shell-bracelets adorned the gold bracelets or Kankan.) 

• and 3 See Bansidas, 

(Gold Bahuti or bracelet was worn on the wrist above the Lakshmibilas Sankha 

or shell-bracelet.) 
• See Bijay Gupta, 

·c~t~ ~t~ <ii"!?:<t>~ ~~ ~t~ ... 9f11T' ~ 
(Little boys wore anklets known as Magar-Khagu.) 
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'Ma!la-To~ar.' 1 The name 'To(Jar' gwes rise to the supposition that 

it might have been intrC'duced By Raja To~ar Mall who was for 
some time Akbar's Governor of the Province ( l :Hh century). It 
might also have derived its name from the Mallas of Birbhum who 

used the ornament. The wrestlers in those days, used a kind of 

anklets when they were out for a contest.. ' Mal '-a kind of close

fitting 'Kha:)u' or anklets, may have derived its name from these 

Mallas. We find mention of Bankarii.j Patii. or Bankpii.Ui-Mal 2 in 

our old litel'ature. 

(ix) Umzchhat., 3 otherwise known as Ujjhhatika. It IS now 

popularly known as 'Pashuli.' It was a kind of toe-cap. In our 

old literature frequent mention of Ujjhatika is found. 

CHAPTER V 

CULlNARY ART 

The culinary art once attained a high degree of perfection in this 

country. It was systematically cultivated by the Hindu women 

and even the ladies of rank took pride in cooking and thus we find 

a Sanaka. 4 and a Khullana 5 preparing a hundred palatable dishes. 

l See Chandidas-

'Qt~~ ~t~ •rilt~t~JpQ' : 

(On the beautiful feet adorned the otnklcts Malla-'fo~ar.) 
2 See Chandravalir Punthi p. 199, 

(There were rtnklets in the feet known as 'Bankpata-mal.') Radha in her fine frenzy 

was described in a Pada by Bansibadan to be wearing Bankaraj Pata on the breast. 

'fuinf ~9ft~ ~ ~tiS'f?f~' : 
(Radha wore the anklets Bankaraj-pata on the breast through mistake, owing to 

her excess of emotion !or Sri Krishna.) 

• See Jadunandan Diis's Sriradhikar Vesabinyas, 

'?ftm ~?ft~ ~w ~JW~~1 ffl'~': 
(On the toe was put the toe-caps made of precious gems.) 

• See Sanaka's cooking in the i\fanasamangal poems ofBansidas (16th century). 
5 See about Khullaua's cooking in the Chandikavya of Kavikankan l\fukundaram 

(16th century). There are very interesting items of curries in various places of 
the work. 
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In ancient time a knowle.dge of the culinary art in a girl was more 

appreciated than any_ other ~ttainments. It was owing to the peculiar 
condition of domestic life ·in the Hindu society and the part allocated 
in it to women that they acquired dficiency in the art and learnt how 
to cook innumerable articles of food. Due regard was always paid 
to the ordinary rules of hygiene in preparing these dainties. 

In 'Daker-Vachan,' 1 composed between the 8th and 12th centuries 
A. D., we find mention of curries, plain and simple, being composed 
mainly of vegetables, bearing a striking contrast to the subsequent 
rich dishes of meat and onion of the Mahomedan period. In 

Manikchandra Hajar Gan and in other writings of the Pre-Mahomedan 

period mention of fifty dishes was very common. 
Some of the meals of this period, the preparation of which seems 

to be forgotten in our days, are enumerated below : 
(i) Sita Misri.-It was a sort of crystallised sugar made by 

the following process. 2 

" The juice of sugarcane is boiled first. At that stage dregs 
appear on the surface in the form of froths, which when removed 
tb.e sugar gets condensed. It is known as 'Raja Gu4.' It is then 
made into 'ModakguQ. ' or ball-shaped raw sugar which again is kept 
in a jar having an opening at the bottom. 'i'hrough this hole the 
liquid portion leaks out. At this stage the upper part of the jug 
is broken and a kind of vegetable leaf commonly known as 'ganj' 
is put on the surface. Owing to the chemical action, the raw 
ingredients of sugar become more refined. But it is yet somewhat 
coarse and is called ' Bhura.' At this stage, the sugar is kept in the 
sun for some time and is then boiled with millL This process makes 

Among othElr instances ma.y be mentioned Suriksha's cooking in Manik Ganguli's 
Dharmamangrtl poems and Sita Devi's cooking in Chaitanya Charitamrita 

(Madhyakhanda). 

1 See Randhan.Prakaran d Daker Vachan. 
2 See Sahaja Upasana Tatwa, M.S. (C. U.), 

(if~ C~"i ~~~~ ~7.:<!~ ~~t"i I 

'510{7.:~~ C~7.:~ Oi~ ~~ <!9 '5fi""i II 

()f~ CiSlO{~~ R'4~il <li~ I 

~m '!>ft<l~ m ~~ <rii <li~ II 
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the sugar milk-white purging it of
0 

the coarse subst&nce. This 
refined sugar is again boiled and made into smp.ll halls which now 

becom~ very white and are called the 'Olii.landu ' or ' Laddu.' These 
are boiled once more with milk and formed into lump which 

finally boiled with milk and now the preparation of ' Sita-misri 
or the yellow-coloured crystallised sugar is complete." 

(ii) ' lndramithli' and 'aifa ' seem to have been once very 

common. They are not perhaps known now. ' Indra-mitha ' 
was an article of food (a sort of sweet) of great delicacy. 1 

'Alfa' was a kind of sweetmeat mentioned in the Padavali of 
Chandidas. 

(iii) Goat-meat with the soft roots of banana plant were made 
into a relishing preparation.2 

(iv) ' GarJarer Chiim ' (Sheep-skin) seems to have been a dainty. 

In the Manbhum district even the upper classes, we hear, take the skin 

~~ ~~ f<nn~ c~ ~~ 1 

fur~ f.r~~ ~<!I ~'S~ ~ 11 

C~ 'S~ C~~ ~i{ ~1 i9i11l I 

~~ oo-~ fun 9Jif f<r<f''hf ~ r: 
~131 CiSiT'f ~ ~~ ~ ~til ~ I 

~~t~~ ~ifC"ilt~ <!'il<!l ~~tif II 

151~ 151'1t~ ~ ~\!! ~% ~t~ I 

fil~~~i ~~ -srn iSft~ ~tlftQt~ u 

~<1cf ~{I ~"!If Oft"! 'S"h! w.fl I 

~~'1~ ~'Oflr-f~ 'SW!ta'!t~~tf;r II 

~;r ~% CiSft~ fW<!I ~TIT ~tif I 

~~~ Wii55~<l'i ~~ ~~ ;sl~ Oft"! I 

~~ '1~ ~% CiSitt'Sf ~~R "<~"~ I 

~;sj ~~ ~ 'Sti! folf~~~ ~~ II 

151~~ "~~ ~l'f R~t~~ O{t"l1 

c~cfJ 'lfit~ ~~ 1511%IT"l n 
1 ·Vide Manikchandra Rajar Gan. 
2 Bijay Gupta, p. 94. 
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of sheep, goat, etc., down;to fie· present day as they relish the fat 

beneath the skin. 1 • · 
"'!' 

(v) 'Dugdha-Kusmandi,~ ·or a combination of milk and gourd 

which. is now perhaps an obsolete dish though once very popular. 2 

(vi) ' Dugdha-Kusumbhi.i. '·was another kind of favourite prepa

ration. 3 . It consisted mainly of milk and Cannabis sativa or opium. 

It still constitutes a dainty in Rajputana where it is taken on occasions 

of festivity. 

CHAPTER VI. 

PASTIMES. 

The old literature of Bengal abounds with interesting descriptions 

of pastimes proving the masculine vigour and joy of rural life. 

Among these pastimes the C!taugan play attracts our at.tention as 

being specially favourite with the upper sections of our community. 

The game of Chaugan used to be played with much vigour.~ 

The word Chaugan is of Persian origin, from ' Chau '-a crooked 

stick and 'gan '-a field. The Chaugan was played on horseback 

1 Vide Bijay Gupta, p. 94, and Bansidas, p. 289. 
2 Vide Kavikankan, p. 157. 
3 Vide Bharatchandra's Annadamangal, p. 73; also vide History of Bengali 

!.angnage and Literature, p. 390. 
• See Banaidiis, p. 276, and Alaol's Padmitvat, pp. 121.122 : 

7 

Pr~"f Cll~jf ~~ ~t~ ~~t~ I 

<~tf~ <rt~ f'if"! ~'If~"! ~t~t~~ II 

Sl~~i{ N'f' ~~ ~f~ Vf"!;sri{ I 

Cl>Tsttil' c~f~ ~~ 'Of~'~! '5ftCjft~'1 11 

~~f~cst l5tfi' '1.&'1 ~m1 stt~., 1 
1\lif~t~ ~tl':111tf91~1 sttf~1 c<rfO'J"' 11 

fil-ttfiifit ~~ ~'f a;tf$\a; C~Mt'! I 

~<lil:'l Dt~~ ~l:'i!J ~91il'~ fl!'lC~ II 

Pr~t"11f "!('l;fjf ~fil ~l:'§ 51~ I 

cw~-r ~<if"'wl i'f.~ c ~wrl '1"(~tw 11 
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with stick and ball. It was played jlijt in the same way as the Polo 
of the present day. Moreover, the polo originally came from Persia 
where the Chaugan used to be played and it may, therefore, be 

C~1?111 C~~'l1-l~ ~~~ ~~1~f.f I 

~tC';f Q!tf<f ClfC~ 'i:I~C~~ ~9fO£M II 

~~~ ~tf'l'l1 ~9f ~111 ~fil'!i I 
c~111 ~tfil111 ntQ'( 'Pl~CG'I';f r~~ 11 

f'l~a'! ~~t';f 'IC1" C~t11 ~ I 

C1arf1tf~ ~tf.l'~i C~fl1 ~<fiQ'( ~';f II 

~f.{ ;qca, c~f;f ~fG; 15!'11 ~fir ~ 1 

ift~~f<r f.lt1 ~t'S f.I'Sf ~tilt~~ II 

9ftt~ 9f~ ~ a'!~111 ~i ~~'I I 
flf~1~C~ ~R';f C<f~ mt1 ~~I{ II 

't~'l'l ~Q'( ~w f~ <fi'il <ffu"'1 1 

~t9f~1 ~C~1f C~f~ 9f1f~t~ flfWI1 II 

~~ C~~ ;;~t~1'Sf '1~'1~ J!t'S?HI I 

~P11 ~ '@fi'! f.lc~ -rfe. ~t~ m 11 

~~ ~~c~ ~fqj c.~"! ~t';f ~tf~ ~ 1 

~ll'1f H'l "lt<a <t'~\S ~~'It II 

'U!t111l"1 ~~ 'Sftfif ~~;;c~ c~1 ~t'S 1 

~~ "<fi~ ~t~ ~f"' 9ft"'l;f\S II 

'@W 1Ca'l ~~ fittn 'qfJ!~ <(50{ I 

~~tt<l C~'i\1 C~il ~~~~ ~~~ II 

9f1f~~~~ llffl ~~a, c~ ~111 1 

flf1f~C~ 9fttll' C'l~ C'l C~Wiill 

f-ttn~'l 'IC~ ~9f l!lC'!J'IS" ~f~~ I 

fJfflea'l1f ~ '@fQ'j f.!" f.I'Sf r~~ " 
'!i~~ 'I'IS"i'f C~lC<T' ~tef ~~C"'<t' I 

'Pf~CG'\11' ~'1!1R1f C~"'t f'i~"<fi" II 

~t1f f.l<ficl; f~'Sf "<fi"~m~ ~t"' , 
~~~C'I c~w~fi'f if'Ra'l '!~<ft"' II 
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surmised that it took the name e>f polo (from 'l'ibetan ' Pulu ') after
wards, as it travelled down to India via Tibet. Bengal is directly 
indebted to Manipur for its introduction into this country.' 

In Alaol, we get the following description of the same, which 
gives a clear idea o£ the manner in which it was played. 

'l'wo parties, each consisting of ten riders, stood facing each other. 
It was the aim of Each party to drive the ball through the goal-posts 
of the other. At first one party stood on the defensive. When the 
latter approached the goal of the former (~ ~ 'T~J f'fRl1 ~~ ~ Dt~) 
with hard riding, the defending party lost courage. But their goal 
was saved by the tact and agility of the goal-keaper (King Ratna 
Sen) who sent the ball to the opposite party with a hard stroke 
from his stick. The opponents received the ball in right earnest 
and again furiously charged the other party when it seemed that none 
could save the situation. Suddenly the goal-keeper checked the 
progress of the ball ;Hld with a wonderful dash charged his opponents 

! 

·~~ ~ llC~ fii~t ~~ filt~ 'it~ I 
ffi~til c~M~t ~Ht ~"M ?!t9_~HIII 
i~ (;<lfl9 ~~lit'1 ~<:11" ~t-It~~ I 
~WCJ!i! ~'I i5~'t 1iCi! "~til ~fcl II 

f<l~fa; 6~ <2lt~fitll11i~'T~ l 

liT"'G'f ,~~~1 ~~ <:51G'ff"l'i5 $5 II 

C<t'lt<ltft: ~f.{ '@fG'f ~11" "Dt'lt~~ I 

?l'ttti ~ttti R•'iff~ 151~ Itt~~ II 

qqtl!l ~tt~ <:51~t~ lft~G'! ~t~ I 

~?if~~ fil"l'1 (;<!'~ i!1 ?/~ "!f"t~ II 

tit~l!l ~?It~ t.~ ~~ stf~1 1 

5f"M ~'I~ ~t<l C~~~ ~~ II 

i5t~ti! 11"tf~ ~fit <ttG'f C~G'!tt~fG'! I 

ifr~ ~ ~iT l!l1~il 1i~t<lfil II 

a;f~t'! ilt~~ flf~c~ ~~<tt~ 1 

\!l{llt~ ~f~~~ f~f.{a; ~il<lnf II 

Vide Encyclo. Brit., Vol. 22, pp. 11·12. 
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and in their confusion sent the ball right through their goa.l-posts, 
0 

thus defeating the assailants with much sma.rtness and vigour." 
The main point to be considered in the game is the throwing of 

the ball through the opponent's goal-posts. 
In polo the same thing is also done. The way in which one 

party defeated the other as mentioned in the Padmavat (~ <:!?!~ 
'&<f C~~i G'j~ifl) shows that in C'haugan there was no offside as in 
the Polo. As from Chaugan perhaps comes the Polo, so from the 
Polo perhaps comes the Hockey, Golf and rricket. t The Chaugiin 

might also be the origin of our indigenous 'Dhopbari,' a sort of 
rural hockey played with a crooked bamboo-stick and ball in the 
district of Mymensingh. 

(ii) .Next to Chaugiin, the Get'U play may be mentioned. Geru 
means a ball (Priikrit, C~'OT). It used to be play€d by a number 
of boys in which the throwing of the ball by a party against the 
opponent and the catching of it by the latter constituted the main 
point of interest. 2 The play is still current in Ban kura and some 
other parts of West Bengal. 

(iii) There was once a game current in Bengal by the name 
Duapati. The play might be the same as or similar to the 
' Dabakhela.' of the present day. 3 

(iv) The Dharmamangal poems give us a clue of the method of 
wrestling and its popularity in bygone days. 4 

1 Vide Encyclo. Brit., Vol. 22, pp. 11.12. 

• See the Padavali by Chandidils, '~CO'f"i'l C'i!W'!!1 'J[~"lfl l!i!nr '~'[CO! Clf~~ "'t"! I 
C. U. MS. No. 292, Fol. 2. 

3 See Mainamati songs (ll t!J.I2th Century). 
• Vide The Dharmamangal poems of Ghanaram, pp. 79.82 : 

~6t<l ql)tif <f~ ~"! R~N I 

~t:!'C"f ~t~ ~~ ~tt~ ~~~t~ II 

'Oft~~flf <liftf C~~ 'Jftt~ ~~'It~ I 
'5111fi! ~~'ill ~"1Ji ~il~ ~ II 

~t"'~t~ m~ C~l:~ ~tt:!~t~ ~~ I 
c~'hf ~ ~ ~~tt~ ~c~ 11 

11\S ~~ ~C~ ff.{ ~ 3i~l~~ I 

~'\-~"! '6!<f~ ~STt-.t-t ~'lj'~~ 
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In wrestling it had alw1ys been the custom to rub the body o£ 
the wrestler with the dust of the play-ground, this dust being known 
as 'Birmati.' The 'Mallas' ot· wrestlers would after tightening the 
cloth round their loins and a rope known as the 'wrestlers' rope 
(Malldore) round their heads rub their bodies with this grey dust 
before the game starts. 'rhere were professional wrestlers generally 
recruited ft·om the lower class people as the line ~ ~if~ <f-~ 
~~ '<f'toi would signify. Here is an account of a wrestling 
contest described by this poet. 

"At first the combatants sat crouching, exhibiting the stren~th 
of their arms, in the course of rubbing their bodies with earth, and 
all the time kept shouting out challenge to each other (<!~ <l.Dl:il ~ 

<lt~"f ~<it'f I ~'!"C"f ~t~ ~ ~t~ Fr~~iltff). Then suddenly .both 
of them jumped up and caught hold of each other's arms. Each 
tried hard to subdue his adversary and in the attempt of doing so 
every part of the body of each came in close contact with that of the 
other. Interlocking of arms, knocking of heads, all formed parts 

of the contest ( ~ ~t<t>PT ffl ~t a~ <rhf I l)~"f l)~Cj '5f1% ~Off 
9\Tir 9(11f ). After hard struggle, one of the wrestlers (Lausen) got 
the better of the other whom he knocked down upon the earth and 
sitting upon his breast continued dealing heavy blows on him till 
he spat blood." t 

Cl'J~~?f 'Ill~~ 'lll'tot C"Jq1l!~f~ I 

ll~t~~ llt~hl 'ilt~t11 Pl1~fir II 

~t~ 'l''lt lf'Fr w fif ,~.,t~~M ~tll I 
6~1'1 l)~Gj 'if~ ~tti\7 9ft~ ?ftl II 

~ll'f~ '5ft~~ C~"f ~~~iftlf tt~ I 

9f~t~ 9fttt1fi ~~ ~~ 'iflt'l~ II 

QT~ t{~t<!lt~9\ ~~ <ltl'J ~· I 

~f• t{tntt~ ~R '$1'{1' ~ lt~ II 

1 See the Dhary:tamangal poems by Sitaram Das, C. U. No. 2471, F. 10, for an 
elaborate description of wrestling. See also the Dharmamangal poems by Manik 
Ganguli (ed, by H. P. Shastri and D. C. Sen), pp. 44.45. 
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C !:-I APTER VII. 

WARFARE. 

The picture of a Bengali soldier as depicted in our old literature, 
such as the Si vayanas, the Chandikivyas, the Dbarmamangals 
and the Manasamangals, is a curious medley, combining the element. 
of the Hindu as well as of the Mahomedan periods, This was 

due to the circumstances that the majoritv of the writers who have 
left us accounts of warfare of the Hindu period lived at a time 
when the country was under Mahomedan rule. Undoubtedly the 
older traditions continually changed as is apparent from the works of 
writers of successive ages, and the oldest specimens of the abovenamed 
works are now almost rare in the process of continuous modernisations 
of the songs, as they were sung from generation to generation, As 
regards weapons used by warriors we have quite a long list of them 
in these works including among more formidable ones the various 
kinds of fire-arm~, 'Raibans,' battle-axe, etc. ; along with these there 
is, of course, a mention of other ordinary and perhaps primitive 
weapons of warfare. 

Some of the old weapons are described bel:ow :-

(l) Parasu.-A kind of battle-axe and was perhaps in use in 
ancient warfare from time immemorial. Another slightly different 
type of this weapon was also used and was known as 'Paraswadha.' 
The Parasu consisted of a 'thin stick with a broad mouth.' The 
shape of the axe attached to the handle resembled a crescent. 
Daboosh, a peculiar type of Parasu was mentioned as being largely 
in use in ancient battles. 1 The battle-axe used locally was known 
as the ' Tangi.' The Aryan Parasu, inspite of some similarity, 
must have been originally different from the non-Aryan Tangi,
the very non-Sanskritic name of the axe Tangi carries its history 
with it. More than one T~ngi was used by a warrior who used to 

1 See Siviiyana by R4meswar, p. 65, 

'~"'!", 91~, ~r~~. 9(~1~ ~~ <!~~ ~~: 
(The weapons Dliboosh, Pattisb, Parasu and Paraswadba were all hurled against 

the enemy.) 
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fasten t.hem to his belt, in hililleft. 1 In Europe, the battle-axe was 

a very populat· weapon in the middle ages. 2 

(2) Yamadhar (Sanskrit ' Yamadrangstra '?).-A kind of double
edged (from 'Yama' both) heavy sword, very popular in ancient 
time. It used to be kept hanging by a warrior in his belt on his 
right. 8 A type of,Yamadhar was known as the Pattish which had 
a very sharp point. 4 .Pattish has been described in Gustav Oppert's 
celebrated work known as 'The Weapons, Army Organisation and 
Political Maxims of the Hindus,' p. 21, as a battle-axe. 

1 See the Dharmamangal poems by Ghanaram, p. 202 : 

'<!t'T Nc'f ~~ l;t~ ~ ~~111' : 
(On the left there were a couple of fierce-looking battle-axes.) See also the 

Dharmamangal poems by Riimnilriiyan, C. U. MS. No. 2454, F. 13, 

~<~~ ~~'1" <~~ l;tfw ~i<l f"!i'il: 

(The Commander tied three huge battle-axes to his waist.) 

• See Encyclopaedia Britannica, Eleventh Edition, Vol. 2, p. · 585 (Arms and 

armour). In ancient Rome also the Roman Lictors always carried axes with them. 

3 Sometimes more than one Y amadhiir were used by a single person in a 

battle. See the Dharmamangal poems by Ghanaram, p. 202, 

(The warrior tied a pair of Yamadhiirs to the belt on the right side.) See 
the Dharmamangal poems by Ramniirayan, C. U. MS. No. 24541 F. 2 and 12. The 
ancient RomAn soldiers used this double-edged sword 'We gather from the monu
ments that in the 1st century B.C. the Roman sword was short, worn on the right 
side (except the Officers who carried no shield), ~uspended from & shoulder-belt 
(balten) cr a waste-belt (Cingulum) and reaching from the hollow of the back to the 
middle of the thigh, thus representing a length of from 22 inches to 2 feet. The 

blade was straight, double-edged, obtusely pointed on the Trajan's column (.A:D. 
114); it is considerably longer and under the Flavian Emperors, the long single· 
edged Spatha appears frequently along with the short sword' Vide Encyclo. 
Brit., Vol. II, 11th Ed., p. 585. The sword found at Micenae are two-edged, of 
rigid bronze and as long as three feet or even more; from representations of battle 

it would seem that they were perhaps used for thrusting mainly. Ibid, p. 583. In 

the Phalanx of the Macedonians the sword that was used was straight, sharp. 
pointed, short, sometimes less than 20 inches and rarely more than 2 feet long. 

It was double-edged and used for both cut and thrust. Ibid, p. 584. 
• For a description of Pattish, see Sivayana by R!lmeswara, p. 65, 

'snt~ 9l~"t <f!Sf C?!~ fflai f9fci'' : 
(The Parasu and Pattish were thrust into the abdomen of the enemy by his 

opponent during the battle.) 
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(3) Nenja. 1-A short spear or ~velin. It was wielded by the 

right hand. (Of. the Roman Pilum or javelin. It was carried on an 

iron rod of about 20 inches in length.) 

(4) Sulfi or Soot,-A spear. A spear with thi:ee points was known 

as Trisul or trident. 2 

(5) Raibans.-A kind of regulation Lathis and was once a 

favourite accompaniment of the infantry known as the Paiks. 3 

(6) Karmoolc.-A bow-one of the most important weapons of 

ancient warfare. The quiver was commonly called Tarkach (if. 
Sanskrit Tunir. 4 ) There was a peculiar sort of arrow called 

1 See the Dha,mamangal poems by Ramniirayan, C. U. MS. No. 2454, F. 13, 

'~f.f ~ fi{G'! ,il~i ~~ m~ ~"t' : 

(The warrior took in his right hand aN enja and in his left hand a Raibiins.) 

Of. the Assagai or Assegai of the South African tribes. It is 'a slender spear 

of hard wood, tipped with iron, some for hurling, some for thrusting with-used 

by the South African tribes, notably the warlike Zulus.-Chambers, T. C. Dictionary ' 

p. 55. See also the Chandikavya by Kavikankan Mnkundaram, p. 46, 

'cwfr;i flf~i ~t'41 CQ~i, ~~t~ f"t~tt~ ~~1, stt~~ ,~t?J~ c"ttt~ f~' : 
(The warrior wore a leathern headdress and marked a spot at a distance for 
practising the art of hurling a javelin.) 

2 See the Chitndikavya by Madhavachiiryya, 

''01~ ~'l~ ~' : 
(The warrior had a spear in his hand together with other weapons.) The spear 

was much in use among the Mycenaeans. In the Mycanaean age 'the Mycenaean 
soldiers carried apparently a bronze spear ....... It would appear only the chief 

warriors used spear and shield.' See Encyclo. Brit., lith Ed., Vol. 2, p. 583. 

In ancient mythology of Greece and Rome ' a kind of sceptor or spear with 

three prongs, the common at:ribute of Neptune, the deity of the Ocean' (Roman 

Antiq.). ''A three.pronged spear used in the contest of gladiators by the 

Rotiarius."-W. Smith (From Webster's Dictionary). 

3 See the Chandikiivya by Kavikankan Mukundaram, p. 94, 

'<ft~i:! "!_~~ 9f~ m~~i 9fi~<f ~ m~ ~ ~nr"tT'I' : 
(The infantry wearing jingling Nupuras on their feet and wielding strong Rliibiins 
\vith their hands rushed on bravely to the battle.) In Roman antiquity a Lictor 
was an officer who bore an axe and fasces or rods, as ensigns of office."-Webster. 

• See the Dharmamangal poems by Ramniiryan, C. U. MS. No. 2454, F. 13, 

'~~ ~~]) ~fir~ ~tt'41 ~~' : 
(The warrior hastily equipped himself with the quiver, full of arrows.) 
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Chiiir. 1 Thmfgh literally the w•rd means an arrow with four points it 
really was applied to any arrow with more than two points. An 
arrow wiih two pointE" was known 9s the Doir. 2 Chiari IS a 
dim unitive form of Chiar, signifying a small arrow. In a 
battle the bow used to be carried by a soldier in his left hand. 3 

Like the battle-axe, the bows and arrows were once very popular in 
Europe also. The cross-bowmen of England were once very famous 
in Europe. 4 

(7) Blmsandi or M1tsandi.-An octagon-headed club. It had 

'broad knots, a broad body, and a good handle for the fist.' lt was 
three cubits in length and of the colour of a cobra. It was noted 
for two chief movements, namely, 'Jerking and the whirling.' 5 

1 See Ghanariim, p. 202, 

(The dazzling arrow had five points.) 

' See Kavikankan, p. 96, 

(There were arrows with two points nnd with many more !lnd sharp swords.) 

See also Kavikankan, p. 52, 

(The hero fought with a bow a.nd arrows.) Chiipar meant a bow. See also 

Krittibasa's Rllmliyana, Uttarakanda, p. 15J, Siihitya Parisat Ed.) 

'~~ ~ ~ ~tc~ ~t'& ~ ~~~' : 
(The hero had nn invincible bow in his hand and arrows all with more than two 

point.s in his quiver.) Kilnda or Klir in the sense of arrow is sti11 current iu the 

eolloquy of the districts of Banknrn., Manbhnm nod Burdwan. See also Kavikankan, 

p. 96, 

( ~tVlP csr~f~m ~· : 
(Fttted an arrow with four heads.) 

' See the Dharmamangal poems by Ramuilrayan, C. U. l'!lS. No. 2454, F. 12, 

'<!Pl ~K~ ~~t~ ~twl <j'i'lt<f': 
(Tn the left hand of the hero there was the nice-looking bow.) 

• See Encyclo. Brit., 11th Edn., Vol. II, Artns and Armour. 
• A.nd • See "The Weapons, Army Organizations and Political llfaximsof t.he 

Ancient Hindus " by Gustnv Oppert_ See also Nitiprakiisika (a Hanskrit work by 

Vajsampliyan, IV, slokas 51. See also Kavikankn.n's ChandikAvya, p. 76, 

'~ffi 1 ~-f ~~lift~' : 

8 
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There was also another kind of t~ club which was of a Ct'Ooked 
shape. We find in Gustuv Oppert's work (p. 13) the following 

translation from the Nitiprakasika by Vaisampiyan: 'The Bhindivii]a 
or Rhindipab (crooked club) has a crooked body; its head which 

is bent and Lroad is a cubit long and it is a hand in circumference. 

It is first whirlt d thrice and then thrown against the foot of the 

enemy. 'Vben throwing the Bhindivala, the left foot should be 
placed in front." 1 

(8) Khetalca otherwise known as Charma or Dhal-A shield. • 

It. was chiefly made of the hide of rhinoceros and buffaloes (1f· 
the Athenian Pelta). These shields were of various sizes and Rhapes 
with figures wrought. on them. 8 

9. Pas.-A noose. The ancient Pas or noose afterw!).rds developed 

into Gamchha with which the Thugees, ordinarily called the band 

(The :weapons called Bhnsandi and the sharp DAboo~h.) Of. 'The ma<'e of Areithous, 
mentioned as a unique example by Nestor' (Iliad, VII, 141). In England after 
the Normnn conquest a knight sometimes carried a mace with him together with 
an axe. See Encyclo. Brit., 11th Edn., Vol. II, pp. 584·85. 

1 See Gustuv Oppert's "Weapons, Army Organization and Political Maxima of 
the Ancient Hindus.'' See also Ramdaa Sen's work on the subject named ' BMrat. 
Rahasya.' See also Kavikankan's ChandikAvya, p. 94 (Bangabasi ed). 

• See Kavikankan's Chandiktlvya, p. 267 (llangllbiisi ed.), 

,~ ... tt~1 ~~~iltf~.,.: 
(The Goddess Durgll of deep voice was the wielder of Khetk or shield.) 

• See Riimnlirayan's Dharmamangal, C. IT. MS. 2404, F. 12, 

'~tc;t1f '6't'r f91~· : 
(On the warrior's back there was the shield made of rhinoceros's skin). And also 

Kavikankan's ChandikBvya, p. 75, 

(The soldier bought a shield made of the skin of a buffalo.) 
See Indian Iconography by Gopinath Rao. See also the History of the Art 

of war by C. Oman and Encyclo. Brit., 11th Edn., Vol. II, Arms and Armours, for 
details of European shields, from which the following is quoted:-' 'l'he round 
Argo lie shields of Greece and the oblong Roman shields int.roduced with the Pnnic 
wars were once very famous. For general reference on these weapons, see also 

among others, tha article named '<2tt5'lif ~ ~~ ~~ ~~' : by ChandidAs 

Majumdar Vidyitratna, published in Vikllsh of Falgoon, 1330 B. and qnoted in 

the Prav•isi of Ashar, 1330 B.S. 
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of Giimchbamoriis, use I to strangle their victims. The Pas once 

formed one of the weapon~ of the God Varuna and the Goddess 
Durga and often figured in the description of the Bengali poets 
of old. 1 

(10) Chalcra. 2-A discus of which the following description is 

found in Sukraniti aud the Nitiprakasika, IV, pp. 47-48. 'The 
Vbakra (discus) has the fo1·m of a circular discus with a quadrangular 
hole in its midst. Its colour is like that. of indigo water and its 
circumference amounts to two spans or ten cubits according to 
Sukraniti. ~1ive or seven motions are connected with the discus 
practice. It is most probably identical with the quoit still in use 
in some Sikh regiments and also among +,he troops of native Indian 
Princes/' ( "ee Gustuv Oppert's work on the subject.) 

( ll) Salcti or Sd.-A kind of spear or rod. 3 It was considered 

one of the most important weapons of war in the past. Its size 
was about two cubits in length ; one end of it was made of metal, 

l'epresenting the head of a lion wit.h open mouth exhibiting the 
tongue, the chin resting on sharp claws. It had a long handle with 
small belts attached a.ll over excepting the part reserved for holding. 
Its colour was black and it attained great velocity when thrown 
against the enemy. The cour.;e it took when thrown was 
curvilinear and not straight. Cf. the Australian Boomerang. 

1 See Kavika.nkan's Ohandikavya, p. 71, 

I~ ~·51 ,~<I' "t11P'fif I 
C1'ftt;e ~ -.~ 9fto ?!~!lf~~ n 

~ 6']10 "!..~ "tfei ~~lf~ ~iff 
9Jt5' <:5!'C~ r."'tf\5~ lff'lfi"l s'ftD ~<'! II 

'!'he goddess Durgil had the following weapons iu her ten arms : she held iu hur 

five arms on the left the PiLs (noose), tho .Ankush (elophant.goad), the Ghanta 

(bell), the Khetak (shield} and the SariLsan {the bow) and on the right sho held the 

Asbi (sword), the Chakra (disk), the ~ool (spear), the l:;ukti (a kind of iron bar or 

spear) and Sar (arrows). See also Hariram's ChandikiLvya wherein weapons in the 
arms of the goddesil are somewhat differently mentioned. 

• See foot. note on Pas in the above. 

• SGe Ghanaram's Dharmamangal, p. 156, 

'l!~ '"'i'' ~til. 'O{t~ 9ft~tfvl l!t~tca'f lim <fi'"l_' : 
(A Kalu checkedthe arrows, Sel and the shots whieh were showured upon him.) 

In" The Elements of Hindu Iconography "by Gopinath Rao, Vol. I, Part I, we fiud 
Sakti in the form of a spear. It consists of a metallic piece either quadrangular 

or elliptical in "hape with a socket into whieh a long wooden handle is fixed.' See 

ltatnamiilii, and Gnstuv Opport, p. 13, Nitipr~tkiisika, [V, 32-35 and the Visvakosha. 
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(12) Tomar.-'l'he Tomahawk, of which the following descrip

tion is found in Gustuv's work: "'llile 'romar (Tomahawk) had a 
wooden body, a metal head, formed like a bunch of flowers. It is 
three cubits long, has a rJd colour and is not crooked. It is moved 
in three ways." A type of Tomahawk was knowu as Sabal and 
another type as Jatha. 1 These weapons were hurled against the 

enemy from a distance. 
(13) Mudgar.-'l'he hammer. 'l'he description of this weapon 

given by Gustuv Oppert in his work (p. 20) is as follows : "The 
Mudgar hammer is small at the foot-end, has no face, and is three 

cubits long. Its colour reseni.bles honey, its shoulder is broad and 
it weighs 8 loads. It has a good handle, is round, black coloured, 
and is a hand in circumference. It is whirled around and fell things 
to the ground.'' Not only the soldiers but the war-elephants too 
wielded the weapon with its trunk, creating gL"eat havoc in the ranks 

of the enemy. 2 It was a common practice fot· the Indian wat'

elephant to use Mudgat· during a battle. Qf. the hammer of the 
Scandinavian god Thor. 

(14) Tabalc.-A musket of old type-a blunderbuss. A musketeer 
was generally known as the Tabaki. A special type of Tabak was 

known as the Belak (Carbine). 3 The blunderbusses and the ca.rbine'i 
were much in use in Europe in the 18th century. 

1 See Kavikankan's Chandikavya, p. 94, 

' ~t~~ ~f~ f9fc~, ~'1 'lt~"f :srtt~, ~~;r ~~ '5l'~ ' ~ 
(The MAhnt took upon the back of his elephant Sel, Saba! and Jlitha.) See 
Also Rameswar's Sivayana, p. 65, 

' Cflt~ ~li't!!', ~~ C~~~. ~'1. l~J._"f ~~~ ~' : 
(Among the weapons there were the iron clubs, the battle-axes, the 'l'om!lhawks, 
the Sels, the Sools, and the sharp daggers.) 

• See Kavikankan's ChandikAvya, p. 94, 

c ~ "'('5 ~~~ ~j '!ft~C'I C'IO{t~ ~M 1t~ ~~ 1l_~' : 

(Hundreds of war-elephants who had iron hammers iu their trrrnk were brought 
in the battle-field by the Commander of the army.) 

8 See Kavikankan's Chandik!lvya, p. 94, 
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(15) Ankush. 1-The elephant-goad. It was a weapon con
sisting of a sharp metal hook lttached to a wooden handle." 

War-chariots and war-elephants were amongst the more important 
paraphernalia of warfare. 2 

Horses employed in warfare were not only of indigenous breed 

(specially of Sind) but those imp'orted from Persia, Arabia, Camod 

(Cambodia or Tibet?) and Turkistan, etc. 3 

The elephants, horses, chariots and infantry were the four principal 
arms employed in warfare and were known as the Chaturanga (l1t. 
four arms). 4 1'he artillery came to be introduced in later years. 
From a description of warfare in our old literature it may be surmised 
that tlie cavalry used to march first followed by war-chiefs marching 

ordinarily on trained elephants. 5 'rhe description of the ' Raibansia 
paiks ' or the infantry armed with lathis fighting eide by side with 

the artillery seems queer indeed. The paiks used to cover their 
persons with earth to check perspiration before going to a battle 

(The musket called Tabak and Belak and also the arrows.) See also p. 95 of the 

sa.me work, 
'~nr<ll-t ~ffi ~RI~ ~'1' : 

(The soldiers wielding Raibans, Tabaka and the bows.} See alsop. 76, 

(The blow was as effective as:a gun.shot.) Farikal meant a detachment of troops. 

See also p. 96, 

(There were the soldiers wielding the Tabaks, the Belaks, the cannons and the 

swords. 
' See' The Elements of Hindu Iconography' by Gopinath Rao, Vol. I, Part 1. 
• See Kavikankan's Chandikiivya, p. 94, 

('l'he war-chariots drawn by horses and ridden by gt·eat warriors were 'fuarching 
in line). 

3 See Ohandikzlvya by Madhabachiiryya (edited by Chan<lrakanta Chakravarti}, 
pp. 269-270, 

'\!J~tf<~' ~~i{ ~;sf\, ~~ "'W\tiit~, ~~ ~~ f~~' : 
(The big horses from Persia, Turkistan, Sind, Camod, etc.) 

• See the Dharmamangal poems by Ramchandra Banerjee, 

'~tiSft~ ~~ ~ 5'~ ~· : 
( 8y order of the king all the four arms were in readiness for a battle.) 

• See the desurivtion of march of an army in the Dharmamungal songs by 
Sitiiram Das. C.U. MS. No. 2471, l!'. 6, 8, 
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and they wore 1utpttra on their feet .. 1 Among the infantry we 

find mention of archers, wrestlers. shieRl-bearet·s and clubmen. 2 

The carrying of flags in a battle is mentioned in the Chandikavya 

by Mukundaram. s 

l<'oreigners were employed in large numbers iu the Bengal army. 
Among them the Telu!!us were numerous and their services were 
highly valued. 4 

The Rajputs also formed an important element in the Bengali 

army. 5 

There was a time when people belonging- to different castes 

used to be employeJ in wad'are, Ht·ahmins not excepted. We find 

Bramhin troops exhibiting their sacred threa.ds in mot·tal feat· and 

reciting the s,wd!t!Jii mant1'a8 as a sign of nmiliation to save them

selves from assault. "' 

The Domas though now occupying a Jegraded position in society 

were once held in high esteem. 'fhey were bmve soldiers and 

one Kaloo Dom, as is founJ in the Dhat·ma songs was even raised 

to the status of a general as a rewar<l for his brave!'y. ln those 

1 See the Chaudikavya by Madhabachilryya, al~o Chandikiivya by Kavikankau, 

p. 94. 

• See the Dharmamangal poems by Ramchandra Banerjee and the Ohandikiivya. 

by va~ious authors. 
3 See Kavikankau's Chandiklvya, p. 94, 

('l'he king had a crown on his head and he marched amidst repeated loud cheers 
of the army while the flags and chowries l•oisted on bamboos waved by the wind.) 

• See the 1\[anasllmangal poem8 hy Sashtbibar, 

'C~t~~~~ ~1; "it\¥ <!ft!t"l ~Gii~' : 
('l'hirty.two thousand Telugu soldiers began the maruh.) 

5 See Ramchandra Banerjee's Dharmamangul poems, 

('l'here were the Chauhan Rajpnt soldiers, armed cap·a.pie with 11.rmours.) The 

word 'l'elugn is perhaps connected with the word Telingana which was once a. 

flourishing Hindu State in the Deccan with its capital at Warangal, now situated 

in the Nizam's territories. 

• See the Chaudikavya by M\\JhabiicMryya, in which we find that amo11g the 

Bengali troops, cowed down by formidable opponents, were men of va.l'ious cast<·s, 

such as the Brahmins, the Yogis, th!\ blacksmiths and othera:. 

UNIVERSI'IY OF NORTH BENCJ..u, 
LIBRARY 
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days the women also were .good fighters as we le!l,rn from the 

glorious description of Lakha, a. wife of Kaloo Dom and KanecJa 

and Kalingi, wives of Lausen. 
Twelve sub-lords 1 or vassals used to accompany a king to a 

battle-field. (Qf. Dodanapalis of ancient Greece. 'J'his custom 

also reminds one of the feudal system of Europe in the Middle ages 

and the' Samanta' system of Rajputana which is still in vogue.) 

The warriors were generally armed to the teeth and protected 

with armour. (qt. the knight's accoutrement of Europe in the 

'Middle ages and t,he arr"lours of the Homeric warriors and the 
warrim-s of ancit>nt Greeee and Rome.) 

'9(~~~ Qft~ "iT~<~> lltil ~~ 91"P.lJ1 I 

'Ill~ ~ <I'I~IS fllft~ flf1f111 

'f>ff~nf i>f~<f ~ <fr.nn WBf I 

~~ ~w <rf~ '~t"llilf if'if il~ 11 

~ 'Y!t~"" <ft~. 1t~ <!!'lfil 9(t~~ ~f~ I 

'<l~t~ ~11 <:!iltf.l~ ?ftm'l ',5~ ~ h 

?f~t~ f<rstt'f ?f~"" ~~ <:i1?f '1tllJ1 I 

'5ft~ ~~1 ~WIT ll_t~ m mo 11 

<ft~~ ~"l\'1 ?f~<f ~~1 ~ ~ <lfUI I 

if~ W'l ~fu ~t~l if~ 'll:if 1t'f n 
~ <f~ '<ft~ 9J~~ If'S l:ffi! ~ I 
~~ ~ <rf1or ~~1 f<l~ ~ H' 

-lltlf~Di~~ ~<ft<u (9,[: lT~) I 

1 See the Dharma songs by R.amchandra Banerjee, 

'<!HI ~~1 ~t~ ~1 <t>tf~1 ~, 

'5fi~tfil~ !f,~~ ~~0{ ~f'l ; 
(Twelve vasRals followed their lord on horReback and the dust raised by the 

hoofs of the horses concealed the sun from view.) 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

WAR-MUSIC. 

Instrumental music always accompanied an army m fo•·mer 

days as it does now all over the world. The two lists of musical 

instruments, given in the Dharmamangal songs by Ramchandra 

Banerjee and the Chandikavya by Kavikankan Mukundaram are more 

complete than other works on the subject. t A few musical 

instruments wbich seem to be used in former days but at·e now 
made_ use of mostly on festive occasions are noticed here. 

' See the Dharmamangal poems by Ramchandra Banerji, Typ. Sel. Vol. I, p. 412: 

' ~il~'ti ~~~'t1 'S'f'~i ~ I 
"T-m ~fu <l'tlfi ~wtt:~ wr~tO{ u 

ii~ If~ C<!~ ~~~'ti ~Tifi I 
<1'1~~ '1'~\!it~ ~~1 C~~ ~ ""t)f\ II 

PI~ '5ft•r<~rn~ c'S~ ~~~ <t>Ml 1 

'S'f~ bi~ '{)~ 6t<f <l't:{ G11t:'Sf <:!tfa<J II 

~ C'lit~f~ C:~ ~~~fir ~~Ff I 

~'Sf~"?( <ft!QJ~tt'S'f ~~t:i{ ~~"'" h 

~'tfil5f1 C~~lf <1t'S'f~ C~iS C<siS I 

c"lt""Prlfi~ ~"!~ ~ lltiS lltiS 11' 
(The military music consisted of the following instruments : Riiivina, Gandhavina, 

Jambur!t, Cralsn, Kshamari, Mohari, Ksra, Kahan, Dagar, Dagari, Benu, Rudra. 

vinii, Bansi, Karatal, Ghanta, Kllnsi, Sindhu, Anabat'ol, Ranabheli, Kali, Jaydhiik, 

Birdhilk, Dhusari (Mohari ?), Dhol, Khanjari, Khamak, .Jagn,jhampa, Ro.nasing-ii, 

Bhorang and Dll.miimii. 
See Kavikankan's Ohandikavya, p. 264 : 

' Q11"{\'ti ~~~'ti <ttt:'S'f ~~~'ti 

lf'Sf~ lf~W\ <rt~ -f~ -f'!i 'S'fifi II 

"{(~ 'Sta<Jit:~ ~.fj <!tt:'S'f ~,_~ot) I 

'1'1~~ '1'~ \!'fW! <ft!QJ W~'!it"' ~f.! II 
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(1) Rudravina.-A kind eof lyre. The following description 
about 'Vina. 1 occurs in 'A History of Music' (p. 26) by Messrs, 
Stanford and Forsyth : "Vina was originally made of a hollow 

wooden tube, supported on two empty gourds. At one end were the 
pegs (generally seven) and at the other a raised 'claw.' The wires 
ran from this claw or tailed piece to the pegs. But between ~hese 
wires and the tube itself a number of little brass bridges were inter
posed. These varied from 19 to 23 or even more. The wires 
touched only the bridges nearest the pegs and therefore this bridge 
acted as a sort o£ 'nut.' The remaining bridges were used like the 
frets of guitar or mandoline. In other words, the players' fingers 
depressed the wires on to the bridges at pleasure. The nearer 
the finger approached the elaw the shorter became the vibrating 
length o£ the wire and consequently the higher the pitch of the 
note produced. A metal plectrum was used for plucking the 
strings." Rudravina was made of wood partly covered with leather. 
It had six strings, which were not metallic ones but were made of 
hair. A piece of fish-scale was required for plucking the strings. 
Rudravina and two other allied instruments, Raivina and Gandha
vina may be classed with the species known as harp. 

(2) Damama.-A kettle-drum. It was played with a pair of 
short sticks like T1kara, Nagara or Pata.ba and Dagar all of which 
were almost similar instruments of music. A drum of a con
siderably large size was known as Jaydhak. A peculiar kind of 
kettle-drum was known as Jagajhampa which was suspended with a 
cord from the neck of the man who played on it with a pair of 
cane-sticks. Feathers o£ birds were used to decorate Jagajhampa. 
It had always been a favourite instrument of music with the 
Mahomedans and it is still used by them specially on religious 
occasions (qf. the Arabic Tambourines). A kind of Jagajhampa 

~st ~ ~~st~ m-rt ~or~ ' 
~~ :Jf~~ Qfo{ '1~ ~i{~ifl II 

~c~ lTi'l'l ~~ J;t~ "!~ ~ 1 
lftlTI ~'Pli m9! miSF Pr'ii~te{ u' 

The musical instruments, mentioned ll-bove were: Rl\ivina, Gandhavinll, Rudra· 
Tinll, Dagar, Dagari, Ghantit, Karatal, Jaydhak, Birdhak, Damam!t, Dhol, Daraiilsil 

and Sindhuiin, 

9 
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was known as Kbanjari-a ciroula1> instrument, very small m 
size. Bheri, another kind of kettle-drum, was once a favourite 
military musical instrument in our country. Our literature gives 
an abundant reference to this instrument. Akin to Bheri there 
was also another type known as Dunduvi. Both Bheri and Dunduvi 
were used in ancient times and are now almost unknown in our 
country. A special type of drum having only one side to play on 
was known as Kii.cja. It too used to suspend from the neck of 
the player with a cord who struck it with both his hands. Strokes 
were given by the right hand with the help of a cane-stick and by 
the left with the palm. t 

(3) JJhol.-A kind of drum. Dhol and Dholak were bot.h of 
the same species of musical instruments, the former being of a 
larger size than the latter. Dhol used to be hung on the neck 
of a person by a cord who beat it with his right hand on one 
side and with a stick on the other. The stick used for the purpose 
was generally made of a small piece of bamboo with a curved 

! Of. The kettle-drums as used in Egypt and Arabia. " Most of their 
(Arabian) instruments came from the Egyptians...... These primitive kettle
drums are still played iu Egypt and Arabia. During the Crusades, .they found 
their way into Europe and were adopted as the earliest form of small kettle

drum. In England their Arabic nanie Naqqareh became naturalised into the 
current fourteenth century word Nakers... ... They were afterwards superseded 
by the big Hungarian cavalry-drums (Jaydhak ?) "-A History of Music by 
Stanford and irorsyth, p. 23. See Kavikankan's Chandik~vya, p. 94, 

'~t~ ~~ ~ ~S"t<t>, ~r-rrlfl ~~ m': 
(There was the order to. get ready for the battle, when Diimiimii, Dagar and DMk 
were beaten for the purpose.) See also Ghanaritm's Dharmamangal, p. 20, 

'lifomt"til' lftllt~i if~ 9(~ ~ J : 

(The musical instruments Oamamii and Uagar when beaten gave out a deep note.) 
'See Kavikankan Mukundaram's Chandikavya, p. 94, 

'iSi~~l>?f <ffiiSi' <t"'~' : 
(There were the flourish of music of Jagajhampa and Kiit;l~. See p. 95 of the same 
work.) 

'm~ Oftf~ ~. <~tt~ ~"{f<e ifim1' : 
(There were great display of music specially of Dundnbhi and Drlmiimii.) See . 
the Dharma songs by Sit~r~m D~s, C. U. MS. No. 2471, f. 6, 

'~ <~~~1 'sta;, ~'a; ~t~fG'J, ~t~"' ~~ -ttaii' : 
·(There were great noise of musical instruments such as Sing.t, KiiQii and Dhol. 
'fh.e occasion was the preparation of the king's b~other-in-law for a battle), 
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head.t A kind of Dhol, ~med Dimdima, which ~as used in 
ancient time, is now out of use. This instrument of music was 
also in use in many other parts of the world such as AEsyria, 
Babylonia, China and various other countries outside India. 2 

( 4) Blwrang.-A kind of pipe. It resembled a tel€scope in 
appearance, and consisted of double tubes, one inner and the other 
outer. Clever manipulation of the instrument produced notes o£ 
different pitches. This is now practically out o£ use. (Cf. tl~e 

double pipes of the Egyptian musical instrument.) Another type 
of wind instrument was known as Ranasingii-,-a kind of trumpet-.
which was chiefly made of bell-metal (cf, the metal-trumpet,..,-the 
Salpinx,-used in Greece). The Ranasioga (tit. battle-horn) was 
largely in use in ancient time, when the commanders used it in 
issuing direction to their troops in the battle-field. The instrument 
may have derived its name from horns £rom which it had originally 

· 1 See Kavikankan's Chandikivya, p. 94, 

'~~'-G1 ~~ C~'i, C'§11 <l't~if 'ftttr ~fil' ! 

('fhere were 320 musicians, beating dhols when the Kol soldiers numbering 208 
got themselves in readiness for a battle.) See Kavik:.mkan, p. 95, 

(The sound of Dimdima and Ka~a). See Ghanarim's Dharmamangal, p. 156, 

(A pair of K4rJ~ and Khanjar.) 
2 "In the Hindu legends the drum is the characteristic instrument, associated 

with all the acts of life. And it remains so to-d:.y . .. Its two chief types are, 
and probably always were, the long-drnm beaten at both ends either with the 
hands or with drum-sticks, and the small pair of right and left hand dmms, 
which had their origin in the skin-covered gourd." 

" The Assyrians and Babylonians had also drums.'' 
"The huge ceremonial drum which is placed in the Eastern Pagoda of the 

Hall (of China) to balance the principal bell in the western, three other smaller 
drums are used in the ritual music. One is a large drum (Yung.ku) with a 
single head of parchment about three feet in diameter. It is beaten three times 
after each verse of the hymn and each beat is answered by two beat& of a 
slightly smaller double-headed drum known as Tsu-ku. A smaller drum still 

(Po.fu), whose use is forbidden except for religious purposes, answers the two 

beats of the middle-sized drum with three strokes--one right-handed, one left. 
handed, and one double-handed." See 'A History of Music' by St:;tnford and 
Forsyth (Macmillan and Co.), pp. 26, 19, and 35. 
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• 
been made. The Hebrews used ra51's born as their trumpet. 1 

Another kind of pipe or flute was known as Venu. Among 

flutes of different types it was the longest. On one side there was 

only one opening and on the other were six. ( qj. The Greek Aulos 
which was a wooden pipe, originally containing three or four finger 
holes). 2 The Assyrians and Babylonians used clay flutes with 

two finger-holes. Yet another kind of flute was known as Bansi 
(lit. a pipe made; of bamboo). It was originally wade with a 
particular species of bamboo but it IS now made of wood, 

metals and ivory. The length of a Bansi varied from eight 

'Angulis' (about four inches) to even more than a cubit. Its 

upper end was generally kept closed and the lower end open. 
It had one main opening to blow it with mouth and six other open

ings for the finvers to play on. 3 Popular tradition attributes the 
credit of its invention to Sri Krishna,-the particular one used by 

him, according to mythology, was known as Murali. 

1 See Kavikankan's Chandikavya, p. 95, 

~~~ ~tft ~l{i ~f~ ~1~ ~~1, '<j"i{ ~ ~wsr 9!1?1': 
(There was no dearth of musical instruments. The Dunduvi, Damama and 
Singa were all played simultaneously.) See also Ghauaram's Dharma man gal, 

p. 156, 

'~t~ ~t~ 11~ ~' : 
(The deep note of Rauasinga was heard.) See also the Dharmamangal poems by 

Riimnitrayan, C. U. MS. No. 2454, F. 2. 

"The twisted ram's horn trumpet was peculiar to the Hebrews. Made from 

the natural horn, and therefore roughly conical in form, it was consecrated to 

the service of the temple and found only in the hands of the priestly Levites. 

Seven of these instruments blown under Joshua's directions by seven priests 

after they had compassed the city seven times. On the seventh day in combina· 

tion with the shouting of the Israelites destroyed the wall of Jericho. These 

instruments were also made from the horns of the koodoos." See 'A History of 

Music' by Stanford and .Forsyth, pp. 2l-22. 
2 See Viswakosh and the ' History of Music ' by Stanford and Forsyth, pp. 

40-41 and 19. 
3 Of. the Chinese flute 'Hsiao' with the Venn and Bansi. "The flute (Hsiao), 

which has now been used in the ritual music for over 600 years, is a bamboo 

instrument, scientifically much like our (English) keyless flute. It measures l/0 

feet long and is provided with an embouchure-hole, five finger-holes and one thumb· 

hole. Six of these flutes take part in the sacred music. Their use for secular 

purposes is officially fo:rbidden.'' See ' A History of Music' by Stanford and 

Forsyth, p. 35. 
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(5) K'iisi,-A gong,-a)\ instrument made of bell-metal and 
resembles a plate with raised border. Two openings are made on 
two sides of it to be held by a piece of chord with the left hand by the 
person who strikes it with his right hand, by a stick. Another instru
ment closely re~embling a Kasi was known as Jhanjar which was 
formerly used in battles to give signal from a distance. It is 
now solely used in the religious ceremonies o£ the Hindus. 

(6) Kamtal or a cymbal.-Circular in sha.ee it is slightly high 
in the middle, with an opening in the centre. Through this hole 
a cord is passed to be held on the raised side by the musician. 
Two pieces of this round instrument are required to be struck 

against one another. Karatal is now used mainly in conjunction 
with Khol, a kind of drum which is a favourite instrument of music 

with the Vaisnavas. 

CHAPTER IX. 

HINDu-MosLEM UNITY. 

Bengal was under Mahomedan rule for nearly eight centuries. 
During this period their relationship with the Hindus was on the 
whole friendly. The Hindus and the Mahomedans could live 
peacefully if the autocrats would have allowed it, as the peace 
of the country to a great extent depended on the latter. A good 
autocrat ruled to the entire satisfaction of all while a bad ruler 
oppressed both the communities. So whatever differences might 
have existed they were due to the tyrannical rule of individual 
autocrats-Hindus certainly not excepted-causing an ever
widening breach between the eomm1,tnities. 

Examples are not far to seek. In the days of Hindu rule, 
Raja Manikchandra's subjects, as we learn from the Mainamati 
songs, were so opulent that "persons who somehow managed to 
live, had horses waiting at their doors." 1 "Even the maid-servants 
disliked ordinary eloths." 2 "Nobody used the path which was not 
his own and nobody used the water from the tank not belonging 

I '~<li''!O{ ~'!)';{ c<tfc~ c:<t ~ ~-rn ~m~~ ,~1' 1 
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to himself." 1 Such prosperity was 0 not enjoyed by peopl!3 for a 
long time in the past. "An East-Bengal man with a flowing heard 

came to rule the land under Raja Manikchandra. This man 
imposed exorbitant taxes on his subjets. From a Boo~i and a 
half he inet·eased the taxes to fifteen gandas. People sold 
everything-even the ploughs, plough-shares, yokes, and all other 
requisites of cultivation. 'l'hey went so far as to sell their children 

from the bosom of their mothers. The widows and the poor 
suffered terribly. As a result, the Taluks were turned into jungles." 2 

Inspite of all poetic exaggerations the story might represent 

the actual condition of the people when ruled by a whimsical 

autocrat. 'l'he horrible description of the jail in the capital of 
the Raja of Singhal in which the merchant Dhanapati was confined, 

as we learn from the Chandikavyas, probably represents the actual 
state of affairs of our country in by-gone days. 

Kavikankan Mukundaram in depicting the character of Mahmud 

Sherif, a local officer, who represented the type of the most oppressive 
rulers, writes thus in his Chandikiivya (Bangabasi edition) :-

u Unfortunately for the people, a Mahomedan Governor named 
.Mahmud Sherif wat: entrusted with the administration of the 
Pargana. Under his rule the traders groaned. He made false 

measurements of Iand-a Ku~a was measured at 15 cottas and 
rents were assessed on waste lands, The poor man's prayer 

was not heeded. The moneylenders become exacting. Each 
rupee was lost by two and a half annas. No purchasers were to 
be found for cattle or for straw. The land-lord Gopinath Nandi 
was made a prisoner and the poor people became stunned with 
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fear and grief. Lest tl::wy should abscond constables were 

appointed to keep watch over every cottage. In deep distress the 

poor people sold their spades and every utensil they possessed. 

Things worth a rupee were sold at 10 annas. 'I' he poet helped 

by Srimanta Khan, an inhabitant of Cbandibati, and being 
counselled by M univ Khan as to the course be should follow, left 

Damunya with his brother Ramanath." 1 
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Mahm ud Sherif probably ruled 0mder the Hindu Raja Man 

Singha, who was then the Governor of Bengal. 
The autocrats used to carry away girls, noted for their beauty, 

by foree and marry them against their wish. In ~amser Gazir Gan, 
an historical work (mid-eighteenth century), we find the following 

interesting story bearing on the subject: 
"The Gazi once went to a forest for hunting near Jaypur 

Mandia, a village where lived one Manu Sarkar who had a very 
beautiful daughter whom her father gave in marriage to a Kulin 
Brahmin of Mireswari. Once she went to a neighbouring tank 
for a bath, accompanied by her girl friends, when she was noticed 
by the Gazi who was at once charmed by her rare personal beauty. 
The Gazi seized her from amongst her companions 'just as a 
serpent catches a frog.' He was however a sensible pet·son and 

by way of persuading his own wife to accord her consent to his 
marrying the girl whom he had captured, said-' Such intermarriages 
are not new in this country and they ar·e now recognised every
where.' He did not stop here, According to his wife'!! advice 
he tried to console the girl by paying a large sum of money to 
her father and getting her Hindu husband married again to another 
beautiful girl of the town of Bhulua." 1 
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The carrying away o£ ~Vlother ijindu ,girl by force by an 
oppressive Kazi has been vividly described' in the story of Ma.lua in 
the Mymensingh Ballads. The despot Jehangir Dewan, a great 
oppressor treated the Hindus and , the Mahomedans alike. He 
oppressed Malua in a terrible manner, and the Kazi was beheaded by 
his order without a hearing. I£ the chief was a despot, the rigour 
o£ his Government fell equally on the two sections of the community. 

10 
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It should be clearly un~erstood tgat not only did the Hindu girls 
but the Mahomedan gl.rls also suffer at the hands of the autocratic 
ruler. The abduction of girls might have been felt more keenly by the 
Hindus because of the fact that such an occurrence always entailed 
exe.ommunication and social degradation. These outcastes formed 
numerous subcastes such as Sherkhani1 Pirali, Bhairabghataki, 
Harimajumdiiri-all of which were originally pure Brahmins.t 

The Hindu Rajas sometimes were notorious for their tyranny. 
Chand Rai, the Foujdar of Gaurdwar was, as we understand from 
the Vaisnava literature, ' Physically a very strong man and ha.d 
become the terror of the people. He killed men looted their 
property, and seized their wives and daughters so that at the 
mere report of his approach, people of a town or a village fled with 
their families and treasures.'2 

Whims of autocratic rulers always kept the country under a 
constant alarm in those days. Thus in the Dharmamangal poems, 
the cruel treatment of Mahudya towards his nephew Lausen, the 
capital sentence which that wicked minister contrived to inflict on 
Haribar Baity for the fault of telling the truth-all go to prove 
that the Hindu and the Mahomedan autocrats bad all a common 
mentality and the question o£ racial difference cannot be regarded 
as supplying any evidence with a view to judging their conduct. 
The legends of the Dharmamangal poems indicate a state of society 
which though presented in mythical form is but a reflection of what 
actually happened in the country in those days. 8 We find in the 
16th and 17th centuries Bir Hamvira and Chand Rai committing 
atrocities on the Hindus in the most cruel and heartless manner. 

In the Chaitanya Mangal by Jayananda is to be found a story 
about Husen Shah's oppressions of the Hindus though that monarch 
is known in history as a great patron of vernacular literature. 

It is quite natural that these autocrats would often treat people 
not belonging to their own race with a greater severity. We have 
heard the story which describes the most inhuman cruelty with 
which Ballal Sen punished a Mahomedan who had killed a cow, 

• See N. Vasu's castes and sects of Bengal, Vol. I, Part I, pp. 201·118. See 
also the works of Harikavindra and Danujllri Misra . 

. • See Dr .. Sen's Vaisnava Literature, p. 136. 
s $ee' the Dharmamangal poems by Ghanariim1 Manik Ganguli and others. 
. . . . .. .. . .; - . . < 
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at a place, many hundred ~iles away~from~his capital. There are .. 
besides examples of tyranny .of the Mahomedan Kazis of which 
the Hindus were the victims al!d all this" will show that the racial 
question played at least some part in these matters. The history 
of Europe of the contemporary period presents a parallel pictu_re 
of one party persecuting the other among the Roman Catholics 
and the Protestants. .The poets of Manasii.mangal, specially 
Bijay Gupta and Bansi Dii.s, have left some stories for us which 
inspite of the poetic exaggerations they contain . may have some 
bearing on the actual condition of the country. 

We give the following story, taken from Bijay Gupta's 
Manasimangal (Peary Sankar Gupta's ed.) :-

"The story of Hasan and Husen." 
" In the south, near the village of Husenhati, there lived two 

Mahomedan brothers, named Hasan and Husen. They were 
both of notorious characters, great bullies a.nd sworn enemies of the 
Hindus. There was another rogue also, named Dula Haldar, 
a brother-in-law of Husen, who always precedes the latter when he 
goes. Dulii. · surpassed Husen in his oppressions which were mainly 
directed to the Hindus who used to flee away if they happened 
to meet him. Duli used to arrest the Hindus and take them to 
his brother-in-law the Kazi to be tried for offences such as the 
carrying of a Tulasi leaf on their head (a practice still prevalent 
amongst the Vaishnavas). Punishment would now follow as a 
matter of course. The unfortunate accused used to be assaulted, 
in accordance with the Kazi's orders, by Dulii. himself who were 
led to a spot under the shade of a tree. Blows and slaps fell on 
them as ' bails in a storm.' Dulit's Paiks were particularly ho11tile 
to the Brahmins and used in great delight and enthusiasm, to 
draw them by their neck, tear off their sacred thread and spit into 
their mouth. Brahmins of a comparatively milder temperament did 
not use cow-dung for purificatory purposes in their house, any custom 
savouring of Hinduism being sufficient to invite punishment."i 
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Bansidas furnishes some sidelightOin the matter as will appear· 
from the fvllowing : 

" When the Kazi learnt that some Hindu milkmen had been 
engaged in worshipping the goddes.s Manasa Devi at a certain place, 

he called out his .men to accompany him to the scene. Within a 
moment a large number of Khojas (eunuchs) and Mahomedans came 
out and followed him, not one remaining in the town. All of them 
now arrived at the place where the ceremony was being performed. 

The Kazi's presence filled the hearts of the worshippers with 
terror and they took to their heels and fled in all directions. But 
some of them were caught hold o£ by the Kazi's followers and beaten 
mercilessly. The sacred jar-an emblem of the deity was broken to 
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pieces and the requisites of .the ceremony were scattered over and 
~rampled under foot. This done the iconoclasts said their prayer at 
that very place and forced the Hindus-~pecially the Brahmins who 
came there as mere onlookers-to have them circumcised with a view 
to break their caste. To crown all they desecrated the place by 
killing cows before they left it." 1 

The people specially the Hindus though generally of a mild 
temperament were sometimes goaded to desperation by the oppressive 
conduct o£ the Mahomedan rulers (who were not certainly many) and 
were forced to take retaliatory measures. Thus we find the following 
in the Manasamangal poems by Bansidas : 

"After having desecrated the place of worship of the goddess 
_Manasa Devi by breaking the sacred jar when the Mahomedans 
headed by the Kazi were discussing the means of putting the whole 
village, (peopled by the Hindus), to flame, the devotees, all belonging 
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to the Goala (milkmen) caste could r<!strain themselves no longer. 

'fhey attacked the Mahomedans furiously and the latter found 
themselves powerless with no other course left open to them than 
to take to their heels. But many could not escape. Mina Kazi 
was one of them. He was surrounded by the milkmen and bound 
hand and foot. He was then beaten and put to abject humiliation. 
A goat's skin was tied round his neck and all jeered at the predicament 
in which he was thus placed. The vindictive measures went further 

still. They burnt the Koran and other sacred scriptures of the 
Mahomedans. They tore off his beard and when he was let off he was 

barely alive. The milkmen now have had their bath, worshipped the 
goddess, after which they left the place. 1 

The Mahomedan rulers were sometimes noted for governing the 
country in the most beneficent manner. The names of the 
Sultans Ghyasuddin, Nasira Shah and Husen Shah as also the names 
of the Governors Paragal Khan and Chhuti Khan are instances of 
these types of rulers. The Maithili poet Vidyapati spoke of and Nasirah 
Shah in the following terms : 
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'' Nasirah Shah who ~ows 

pierced with his dirt. The poet 
Emperor of the five Gaudas." i 

lord Sultan Ghyasuddin. 2 

love matters quite well, cupid 
Vidyapati says 'Long live the 
The poet elsewhere spoke of his 

Nasira Shah ruled Bengal for fGrty years till 1325 A.D. It is 
said that it was Nasira Shah· who first initiated the translation of· 

the Mahabharata in Bengali from Sanskrit. It was however the age 
of Husen Shah, (15th century) which might be compared to that of 
Queen Elizabeth of England (16th century) in respect of the 
advancement of vernacular literature under State patronage. Like 
Elizabeth who patronised Spenser, Marlowe, Shakespeare and a lot 
of other poets and writers, Husen Shah befriended the vtwna~ular 

poets of Bengal, such as Maladbar Basu, Bijay Gupta, Jasoraj Khan 
and a host of others. 

It was at the initiation of Husen Shah that Maladhar Ba13u 
translated the Bhagabata into Bengali in 1480 and received from 
his kind master the title of Gunaraj Khan. 3 Bijoy Gupta, the 
celebrated poet of the Padma Puran referred to Husen Shah 
as being the best of all monarchs. 4 Jasoraj Khan said, 'His 
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Majesty Husen Shah who is the ornoment of the world knows the 
emotion well.' 1 

The noble spirit of the master was a source of inspiration to 
his courtiers and thus Paragal Khan who waq a commander and 

Governor under him, patronised Kaviudra Parameswar, the 
celebrated poet of the day and advised him to translate the Sanskrit 
Mahabharat into Bengali, a portion of which (up to the Stree 
Parva) thus was rendered into our vernacular. Paragal was the 
Governor of Chittagong where he ruled semi-independently. 
Parii.gal's worthy son Chhuti Khan followed in the wake of 
his father and appointed one Srikaran Nandi to continue the 
work of translation and bring it down to the .i.swamedh Parva. 
Kavindra eulogised Husen Shah in glowing terms in his work. 

Srikaran Nandi was also similarly full of panegyrics for these 

Mahomedan rulers as we find in the opening chapter of his work. 
Not only in social matters but also in religion, the communities 

joined hands and as a result a common god evolved known as 
Satya Pir, worshipped bc,-'h by the Hindus and the Mahomedans. The 
very name of this god indicates his connection with both the com
munities, the word itself being a combination of Sanskrit and Arabic. 

The abjuration of Islamism by the Mahomedans and their 
adoption of Vaisnavism are well-known in' the Vaishnava history. 
The conversion of the Mahomedan saint, who afterwards became 
known as Haridas Sadhu, is known to all. The conversion of one 
Bijuli Khan and some other Pathans as found in Chaitanya 
Charitamrita, Madhyakhanda 2 is also interesting indeed. 

At another place of the same work we find the following 
interesting incident in which Husen Shah, the Emperor of Gauf, 
spoke of Chaitanya. Dev as God personified. He said :3 
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2 See Chaitanya Charitamrita, Madhyakhanda, pp. 736-743. 
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"As people a~;e flockinq. to see him in such a large number, 
though they do not receive anything from him,' shows that the 
man thus followed must be a saint. l command the Kazis and 
Mussalmans in general not to molest him. Let him say anything 
that he desires. The Sultan next enquired of Kesab Chhatri about 
Chaitanya Dev, who was a follower of the latter and who appre
hended evil designs of the Sultan thus replied with a view to 
shielding the Great Saint : 'Your Majesty should consider Chaitanya 
Deva as a. common Sannyasi and a beggar. Very few people go 
to him. Your co-religionists magnify the truth. ' It is no use 
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taking any notice of this poor fellow.' 0 Thus consoling the Sultan, 

Kesab secretly despatched a Brahmin to Cbaitanya to communicate 
what conversation had taken place between him and the Sultan. The 
Sultan afterwards conferred with Dobir Khas, his minister, about the 
Lord all alone. The minister spoke in glowing terms about the great

ness of the Lord. He said that it was Chaitanya Deva himself who 
has endowed you with your kingdom. It was due to your luck 

that such a great saint had been born in your kingdom. The 
Lord is your well-wisher and surely the Sultan would attain all
round prosperity by his benediction. He further told the Sultan 
that there was no need of his asking him those questions about 

the Lord, that he himself could consult his own mind and under

stand all. 'You are,' said he, 'the Lord of Navadwip and so 
you have some godliness in you from whom emanate all the 

powers of the earthly rulers. . Your intellect must therefore be 
very pure and therefore the receptacle of all true knowledge.' The 
Sultan said that he believed Chaitanya Deva to be no other than 

God personified. Thus declaring his opinion about the LorJ, 

the Sultan closed the conference and entered his harem." 
In Chaitanya Charitamrita we find a certain Kazi addressing 

Chaitanya as his ~od. 1 

~~1 <lit~ ~0{ C~~ ~ C<[~ ~BI I 

~t'lf't~ ~ ~c~ ilt~~ '!~rlf~ 11 

(.!)\§ ~f"f 11t~ C~G'f fil~ ~J~~ I 

~~'~ 'Oll~Qij \!it~ 'O!t9f•m,- '<rn u 

-Cl>I!W 15~~~. ~!fJ~'&, 9}: ~~r-~;;, 1 

1 See Chaitanya Charitamrita, Adikhanda, pp. 449-450. 
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The Mahomedans who .were at fhst great iconoclasts thus 
gradually succumbed to the religions influences of the Hindus. 

Not only many of them beca.me staunch Vaishnavas but many 
began to worship the goddess Kali, Sitala Devi, Saraswati, 
Siva, etc. 

Samser Gazi, the hero of Samser Gazir Gan, is said to have 

once bad a dream wherein he found the goddess Kali, worshipped 
in the family of the Tipperah Haj, appearing before him and saying) 
"Lislen to me, Oh Gazi, see I have come to grant you a 
boon. You will win your battles easily if you would only worship 

me by sacrificing a human being at my altar." 1 The Goddess is 
said to have appeared to him again and in a dream pressed the same 
proposal when the Gazi !:'aid hesitatingly, "You are the goddess 
of the Hindus ; I being a Mahomedan, how can I worship you." 

The goddess, however, persuaded him in the end to worship him 

through the intermediary of a Brahmin and as a result. of this he 
won the battles. 

The following few lines will throw a flood of light on the 
friendly feeling that existed between the two eommunities : 

"In a work called 'Imam Yatrar Punthi' we find that the 

Mahomedan author has a hymn addressed to Saraswati, the goddess 
of Learning. In 'Yiimini Vahiil' of Karimulla, a. Mahomedan is 

found to pray before the god qiva. Aptabuddi~, the poet of 'Jamil 
Diliiram,' sent his hero to the nether world ' to seek a boon from the 

I ~~til ~~~ 'It~ C15t~ Of~ C'\Wt I 

'¢ftPr~t~ c~Q,j'1 ~WI <r?t 1Wc~ c~tt~ 11 

~t~ttl_Qt~ 'O!tf~ Cif~ ~~ ~'M I 

fi!Jf1 '!?i~ 1St ~~ feifirt<t ~~nr 11 

f~~ C~t~ ~~t~~ Cif'e ~~ I 

~~ ~~i ~ ~<f <t>~Jt'! II 

* * • 
~~~ ~~ C~ <f~~ iltf't"f I 
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Saptarsies or the seven sages of the Hin~us.' In the' Bhelua Sundari' 

of Hamidulla, the Brahmins consulted the Koran to find out an 
auspicious day. 

The poet Karamali, the celebrated writer of the 'Padas,' dedicated 
to Radha and Krishna many of his poems. 

A class of Mahomedans earned their livelihood by singing the 
praises of the Hindu Goddess Lakshmi. 

There are numerous instances in our old Bengali literature of a 

cordial and friendly relationship subsisting between the Hindus and 
Mahomedans in the remote past and the examples I have introduced 

in this chapter will, I trust, prove this. 

CHAPTER X. 

ARCHITECTURE. 

The architectural specialities of old Bengal though not many, 
deserve special notice, inasmuch as they show the extent to which they 
are indebted to the architecture of other parts of India and to what 
extent they are indigenous. The people of Bengal developed a 
peculiar style which contributed much to the generai improvement 

of the art. The Islamic conquest gave an impetus to the architec· 
tural development of the whole country, and Bengal, like all other 
parts of India, felt the. impulse in no small degree. "I ndo-Saracenic " 

~ ~11[ l'f<l'~ ~~~ ~~ I 
~if l{tm m~ ~r.:~~ fi!'?Jt'!l 11 

\!)~ R<l'~ ~tot :l'f<l'~~ ~,., I 

ifi~~ ~~ ~% f~ ~l'f91~ot II 

W~ if1 Of'S ~i9f1 iSt<l'~ ~t'S!iC"l I 

~<!1 fllif~ ~fiT 0{1 ~i~<f1 ~"l II 

G~if ~ tw.f~ ~~ Clf~~ I 
~fil-m ~~ '<~'~1 1lt:if ~ c9fil'f u 

l!ti5fe\5 ~!h1 'ftf.Sr stf<f ~ lfif I 
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was the name applied to this swle of architecture by Mr. 1i'ergusson, 

who made the following observation :-

"It is easy to understand, on the other hand, why, in Bengal, 

the trabeate style never was in vogue. The country is practically 

without stone, or any suitable material for forming either pillars 

or beams. Having nothing but bric~, it was almost of necessity 

that they employed arches everywhere, and in everything that had 
any pretensions to permanency. The Bengal style being, however, 

the only one wholly of brick in India proper, has a local individuality 

of its own, which is curious and interesting, though from the nature 

of material, deficient in many of the higher qualities of art which 

characterise the buildings constructed with larger and better materials. 

Besides elaborating a pointed-arched brick style of their own, the 

Bengalis introifu<!ed a new form of roof, which has had a most 

important influence on both the Mahomedan and Hindu styles in 

more modern times. As already mentioned in describing the Chhatri 

at Alwar, the Bengalis, taking advantage ·of the elasticity of the 

bamboo universally employ in their dwellings a curvilinear form of 

roof, which has become so familiar to their eyes, that they consider 

it beautiful. It is so in fact when bamboo and thatch are the 

materials employed, but when translated into stone or brick architec-

ture, its taste is more questionable ......... Be this as it may, certain 
it is, at all events, that after being elaborated into a feature of 

permanent architecture in Bengal, this curvilinear form found its 
way in the 17th century to Delhi and in the 18th to Lahore, and 

all the intermediate buildings from say A.D. 1650, betray its presence 

to a greater or less extent.'' 1 

The old Bengali literature is full of description of these architec

tural peculiarities which are n6ticed ih the following pages. Inspite 
of poetic exaggerations, excellent descriptions are- to be found in "it, 

giving, in detail, the· mode of construction of temples, towns, houses, 
etc., each of which is dealt with separately. 

1'empte. 

The building of temples once attained a high degree of perfec
tion as is evidenced from a Dasyu-made temple at Bankura. The 

1 See History of Indian and Eastern Architecture by Fergusson. 
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following description occurs in the Q}:landikavya by Dwija Kamal

lochana ·about the construction of a temple. 

" The archit&ct-god Viswakarma with his colleagues and assist

ants applied himself to the task of building the temple of the goddess 
Ambika. The temple was. built with stones of various colours. Such 

was the enthusiasm displayed by the architects on the occasion that 

not a moment was lost and work continued throughout the whole night 

with the help of lamps made of precious gems. Rig blocks of stones 

were broken into smaller pieces for the pavement of the temple-yard. 

Between the pieces of stones, valuable gems of variegated colours were 

inlaid and the effect of the workmanship thus produced was simply 

wonderful. The colours that were chosen on the occasion were blue, 

black, white, red and golden. The spire was fitted with a golden vase 
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and a black pinnar,e which flutt.red in the sky. The walls were built 

with sundry materials and contained glasses mounted with precious 

jewels. The magnificent gateways to the temple were four in number, 

consisting of golden doors. Gold coins were stuck to them to enhance 

their brilliance. The floor inside the temple was decorated with stones 

of different colours. Here an altar was made for the image, in front 

of which another circular altar was constructed, set with coins. 'l'o 

the west of the temple a hundred stone-houses were built, furnished 

with all the requisites of worship. To the east of the temple, houses 

for keeping the sacrificial fire ablaze were constructed with precious 

stones. The architect Viswal.arma then gave his attention to the 

building of an amusement-hall in the south using his measuring-tape 

all the while. This mag-nificent hall was made of stone with excellent 
sitting accommodation. To the south-east was built a house for the 

musicians. Its height was great (lit. one .?JoJana). Other quarters 

were then constructed by Viswakarma for the accommodation of 
guests. To the northern side of the temple, artistic cooking-sheds were 

constructed at a considerable expense. These houses contained crystal 

Clf~tar~ DTf?r q~ ~t9f ~W ~t~ 

<t'~W 'W"'m Dtfil llitt~ I 
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pillars and doors. The whole edifice \5as surrounded with high walls 

measuring a hundred cubits in leng-th with stone-gates on four sides. 

A very big tank was excavated by Viswakarma inside the temple. Its 
ghats were all made of stones. Its water was as clear and trans

parent as crystal with clustering lotuses floating on the surface visited 
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by the·bees in quest of honey.• The banks wm·e all covered with trees 
and flower-gardens scattering fragrance in all directions." 1 

A second account of temple-building is given below from Kavi- · 
Kankan Mukundaram's Chandikavya, pp. 32-33.9 

12 
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"First a measurement was taken b.fViswakarma with a piece of 

thread. Then the plinths were made with a kind of blue stones. 

Hanumii.n bt·ought an entire hill, carrying it on his head, for the con

struction of the temple of Chandi. In cout·se of a single night the 

temple was constructed by Viswakarma. The spire was decorated 

with diamond~, emeralds and sapphires. Looking glasses were fitted 

on the sides of the spire. A white chowrie and triple flags also 

decorated it. Arrays of corals and pearls shed such a brilliant lustre 

in the t~mple that it seemed that the darkness of the new-moon night 

had been replaced by the grandeur of the full moon. Pilltures of 

various descriptions were made to adorn the temple of the 

goddess Chandi. The image of the goddess was made of gold 

and two golden jugs were placed on eithet· side. The image of the 

god Siva seated on his favourite bull, the god Kartikeya, mounted 

on his peacock, and the god Ganesh on his mouse were all made of 

gold. Hanumiin dug tanks by simply scratching the earth Their 
banks resembled small hillocks, so much earth was taken out to 

make the tanks deep. The ghats and paths were all constructed 
with stones of various colours. The water of the river Bhogavati 

(which flows in the nether world) oozed up to fill the tanks. Fruit 

and flower gardens were finally laid out on the sides of the tanks.'' 

Yet another description of a temple by the celebrated poet 

Bharatchandra may not be quite out of place here. 1 
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"The architect-god Viswal.rma made the temple of Annapurna 
with preciou., stones. The altar raised on this occasion was also 
made of gems. · Viswakarma himself was struck with the beauty 

of the temple. He raised walls round the temple and inside it 
excavate(! a tank with ghats, adomed with diamonds. The four. 

sides of the tank were decot·ated with emeralds and sapphit·es. 
'l'be Piif.iil·Ganga. or the ghogavati (which flows in the Hades) 
oozed up into the tank, such wa::; its depth. The water wal: very 

cool, odorous, deep and pure. Crystal swans were made fol' the 
tank. Their beaks and feet were made with corals. Their feet 

were made specially red. Lotuses of various kinds were al'tistically 

made with various precious stones and the bees on them were also 
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made with azure-coloured gems. llirds and aquatic auimals of 
multifarious types were also formed of the same kinds of precious 
materials." 

Th~ following account of temple-building is to be found in the 
_ Dharmamangal poems of Sitaram Das. 1 

"The temple of Kamakhya Devi was situated ·in the 8outh-west 
of the city of Kamrup. The area of the temple extended over one 
'.'IJO!Jana' (twelve miles). There the conch-shells sounded even 
without being blown. There were the flags attached to the staffs 
to adorn the temple. The temple itself was five thousand cubits 
in height and the flags one thousand cubits. 'l'here were forty-eight 
gates and eighty-eight stations for the sentries. The northern side 
of the temple was occupied by the Yogis and the north-eastern by 

the Dakinis, engaged in performing mystic rites. 'l'he hero Kalu 
surveyed everything in connection with the temple." 

In spite of poetic exaggerations, apparent in these descriptions, 
it cannot be denied that there are some grains of tmth in them. 
Elaborate descripti<'n of stones being used as materials leads us to 
suppose that though brick was the usual material, stone was not 
quite unknown. Although Fergusson is loath to give the Bengalis 
the credit of po>'sessing any knowledge of stone-buildings, he has 
been constrained to admit that they knew the use of a kind of black 
marble which according to him, 'seems to be an indurated potstone 
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of very fine grain, and w~ich takes a beautiful polish. .Many 

fragments of Hindu art in this material are found among the 

ruins, and if carefully examined might enable us to restore the 
style.' 1 

One of the peculiar featmes m connection with the buildiog of 

temples was the use of glass. 2 'rhese were fitted to the walls and 

even to the spires, probably to enhance the lustre when the sun's 

rays were reflected upon them. The whole temple thus looked 

dazzling and inspired awe and reverence in the minds of the pious 

pilgrims. 

It appears that the materials ordinarily used for the construction 

of spires were of different colours- blue, black, white, red and yellow. 

See History of Indian and Eastern Architecture, by Fergusson, Vol. I, p. 253. 
2 See History of Indian and Eastern Architecture, by Fergusson, Vol. I, 

pp. 322-325 :-

.. There is one other peculiarity common to both Hindu and Jaina architecture 

in the north of India that requires notice, before proceeding to describe particular 

examples. It is the form of the towers or spires called Sikharas 'Vimanas' which 

invariably surmount the cell in which the images of the Tirthankaras are invariably 

placed in oblong or square.cells and those of Hindu deities in square-generally 

cubical cells of no great dit11ension, and that theiie cells receive their light from 

the doorway only. It seems also an invariable rnle that the presence and position 

of the cell should be indicated externally by a tower and spire, and that these 

towers though square or nearly so in plan should have a curvilinear outline in 

elevation ............ Take for instance the celebrated Black Pagvda at Kanarak in 

Orissa. The upper part of the tower, to some extent, overhangs its base. 

It bends inward towards the summit, and is surmounted by what is called 

an' Amlaka '-a massive circular coping stone, which supports a vase called 

' amritakalasa' or 'A mrita-karaka,' i.e., 'dew-vessel.' Whatever its origin this 

'amla*a 'is generally surmounted by a flat dome of reverse curvature, in the 

centre of which stands the' Kalasa' 'Karaka,' or pinnacle, in the form of a vase, 

generally of very beautiful and graceful design ... The one hypothesis that occurs to 

me as sufficient to account for this peculiarity is to assume that it was a constructive 

necessity. If we take for iustance au assumed section of the diagram (Woodcut No. 

184, p. 324), it will be seen h0w easily a very tall pointed horizontal arch, like that 

of the Treasury at lllycanae referred to above, p. 312, would fit its external form. 

In that case we might a~sume that the tower at Bodh-Gaya took a straight.Jined 

form like the doorway at Missolonghi and the gate of Lions at Mycanae, while 
the Hindus took the more graceful curvilinear shape, which certainly was more 

common in remote clasllical antiquity, and as is found in Persia may have 

reached India at a remote period." 
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The spire contained a vase (usually golden) which was characteristic 
c 

of a temple. 1 

The pillars 2 seem to be an essential element in the construction 

of temples. 'rhe description of m·ystal pillars by poets as mentioned 

before might not be all a myth. 

We hear of these crystal pillars even in our nursery stories. The 

use of crystal which is found not only in connection with the pillars 

but also in general construction-works, a~ will be shown later on, prove 

extensive glass traJe in Bengal. This fact in also substantiated by 

the ~'lanasamangal poems (as of Bansidas) wherein we find mention 

of glass as an important item of export. The ' Periplus of the 

Erythrean sea ' fully substantiates this fact. Mention of crystal 
is also found in the Mahabharata, Sava Parva, wherein we learn that 

Duryyodhana mistook a piece of crystal to be water and thereby got 

discomfited. Pillars whether made of crystal or some other materials 

are in themselves sufficiently interesting and as such deserve special 

notice. 3 

'l'he following parts of a temple are worthy of special mention :-

(i) c;""\t"1li Plinth. 
(ii) ~ Wall. 

(iii) <f>~Pf Vessel. 

' See among others Sunya Puran (DharmastMn) by Ramai Pandit (10th-11th 

century). 
2 See among others Ramlii Pandit's Sunya Puran (Dharmasthan). 
3 "The pillars (i.e., stambhas or Lats) are common to all the styles of Indian 

architecture With the Buddhists they were employed to bear inscriptions on 

their shafts, with emblems or animals on their capitals. With the Jains they were 
generally Dipdans or lamp-bearing pillars, but sometimes supporting quadruple 
figures of a Jina; with the Vaisnavas they as generally bore statues of Garu4a or 

Hanuman ; with the Saivas they bore the trisula symbol or were Dipdans and 
flagstaffs ; but, whatever their destination, they were always among the most 
original and frequently the most elegant, production of Indian art. 

"In the south of India among the Jains, as mentioned in a later chapter, such 

pillars are very common, usually standing singly in front of the temples, and were 
apparently intended to carry quadruple figures of"Tirthankaras known as Chanmukhs. 
One class of the stambhas at Hindu temples was intended to carry lamps at Festivals 

of which woodcut No. 203 (Kailas temple, Elnra) represent~ a specimen, bnt another 
class the Dhwaja-stambhas like the above at Elm·a, are frequently in pairs and bear 
the symbol of the sect-Trisula or Garuda."-Fergnsson, pp 54 and 347. The mention 

of pillars is found in early Bengali works.-See Sunya Puran, Dharmasthiin, 20·21. 
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(iv) ~ ~pire. 

(v) C<l~ Altar. 

(vi) m11-ttG'Jl Place for sacrificial fire. 

(vii) •rti"tt"''' Amusement-Hall (Theatre). 

(viii.! <fTW~ Music-Hall. 

(i.v) '§[~~tG'f1 Guest-house. 

(x) ~~~1 Shed for the cooking of offerings to the 

deity. 
(.ri) ~~ Pillar. 

(xii) -rt~'ft~ Path. 

(xiii) ~<Hf Tank. 
(:riv) ~if Garden. 
(xv) ~ Outet·-wall. 

(xvi) ~'hf Gate and door. 

In Bhii.ratchandra's Annadamangal the description of artificial 
birds and lotuse~, etc., made for decorative purposes attracts our 
admiration. The location of the different compartments of a temple 

has been clearly indicated by Dwija Kamallochan. 1 

Fort8 and Ji'ol'tijied Citie8. 

The Dharmamangal poems supply us with infotn1ation re~arding 

the knowledge <>f the Ben galee people· about the construction of forts 
and citadels. These poems though full of exaggeration and poetic 
fancies contain an elem(mt of truth in them. The following 

description of the citadel of Maenagad from the Dharmamangal 

poems by Govindaram Banerjee may be cited by way of 
illu~tration :-

2 "The Eastern gate was the principal one and made of stones. 

It was so high that the birds could uot cross it. 'l'he stone gatt's 

1 Curiously enough the recently discovered ruined temple of Oniah in E!!'ypt 

bears simila1·ity with the Bengali temples. 

See Egypt and Israel by Petrie, pp. 102-105. 

2 9ft~r:~ f.lm ~ c!tl:ltif ~lnf 1 

9j?'f.l 9ft~~~ iftGf 1~ 15Tt~t~ n 

9ft~JQ"i ~?f!V fl~~~ i\'tft 1~ 1 

c~~rm ~~"?! ~,~ t9 ~ift"?l~ n 
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had no openings even for an ant to pasO, which excited the admiration 

of Lakshmi wbo worshipped them with offerings of flower and water 

and went to the northern gate. It was made of steel and fitted in a 

steel wall in such a way that when closed even the winds had no

access through it. After worshipping this gate too, Lakshmi walked 

on to the western gate. 'l'his side of the fol't was made of 

copper and so a copper-gate stood there. It was built in a way 

that it hardly had any opening even for a thread to pass. After 

duly finishing his worship here, I,akshmi visited the southern gate 

which was made of wood. The buildings on this side were all 

made of wood. 'l'he southern gate was also duly worshipped. It 

was constructed in such a way that there was no room even for 

the dust to enter." 

Sitaram Das, another authot· of Dharmamangal poems gives us 

spme side light of the fortified cities of the olden days in his descrip

tion of the defence of the city of Kamrup. 

~"?( ~ flf~j ~ ~ <ftDt~m I 

~ ~ffi1~ ~~ ~~fit~ f't~i II 

C"'tm ~~ m~ ~~ <li91T~ I 
C<!'~-c;r '5!lf~<T ~~ ;rift <fi1_ <!t~ II 

<ftDP.!Ji ~~ qt~ flf~i ~'4iSfi'! I 

91f~ qj"t$f C'f"'i aj~ 91~ II 

'5!W'l f<Ri'll1~~ ~ ~R i 

\!it-c~Q <f-911~ R'lt<M'tQ fil~'l H 

~~ ~~tit ;rtfcQ> fi!R-~ <li9ft~ I 

~t;;ft <(-c"' C<I'R 91-cllt ~fit<! ~~ II 

~"?(Sf~ Nm ~111 <l'nt~i ~;r I 
"'f'>'f-'1 'fl:lf~ q~ WI ~Rt"t;r H 

<r-1m <f-911~ ~~ 'Ol~f~<fli 'f~ 1 

Wl ~09fiSf~ qf~ ~~ <it<f~ II 

~fgj~<J_ t2t-c<T"t <r-fi~ ;rtf<$ \!IT~ I ~\!SJTN I 

c'ftft-fr~~ <TC"IfJt9ftl1Jtm l1,.~~ 

( 
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~ The hero (Kalu) passJ through the outermost gate which 
was one yojana in height, resembling a mountain. 'rhe defensive 
barrier which Kalu met was a trench or moat eighty-one cubits in 
width; Then he met a bush of canes, interspersed with ' lcea' shrubs, 
extending over a space of sixt.y cubits. Around this was another 
trench, the very sight o£ which frightened away the enemy; Its 
depth was Eeven cubits and breadth fifty cubits, thus resembling 
a river of ordinary dimensions. In it there were crocodiles and 
' Makaras ' (fabulous dolphins) in large numbers. Kalu passed the 
seven defensive structures and finally reached the city. 

Another description of the fortified city of Burdwan as given 
by Bharatchandra in hi.> Annadamangal may be of interest in 
this connection. ~ 

"There were seven fortifications surrounding the city of Burdwan. 
In the outermost compound resided the ' Kolaposhas,' ~. g., the 
English, the Dutch, the French, the Danes and other foreigners 
(all famous artillerymen) who "Came there for trade from distant 
countries. Within the next defensive walls there were Mahomedans 

13 

1 "I!I"C<fl'l ~fil4'f ~~ ~Pl,~ ~~T~ I 

ClftiSR lfl-m'l ~ 9j~ ~'l"H II 

~ cwf~ ~?:~ c.!!<t>tilt ~t~ ~M1 1 

'ltf!f 9fli! c~TII ~ ;ffi<$ ffT~1 u 

~rtf~ ~~ trr$ ~ ~Til1 I 

C"'Olt~til' otrt ~'! f"'l<fl~ ~1 II 

~!11 'f\f 'f~~ Off~ <2ft'! ~ I 
~ ~~ fffl!ii 9f•'M ~ ~ II 

~~ ~tt~ ~ ~~ 'Of<f\!Tif I 

~~'1 ~~~ W1 c~ 9f.T~ n'' 

-~~~"~~~ ~ c~~'hftol" lf'PT) 1 . 
2 "12:\~ll 'lt~t~ Cff?:~ C<l'tillii~~~ R<ltl{ I 

~tr:~~ 113~iift~ f'lfiRr'7llf~t1f u 

fmof~ <!i?:l'l'lfta'f <!'?:~ C'lttai~ I 

l{~~~1 o:rRmJ ~ ~~~ II .. 
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of all denominations, e. g., the SayRds, ~he Malliks, the Sheikhs, 

the Moghuls and the Pathans. Some of them were reading Tqrkish 

and Arabic with an admixture of Persian while others counted beads, 
Around the third fortification were the brave and warlike Kshatriya.s, 

expert in the use of arms. Within the fout·th enclosure lived the 

brave Rajput warriors who acted as guards of the King's palanquin, 

while within the fifth dwelt the Rahuts (ambassadors) together with 

the Bhit 1 Brahmans who were employed as ambassadors and envoys to 

foreign courts. Inside the sixth resided the Bundelas (Rajputs from 

Bundelkhand) who acted as keepers of the royal treasury which. required 

the obser~ance of strict vigilance. The millionaire merchants 

bed that place as their abode. Thus visiting the six clefences 

the prince of Kiinchi entered the seventh or the innermost defen(le· 

walls." 

f~tft'¥l 'f?:~~ c;ijt~ ~'§ ~Iff!~ I 

Qwr llflil<~> '~~ 00$1 9!tl'(i{ " 

~11"'1 <!!Hr~ ~ tffll'fl ~ I 

~fir Pl~ i9!C9f ~ f~f'rf~~ ~!'A II 

~~ 'ftlft~ ~ ~ 'f<p[ I 

~ !:ft~ ~~ ~~if ~'I II 

5~( ~t'§ ~~ ~ 11~~'§ I 

~~ '1tw~sr me~ ~ ~~'! u 
9f*~ 'ft~ ~ ~W<f 111~~ I 

~~if '§t~ ~.~ ~~ ~II 
~ 'f~ c;lit~ · <!'! c1ttli4111f ~t-{1 1 

~fG1~1~ "f~ ~~ m-. ~~1 H 

~ 'fVf ~r~.~ ~m 1 

~"'i '~iS 9flil ~ ift~ m !(.( u 

* * 
~~~?:9( ~ :t~ ~~ Clif~ I 

~<ttl'lfs~ 'tv ~~· <sm'¥l1 " u ~TN I 
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.. 
1 About th~ instittltion of Bb:tts sqe Indo-Aryans, Vol. II, p. 29$ . 
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The peculiar notion of 5he Bengali poets that a fortified city 
should have seven defensive enclosures might be· based on facts. 
About the number of defensive fortifications they curiously enough 
stuck to the my"tic .number of seven. The idea that a defensive 
battlement should be sunounded by bushes and prickly shrubs 
remind us of the similar contrivances adopted by the Africans for 
defensive fencing-works in which these bushes are still elllployed 
and are known as the 'Zariba.'' In the late Madhist war in 
Africa this kind of fencing was much resorted to by the Egyptian 
army for protection against the M.adhist incursions. We are not 
quite aware of any particular c:tse of a fortified city in Bengal exactly 
as described by the poets, but the exten~ive ruins of Rampa.l (in 
East Bengal-the last capital of the ·senas), Gauc.l, Dhekur and 
Mayniga«}. suggest the existence of such things. 

The custom of worshipping the gates of a fort bears strange 
similarity with the worshipping of the ships on the eve of a. sea
voyage. The extraordinary height and thickness of the walls· of 
a fortified city,' though now may seem a myth, might not be 

1 About a Zariba at Bir Gowi in Darfur-Slatin Pasha described as follows :

The station at Bir Gowi "was surrounded by a square Zariba, each side of 
which measured about one hundred and eighty paces, and consisted of a thorn 
barricade about twelve feet thick, and six feet high ; on the inside the ground 
waa raised to enable the men to fire oYer it from a platform, and the whole wa.s 
surrounded by a ditch nine Jeet wide, and about nine feet deepo''-Fire and Sword 
_in the Sudan, by Slatin Pasha, p. 67. 

• Traces of very thick and massive wall have been recently discovered in recent 
ex.cavation.s at Tell-el-Yehndiyeh about twenty miles north of Cairo, which bears 

striking similarity with the descripti.?n of our poets and show that bigness was 
perhaps the fashion iii the ancient world (rj. the great wall of China). That 
walls of stupendous natu're might be built with brick is really wonderful. Bengal 
was perhaps not !>ehindhand in this. respect from Assyria and Egypt. The 
follqwing ·lines ar!J quoted about th_e;forti~cation of Tell-el. Yehudiyeh (surrounding 
~he old Oniah temple) from Petrie: 

"Working o't'er from the eastern side of the hili first blocks of brick-work were 

met with, sunk in the ground, which had for~ed the foundation of a massi't'e forti. 
·ftc&tion wall along the edge of the platfor,m. NeJit~ few bricka and scraps of wall 
and further ()ll stood tl1e ·base of tbe oppol!ite w&ll o~ a_eourt. Then at the north 
end was a thi-ck foundati·on, J>llt't. of the outer wall and across the court was 
another narrow foundation dividing it in two, forming an· outer and inner court. 
At the south end of this was a very massive pile of brick foundation, 55 feet long 
and 17 feet wide,_ all of solirl brickwork, e_.·wepting a narrow groove m.the axis . ., ... .. . 

• 
.• 1 ·:.: . . · . . ... 
... 8' • 
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quite so, as the instances of th~ forts at Bharatpur (C. I.) 
and Gwalior may be cited in this connection. The ruins of the 
jfahomedan forts at Dacca and Egara "'indur show the stupendous 
structure of In:lian forts. The moats of the medieval fortresses of 
Europe with the draw-bridge and portcullis bear some resemblance 
.to the defensive structures of ancient India and so of ancient Bengal.· 

The principle of town-planning followed the time-honoured customs 
and the Sastras, modified according to the taste of the Mahomedans 
in later days when the latter were the rulers of the coun.try. Each 

guild generally occupied one p~rt of a town. Moreover, a capital 
. city, possessed concentric circles of defences and walls as the 
deserted places at Delhi, Agra and other would signify. Bernier 
described in clear terms the arrangement of defences of a Moghul 
city which was sometimes nothing but a moving camp. Bengal 
being an important part of the Moghul Empire surely adopted 
the practice. 'L'he description of Burdwan by Bharatchandra in the 
celeorated Annadamangal and the concentric wall~ and residences 
was perhaps an exact representation of a Mahomedan city wherein 
people lived near or apart according to their connection with the 
existing government. Similar was the condition of Pekin city 
u·nder the Emperors. In this city around the Imperial qua~ter13 
lived the Mandarins or government officials and the Manchus (people 

of the same nationality as the Emperors). The Chinese lived 
somewhat apart-outside the walls. The foreigners including the 
foreign legations lived at the outermost part of the city. Such a 
system is still partly in vogue in China. 

The following desc\·iption of a town by Dwij Abhiram will give 
an idea of a Hindu town. 1 

The large square building thus marked out, over 70 feet by 50 feet, is. on the 
highest part of the moand and completely dominated the temple courts ; , the west 
face of the great mound, the northern tower, and both of the approaches. It must 
have been the castle or citadel. Or the great stairway from the plain ·there 

. remain two thick walls of brick, still eleven feet high, although the upper·part 
and all the stairs have been destroy~d. The walls were nearly four feet thick 
and between them the space is filled with over six feet of gravel and sand, to form 
a basis for steps," etc., etc. Egypt and Israel, by Petrie, pp. 102-104. 

i In the Sanskrit'work Arthasastra by Kautilya, description of houses and town· 
building are to be fonnd, The Yataka stories (1st 227 and 346, 4th 378, 5th - 5 

~· 
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· cc The Pandava.s saw wit~ wondet·ing eyes the beauty of the 
city of Manipur, where all were followers of Srikrishna, The 
houses were bui It on all sides of the town. They wet·e tinged 
with the paint of 'Hingul' and 'Harital,' The roofs were 
decorated with flowers. There were exquisite cane-works on 
the roofs adorned with peacock-feathers. The spires were made 
9£ gold and jewellet·y a.nd contained white flags. There were 

and 6th 577) adds much to our knowledge of house-building in ancient India 
including Bengal. See also an article • Artha-Sastrii-Samajcbitra' by N. Banerjee 
in the Sahitya Parishat Patrika. 
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temples attached to every house an<:b 'Maths' everywhere ...... "rhe 
people were a11 devout worshippers of Sree Krishna. Every house 
possessed a hall set apart for the discussions of the Sastras. These 
were vary artistically made. The following description though 
containing exaggerations might bear some truth showing the idea 
entertained by Bengali poets about ancient cities. 

"The houses were built of glass ot; crystal with the ' Jhara,' or 
vases, bedecked with pearls, with golden tlags fluttering above. The 
roofs too were made of crystal. There were tall trees of various 
species in the city with stone-pavements round their base. At 
every door of the houses there were betel-nut and cocoa-nut trees 
(auspicious sign!'). The houses at Mathura (capital of Kangsa) 
were of various colours resembling, as it were, the paradise of 
Indra." 1 

The city of Burdwan 2 as described by Bharatcbandra furnishes 
us with an accurate picture of a Hindu city, modelled after the 
Islamic style. 

1 •<1'11' ~~ ~ l~\ffi' ~m 1 

c;~~ ~t~i ~~ ~<n:9~ mi 11 

~~~ RMl'!l ~ ~~~~ Dta1 I 
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" The prince of Kanchi teft the P1Jlice station and inspected 
the various quarters of the city. He saw the workshops. of the· 
thiry-six subcastes of the Hindus. The royal residence stood at the 
centre of the city, all otlier houses clustering around it. There were 
sixteen lanes and thirty-six bazars. A large riumber of elephants 
were tied down to pillars in batches, and were emitting ichor apd 
moving the trunks to and fro. The horses imported from various 
countries such as Iraq, Turkey, Arabia and countries over.seas were all 
tied to the pillars, in their thousands. Who can count the number of 
caD\els, asses and the mules ? Such was also the case with birds. 
Domestic animals and birds of all descriptions were kept in this city. 
Temples were to be seen in every house and the sound of 
conch-shells and bells heard, and the worship of the God Siva, 

~~~~ ~~t<ft ~~ 15ft~~ ~ I 
· ~~nt ~~nt m~ m ~1 ~~ • 
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recitations of the . descriptions about 0 the exploits of the goddess 

Chandi, sacrifices, and Mahotsavas (the Vaisnava religious feasts) 

were performed. The· prince now saw a fine ta.nk before him, the 

four ghats of which were constructed with lime-stone. By the 

side of each of these ghats was to be seen a temple (dedi<iated to 

Siva) crowded by a great number of Saiva ascetics, conspicuous 

for their matted locks, and bodies covet·ed with ashes. There \vet·e 

flower-gardens all around the tank. The fragrance of flowers was 

carried in all directions by the southern wind (lit. the wind coming 

from tbe Malayas). The water of the tank looked transparently 

clear with a large numbet· of aquatic birds floating on the surface. 

'l'he lotuses of all colours, such as white, red, blue and yellow; adorned 

the tank. 1 The grandeur of the city struck the prince." 

The following were the divisions of a city in ancient days 

(specially a capital city) which deserve special notice :-

.. (i) <ml~t-11 Workshops (owned by various castes). 

(ii) ~ The chowk-bazar or the Central Market-

(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 

(vi) 

(vzi) 
(viii) 
(ix) 

'~~~b\~;fi 
~11 

fit<ftlt~ 
~~<f 
~"I~ 

~~t-11 

~rt~~~51 ~ ... 

(x) ~~~ 
(xi) ~1 

place. 

The Police Station. 

Tanks. 

Temples (dedicated to god Siva). 

Prison-house. 

Royal palace. 

Treasury or Strongroom. 

Fortified barracks for the Rajput body

guards of the King. 

Legations. 

Separate residential houses for the 

various castes and professions. 

These exist even to this day in many of the towns of India. 

Dwija Abhiram, M ukundarii.m and particulal"ly Bbii.ratchandra 

1 1\Iuch care was taken for the excavation of tanks in· old days. The following 
description of tanks by Hiuen Tsang left by him.on his visit to the great Univerllity 
of Nalanda may not be out of place here. 

" All around pools of translucent water shone with. the open petals of the 
blue lotus-flowers ; then and there the lovely kanaka.trces bung down their deep 
red blossoms anq woods of da.rk mango-trees spread their shade between them." 
Indian Sculpture and Painting, by E. B. Havell, p. 106. · 
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qescribed at length the main •divisions of a city very mnch on the 
·same lines. 

· The royal. palace 1 contained nine gp.tes, the court-apartments 
for guards and treasury and inner apartments. From the eleventh 
century downwards we get .almost the same picture of a Hindu 

·court except in so far as it was modified after the Mahomtdan 
style in the later days. The court-house was perhaps situated inside 
the palace· and possessed uine gates, the city itself having seven 
<lefensive walls and gates as we see in Bharatchandra's A nnadamangal. 
The royal palace was probably a small town in itself inside the 
bigger area of the eity, like the Kremlin of Moscow. ']'he court
room was a big hall with rows of pillars supporting the roof. The 

'Arajbegi,' an officer in charge of petitions (addressed by people to 
the king) usU~~.lly took his stand by the side of a pillar. In 
Bharatchandra's Annadamangal we find that hot·ses and elephants 

were tied to the pillars. From what remote period o£ time such 
a custom had been prevailing in this country is not known, but it 
may be said, that it was considered as enhancing the grandeur of 
royalty in the days of Islamic rule. Of what type these pillars 
were we do not know, but they might resemble those favoured by 
the Jainas for serving the purpose of lamp-stands. 

Adjacent to the royal palace was located the royal treasury. It 
~s perhaps very strongly built as_ the description of Bbiiratchandra 

shows. 
The Chowk· hazar or the Chadni·chowk (the market-place of 

the city) was usually located close to the royal palace and built in 
accordance with the Islamic practice. 

'rhe ' Halakhiina' or a two-storied house formed a part of the 
royal residence and was perhaps used by the inmates of the royal 
house to-watch the people on special occasions. 

The 'Nahabat' or a small room for the musicians was always 
an important adjunct to the royal palace in the days of the Islamic 
rule. The rich also possessed it as they do n~w. 

The Kotowali or the office of the prefect of police with the jail 
attached to it deserves mention. 'L'he jail was known as the 

1 See Bh4rat Chandra's Annadamangal, Maenamati Songs, Yayanarayana's 
Harilila and Krittivas's Autobiographical Accounts. 

14 
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Kutghar or ' Bandi-ghar' and was0generally an underground -cell, 
similar to what is known to have been existing in Europe in the 
18th century and so vividly described in the celebrated work 'The 
Count of Monte Cristo.' The Dharma songs, the Chandi-Kavya. 
and the Mymensingh ballads (recently brought to light by Dr. Sen 
of the Calcutta University) give elaborate description of the prison
homes of old. 

The prison-house has been thus described by Nat-asingha Vasu 
in his Dharma songs, in connection with the imprisonment of Liiusen.t 
" Lausen was arrested and taken to the prison by order of 
the minister. Shackles were put on his bands and chains 
round his neck and a heavy stone was placed on his breast. His feet 
were also bound in a chain known as the Darukii and the rim of a 
broken pot was made to hang round his neck. His matted hair 
was again tied by a rope by means of which he was suspended from 
the roof of the cell. The smoke issuing from the burning husk 
below nearly suffocated the prince !Jansen. Besidt!s two sets of 
sharp razors were arranged on the two sides of the prisoner so as to 
cut his person at the slightest movement." 

This system of punishment bears strange resemblance to that 
obtaining in Europe, especially in England, during the reign of 

1 Ui~'!t"l '<fiffl"tt~ R~ C'1t~i ~'11 
9ft~ <~~ <:<~~t<~' fw~t'l \Sia; ~~ u 
~'IN> ~t~<l'f~ rr~ -st~nr fit~., 1 

lt<~' ~'lJl fifC'l <I' 9fT~'ll ~'St"lf'l H 

~ ..... <!'l fma>r<~> '1t~ Clfol ii"'t 0!'1 I 

~nr fw~<~' ~ 'l~"'f~~<~., 1i 

iS'ftl) "Iff~ -rr~'j l)t~ Di~~ <I~~ I 

~l ~ftl ~1"'1J C'<!"l ~t~Q ~nf II 

~Hl"'ttil' ~Q ~<f Qtt~ ~ 'I>Jtt"'t I 

G'JfVpt~ DfWl;~ ~~~ ~tW 'Ofil~ II 

0 

-·r~f'l~~ '<~'~~ 11~~ fi 1 

The building of a prison-house with sharp razors fitted on to the walls, is curioue 
indeed, 

( 
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Stephen. The use of a pot round the neck of a criminal, as described 

above, reminds one of the syste~ of pillory as existed in Europe and 

the use of a heavy stone was perhaps peculiar to this country. 

Every Hindu capital contained an execution ground or ' Mashan' 

as it was called, a type of which existed in Cooch Behar till the other 

day. A temple of Kali always formed a part of the execution pla~e. 

A metal-pointed bamboo-pole, known as the 'Sool,' was kept there for 

impalement. In Bhii.ratchandra's Vidyii.sundar and Dharma-songs 

are to be found descriptions of an executiol! ground. 

Ordinary houses may be divided into two classes, namely, those 

belonging to the rich and those belonging to the poor 'l'he descrip

tion of a rich man's bouse given by Maladhar Vasu, as mentioned 

previously, helps us to form an idea of the same. 

The following parts of a residential home attract our notice :-
• 
(i) '5't<'l Roof. 

(ii) ~'t~~mr1 <mO A golden vase set at the top 

of a house. 

(iii) ~~1 Flagstaff. 

(iv) ~ Walls. 

(v) ~~ Poles or posts. 

The following were the parts of a ~urvilineal roof made of bamboos, 

reeds and other materials. 

(i) ~ Bamboo-poles placed horizon-

tally over the frame-work. 1 

(ii) ~ Split bamboo placed in close-
array across the ' Saraks' of 

a roof. 

(iii) ~1 The top of a curvilineal roof. 

(iv) 9f~~ The bamboo pieces joining the 

frame-work of posts support-
ing the roof. 

(r) <>~t~ Bam boo pieces or metallic 
sheets to protect the angles 
of the four walls. 2 

1 See Cha.ndikavya by Kamfl.! J,'Jchan. 
• See Manasltm1>ngal hy Vijaya Gnpta. The terms are still in nse in East 

Bengal, specially in the District of lliymeusingh. 
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Houses whether belonging to the rich or to the poor, were gener

ally made of thatch and bamboo. The quality of a house used to be 

judged by the workmanship displayed and not by the materials used. 

The use of canes for building purposes was remarkable. In many 
cases canes were coloured and artistically formed into pictorial 

representations. 'rhese are to be seen even to this day in East Bengal 

where mud-walls are scarcely to be found. In the Chandikivya by 

Kavikankan we find the roof of the vessel of merchant Sreemanta, 
Dhanapati's son, built artistically with canes. In the :Mymensingh 

ballads we find animated descriptions of houses exhibiting all the 
workmanship and peculiarities of house-building (not excepting the 
cane-work). The use of peacock feathers fot· adorning a house as 

described in the Dwij Abhiram's Mahabharat and in the Mymensingh 
Ballads 1 seems novel. The doorways 2 ( Hara-Duari, tz't. containing 

twelve doors) as mentioned in these ballads is indeed peculiar. 

A room possessing no less than twelve doOt'Es is not to be found 

now-a-days. The roofs of a big house were composed, as they are 
composed now, of four or eight frames. The houses were divided 
into a number of apartments. The house of a rich man would usually 

consist of five apartments. 
It is not true, as stated before, that the Bengalis did not use 

stone as building material. 3 Stone pillars have recently been 

unearthed from various places of Bengal, shewing admirable architec

tural workmanship. But stone was used as building-material only 
by· the rich, the Rajas and Raj-chakravartis of old. Ordinarily 

the people of Bengal, specially of Eastern Bengal where the rivers 

1 See the story of Malua and other stories of tke Mymensingh Ballads (Bengali 
Version, pp. 7, 8, 15, 18, 19, 27, 62, 114 and 221, ed. by D. C. Sen) for an elaborate 
description of Bengali houses of old. 

_ • C1. the Bara·Duii.ri (a pucca building with twelve doors) of Niamutullab of 
Gong. See the following lines in Ganger Itibllsb by R. Chakravarti, Vol. II, p. 16: 

"f.Hlll~ism1~ m~it"il ~tCJ ~t-11 1!1~ ~t"fltif <rt~~ If~ ~ 1 

~~ \!tt'!J~ fife~ 8 ~ ~ l!l~ I ~lff ~ ~ ~t ~ <I~ I Dtfu'ti{ <2t~ 
~"<~' cmtc'l~ <~R ~'1,<ftc( ~ 1" 

3 That the Bengalis did actually possess such buildings has been admitted by 
Fergusson in a passing way h1 his work, Ancient and Eastern Architecture, as 
referred to previously. 

( 
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are so treacherous, used to construct straw-buildings and the whole • art of the Bengali architects was employed in beautifying the roofs 
and walls with workmanship of high aesthetic order, using fine canes, 

wrought into designs of a great variety. 
If it is true that other parts of the world imitated the style of cm·vi

linear roofing fNm Bengal, t as stated by Fergusson, then surely this 
Bengali style has been adopted by the Dravidian people in Southern 
India as we find in the st~ne-built ' Raths.' Thus writes Fergusson:-

" ......... The oldest and most interesting group of these monuments 
are toe so-called five ' Baths ' or monolit hie temples standing on 
the sea-shore to the south of the othet· rock excav~tions. One of 
these, having au apsidal termination, appeal' in the centre of the 
pt·eeeding woodcut (No. 185) and little detached from the rest. The 

other four standing in a line running from north-east to south-west 
looked as •if they had been curved out of a single stone or rock, 
which originally, if that were so, must have been between 35 ft. 
and 40 ft. high at its southern end, ~'inking to half that height at 
its northern extremity, and its width diminishing in like proportion. 
The first on the north is the Draupadi's Rath-a mere pancala or 
cell 11 ft. square extemally, and with a curvilinear roof rising 
to about 18ft. high (Woodcut No. 186), Apparently it was once crown
ed by a finial of some sort, but its form cannot now be ascertained. 
This Rath is the most completAly finished of the five and is now 
unique of its kind but must have belonged to an ext.em:ive class 
of buildings wh4?n it was executed, and their form consequently 
becoming important in the history of the style. The c;Jell inside 
measured 6 ft. 6 in. depth by 4- ft. 6 in. across, on the back wall of 
which is a four-armed sakti or female divinity,- probably La.kshmi, 
with some attendants : the Dwarpalas also are females, a.s are the 
figures on the north, east and south sides." 2 There are also other 
Ra.ths such as those of ArjunJ Bhima and others. 3 

1 A brick-built house with curvilinear roofing still exists at Madhupur in the 
District of Mymensingh. 

• See History of Indian and Eastern Architecture, by Fergusson, pp. 329·331. 
3 See also among other works Cave 'l'emples of India (Fergusson and Burgess), 

p. 116, and Bengali Temples and their General Characteristics, J.A.S.B. 1909, p. 147. 

See also an article "<f!lf\!f 'tt9ft~fil '!till" by Nanigopal Mazumdar, read in the eighth 

sitting of Bangiya.Silhitya-Sammilan at Burdwan, 1321 (B.S.). 
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A few words more from Fergusson ruay not be out of place here. 
In course of his remarks on the Bengali architecture, he says :-

" The city of Gou~ was a famous capital of the Hindus long 
before it was taken possession of by the Mabomedans. The Sen 

aud the Pala dynasties of Bengal seem to have resided here, and 

no doubt adorned it with temples and edifices worthy of their fame 
and wealth. These, however, were prob:1?ly principally in brick, 

though adorned with pillars and details in what used to be called 

black marble but seems to be an indurated pot stone of very fine 
grain, and which takes a beautiful polish. Many fmgments of 
Hindu art in this material are found among the ruins ; and if 

carefully examined might enable us to restore the style. Its 
interest, however, principally lies in the influence it had on the 
Mahomedan stvle that succeeded it. It is neither like that of Delhi, 

" 0 

nor Jaunpur, nor any other style, but one purely local, and 

not without considerable merit in itself ; its principal characteristic 
being heavy short pillars of stone supporting pointed arches and 
vaults in brick-whereas at Jaunpur, for instance, light pillars carried 

horizontal architraves and flat ceilings. The general character of 
the style will be seen in the example ft·om a mosque, called Qadam

i-Rasul at the south-east gate of the fort at GoucJ, and is by no 
means devoid of architectural spirit. Ba~'a Sona Masjid, outside the 

fort to the north-east, is perhaps the finest memorial now left at 
Gou(], Built by Nasarat Shah in 1526, it is t68 feet in length by 76 
feet outside, wit.h walls 8 feet thick and faced inside and out with 
hornblende. It has eleven arched entrances in front, each 5 feet 
11 inches wide, and H feet high. These enter the front corridor, 
the arches of which support the eleven domes of the roof. Beyond 

this is the masjid proper, of which the roo£ has all fallen ; it ha.d 
three longitudinal aisles supported by twenty pillars ; and there 
were eleven mihrabs in the wall. At both sides of the doorways 
at the end of the corridor, and at the back corners were polygonal 
minarets of brown basalt, six in all, but their heads are now ruined. 
From its massive solidity and size this is an imposing building;· 
indeed this characteristic of the GouJ architecture forms a striking 
contrast to the lighter arcades of much of the Saracenic style .... 
One of the most interesting of the antiquities of the place is 
a minar standing just outside the fort to the east. For two-thirds 
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of the height it is a poiygon of twelve sides; above that circular, 

till it attains the height of 84 ft. The door is at some. distance from 

the ground, and altogether, it looks more. like an Irish round-tower 

than any other example known, though it is most improbable that 

there should be any flonnection between the two ·forms ... It is 

perhaps a pillar of victory a jay-stambha, such as the Kutb-Minar 

at Delhi." 1 

Severa:! types of peculiar houses, mentioned in· the old Bengali 

literature, are noticed below :-

· Garden.honse. 

'l,he prevailing custom of building a garc1en-house with separate 

areas reserved for fruit trees, flower-plants and medicinal herbs is 

found in the Manasiimangal poems by Bansidiis. 2 From his descrip

tion we find that the garden-house used to be constructed in the 

northern side of the area, allotted for the residential purposes. Tanks 

were dug and cocoanut trees were planted around it. Among other 

kinds of fencing, we find mention of the use of ' Mandar '- a kind of 

prickly plants. Growing of banana plants, as described In the 

poem, is a practice prevalent in the ~ounhy-side down to the 

present times. 
The description of a steel-house and an elaborate account of its 

construction as found in the Manasamangal poems deserve some 
notice. It is described thus:-

"Chand called in fourteen hundred workmen to his presence to 
build a steel-house. The architect who was chief of them-was 
Tariipati. He was a man of vet's<ttile genius and possessed larg.e hands 

and long rough hair. He had in his right hand a hammer and in his 
left hand a balance. His hair was yellow and his waist was bent.. His 

nose, eyes and the whole face were black as soot. 'rhe house to be 

built was made of steel and should possess only one door ...... Meditat
ing the name of Viswakarma, the architects built at the outset a 

number of workshops. The ' giibarR ' and the 'Paiks' were engaged 
in thousands to carry cod in sacks from the store-house to 1 he work

shop. Pig-iron, in large quantity, was collected in piles resembling 

1 See History of Indian and Eastern Architecture, by Fergusson, pp. 253.259. 

• See the Manasilmangal poems by Bansidas, pp. 2li1·213. 
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so many hillocks;, Then the iron was pat into th~ fire. When it 
became red-hot by constantly blowing the forge, it was moulded as 
desired by means of repeated hammering from the sinewy hands. There 
wall great din and bustle in the workshops. Some fashioned plinth, 
some iron posts, some doors and some bolts. 'rhe expert architect, 
Tiripati, manllged his work very creditably and made the measure
ment of the steel-honse which was nine yards in length and seven 
yards in breadth. Then he fixed the posts on earth and began the 
roof-work by standing on these posts. After finishing the structure 
of the roof be took in hand the 'ruas' which he fixed on it, and then 
completed the top of the roof which he built very strongly. 'rhen 
Tarapati descended from the roof and attached the four steel walls on 
the four sides of the house. The architect kept only one door at one 
side. It was made also so carefully that even there, there w:~.s scarcely 
any room left, when closed, for free ventilation." 1 

I ( SN l'flft'Sft~~ ~~1 -qti't f.\1-t'l J 

c~t~~ qt~ f.l~'t 1 

* * * 
f.f?Rt~ <f"if <frnt~ 6'Pf \St~ iSfWf I 

cDN ~ <f"ifm ~5tw fuli '51tcif u 
'!>tm9ff'!> <f"if~~ l'f<lit~ ~!ftif 1 

'Off~~ ~Gf '!>t~~ iSfRif ~m II 

if!~ if!~ ~~ 9f1 ~~t~ ~ r'f I 
'5tif ~tt~ ~~~ ~ ~tc'&~ ~-q 11 

M"'fQ'{ 1lt~ ~ c<r1ii Wt<fit~ I 
-rtc<f ~c~ ~c~ 'ltf~ <fitoflu 

* * • 
":{"iffl c~t~ '<rn '!> tc~ ~ 9f~ 1 

• <!l<f~ ~hf ~~~j ~'ft'e <f9ft~ " 
~'1_9f <fi9f~ ~f9m <!1-w '5t~ 1 

qtl_ or! l'f~~ c~ f9f~ or! <fhr u 

* * 
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The eonstt·uction of a stt¥Jl-house as described here bears· some 

resemblance to the corrugated iron sheds of to-day. It cannot be said 

with certainty if these steel-houses were really corrugated iron-houses. 

The excellence o£ the constmction-wodr described by the poet and the 

general appearance of the arc!1itect himself rightly suggests the fore

ign pedigre~ of such a man. He might be a Chinese workman. The 

Chinese carpenters are noted for their joinery and are largely employed 

in Bengal even now in construction-works both by Government and 

by private firms. The description of iron-melting and mouldering in 

• 

~<fl~ <IT~~ ~~ ~M> ~~~$f I 
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workshops shows on what stupendous a ssale these wet·e carried on and 
how skilful the workmen were, unlike the blacksmiths of the present 
day. 

Tangi-ghar, 

The 'Tangi-ghar' or the tower-house was a very peculiar kind 
of house, built iu a lake. A house akin to a 'Tangi-ghar' may yet be 

~Q!f~ ~ ~~ ~"' ~ 9f~ ~t~ I 

~~ $lp C"!t~t~ ~~ '"~ ~1¥ ~~ A 

~~tt~ ~~ <1'~ <1'~ f<li""'f<1'~ I 
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~'!t<ti~ "ll~m ~~~ or~ ~ 1 

f<fm mr~ 15tf'fm lR"~ ~f~ ~f~ 11 

~~ ift~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~t~ I 

~t'l ·"'~ '<{~ ~~ ~-sr m n 
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seen still existing in a lake ~t Chhindwara, a district-town in the 
Central Provinces. We learn from the Mahiibharata that Duryodha.na 
hid himself in a lake which means perhaps that he took shelter in such 

a house. In Gorakshavijay is found mention of a tower-house, which 
was the abode of Ha.ra, the great god and Gauri, his divine consort. 1 

A kind of bouse quite different in construction but similar in name is 
still known as the Tong (tower-house). The Tong is still built by 

the Gat·os and other aboriginal tribes in the jungly tracts and hills of 

Assam and Bengal at a considerable height. The house rests on the 
tops of stout wooden posts. A ladder is kept to facilitate ascent and 
descent. Similar houses were built in different parts of India by the 

villagers for protection against raids by the marauding hordes of the 
Marhattas and Pindaries 2 • These were partly used as watch-

towers. • 
The dwellings of the poor were generally composed of thatched 

houses. The walls were either mattings or of mud. The mats 

were chiefly made of bamboo. The poor sometimes could not 
afford a better wood tha.u that of the Castor-oil plant. The descrip

tion of a poverty-stricken house is found in Kavikankan. Thus 
we find, 

" Fullara sat by the side of the goddess Chandi (in incognito) 
and related her sorrow;; of poverty. The hut had the shed 
of palm-leaves and po~ts of Castor-oil plant which break down 
at each gust of wind in the first part of Summer (mid-April to 
mid-May)." 9 

The Louse of the poor sometimes contained cavities on the 'Kutcha' 

floor which served the purpJse uf cups. Thus we find in Kavikankan, 
the fowler-woman Fullara saying in distress::-

1 See Gorakshavijay, Minchetan and Kavikankan Chandi. 

• cf. Also similar houses in Hill Stations of A. B. Ry., E. B. Ry., and Forest 
offices. 

3 <fPrm I)~~ m-r ~t~ ~:~-~91' 1 

~~~ ~ ~~ '!til ~rn trt1Sf.r 11 

~~~rn ,~ '!t~ ~~ ~lff ~ 1 

~~~ ~t~ ~~ R\51 ~ ~~II. 
-~~~~~ T>~m 1 
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/ 1 "You will be sorry to hear of our s£d plight. We take 'Amani' (a 

kind of acid soup) from these cavities on the floor, for want of cups." 

The method of house-building has been very graphically described 

in the aphorisms of Khana. 'l'hus we gather from them that 2 a house 

should be built in such a way that there may be a tank on the east 

side, an orchard or garden on the north, b..tmboo-groves (essent.i.tl for 

house-construction) on the west and an open space on the south~ 

Su~.:h a fashion of house-building obviously grew out of sanitary 

considerations. 

This rule has always been observed from time immemorial by the 

rich and the poor alike. 'rhe climatic peculiarities of a tropical 

country like Bengal necessitate the admission of ample air and light 

in each room and accordingly separate houses were built around a court

yard. Usually there are more apartments than one in~ residence. 

The outer apartment of a man living in the country and possessing 

land invariably contains haystalks and cowsheds. The inner apart

ment always possesses a vegetable-yard and a place to husk parldy. 

CHAPTER XI. 

RELIGION. 

L Evirlence of the Great Ethical firtnes in the .Dharma Cult. 

A century or so before the advent of Islam in Bengal, Buddhism 

had deteriorated into the Dharma cult, which as represented in the 
Sunya Puran, shows some of the essential featut·es of the Mahayana. 

creed shrouded in popular superstitions. In fact, in all the verna

cular poems and folk-tales composed before the Brahmanic revival, 

I ~:~ <f'if 'Of<fljti!, ~:~ <t'Q 'Of<!ljtif I 

15!t~R ~t<rhl 'f~· ''~~ f<r~1ltil' 11 
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stress has been laid on act~ and not on 'devotion,' the character

istic of the latter-day Bmhmanic School of faith. 'As you sow, 
~o you reap,' with its corresponding emphasis upon action, was tte 

doctrine that obtained among the Mahayana Buddhists of the day. 
This canon of Work provides no place for the intervention of divine 

mercy, leaving, as it does, every human being to work ont h's own 

salvation. The early Hengali poems, prior to Rrahmanic revival, 

record glorious examples of moral power, of abstinence and other 

sterner virtues of the soul, as opposed to the emotional felicities,. 

extolled in the latter-day vernacular worl\s. 

In the folk-lore of Bengal, we come aero's numerous incidents, 

which serve to glorify human power. Let us, for instance, take 

the Rtory of Malanchamala. Malanchamala uncomplainingly suffers 

all sorts of llliseries sustained by her faith in the efficacy of her 

own actions. 1 

Loyalty, hospitality, respect for pledges, truthfulness, abstinence 

and charity were the virtues, which in those days, carried favour with 

the people of Bengal, and devotional fervour-the charac~eristic of 

the Renaissance period-is scarcely noticeable in our earlier literature 

in an expliJit form. Lau Sen, Kalu Dom, Ranjavati, Lakshmi, Harihar 

Baity and others are described in the Dharmamangal poems t.o have 
performed heroic deeds, actuated by the ·spirit of renunciation and 
inspired by grea.t ethical virtul's. Here again, stress has been laid 

upon action, as opposed to devotion. Underlying the mythological 
fable of Lau ~en's making the sun rise in the West, there is funda

mental doctrine of the Buddhist religion, viz., that nothing Is 

impossible for a resolute will to achieve. The followin!!' example from 

Manik Ganguli's Dharrnamangal poems lends support to this belief. 2 > 

1 See D. R. Mazumdar's 'Thakur-mar Jhuli.' 

2 ~t~f<l' ~~ ~~ ~t'f 'OliN 'f.f I 
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"We read in the Puranas aboum the great old sages Valmiki 

V rigu, Vyasa., Parasara, Pulastya and others passing through great 

austerities. The sages could not make the sun rise in the West,

a miracle, performed by Lau Sen." 

It was believed that all the powers including that of working 
miracles, attributed to the gods and Brahmins by the later Brahmanic 

school, could be achieved by any and every individual, to whatever 

caste he might belong, if only he passed through certain religious 

austerities the ' Tapasya' and this was the belief that found expression 

m this legend o£ the sun rising in the West. 

Harihat• Baity, a poor man, as we read in the Dharmamangal 

poems, sacrificed his life for speaking the truth. When he gave 

an evidence, hefore the emperor, about "the sun-rise in the West," 

of which, he said, he wa.s an eye-witness, he knew it perfectly well 

that he was thereby incurring the displeasure of the minister, who 

would not believe in the truth of his assertion and might inflict 
on him' any punishment that would please his capricious nature. 
But Harihar would, for no fear on earth, deviate from a path believed 

by him to be the right one. He frankly admitted before the king 

of GawJa that La.u Sen had sacrificed his life to make the sun rise 

in the West, by virtue of a boon granted to him by the god Dharma 
after the former had gone through a severe course of austerities for 

three days, and the sun was actually made to rise in the West, 

though only for twelve 'rlzndas' (nearly five hours) 1 And the price 

he had to pay for his love of truth and supreme fearlessness of 
consequences was indeed a dear one ; it cost him his life. 'l'he 
villainous minister had him arrested soon after, on a false charge 

of theft and the fatuous king was made to pass on him the sentence 

of death by impalement. 2 
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Illustrations of such moral JJeroism can be cited in profusion from 

the literature of this period ; but they are ha.rdly to be found in the 
literature of the Renaissance. 'l'he account of Lii.u Sen's great 
abstinence and sexual purity gives us a glimpse into the ~:;pirit of 

this age. 
When Nayani, wife of Siva Barui, approached Lau Sen with 

her overtures of love, he proved too stron~ for her tempting 

solicitations. He said, 1 " What shall I do with betels, cool 
sandal-paste and other at·ticles of luxury that you are offering 
me ? I am an ascetic and hence I do not wish to enter the home 

of a worldly man for shelter. I have been practising austerities, 
from my boyhood in the name of the god 'Dharma.' On this Friday, 
I fast in his name. I shall break the fast on Saturday and then 

take my sp1re meal. A devotee of the god ' Dharma,' that I am, 
I do not care for wordly pleasures. Among us, the Vaisyas, it is 
not the custom to take meat or fish. I have never used oil to 

anoint my body. At night, we, two brothers, do not rest our 
heads beneath the roofs of any house ; we sleep under the 
Kadamba-tree." 

Though the worship of Dharma, no doubt, implies a spirit of 
devotion, it is not pnrely spiritual, in the seme in which the Renais-
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sauce has taken it. The devotion of the followers of the Dharma-cult 

consists in self-~acrifice, abstinence and other virtnes, and not in the 

mere recitation of the names of the Deity, which has been urged, 

inculcated and emphasised by the Brahmanic Revivalists, as possessing 

wonderful efficacy in hastening the spiritual advancement of the 

people. 

Loyalty, especially that of a soldier, to the cause that he fights 

. for, was considered to be one of the most important virtues,-character

istic of thi~ period. 

In the Dharma-mangal poems we find a fairly accurate picture ol 

an ideal Hindu soldier. He is ever ready to sacrifice his life in the 

service of the king. Although he is not a moral propagandist still he 

will seldom speak an untruth or deviate from the path of virtue, for 

he believes, with all the intensity of a true believer, thatcif he fails· in 

his duty, his failings would affect the king adversely. When Kalu 

was on the point of sacrificing his life, only to keep the word he had 

pledged to his brother Kamba, he said,i "You wicked man, you have 

put on tbe mask of a saint very successfully. You are a contemptible 

creature and I hate you with all my heart. My first impulse was to 

kill you on the spot, but I refrain from doing so, as I am resolved to 

keep' my promise. If I prove false I shall not be the only suffererer 

for it in the world to come, but my master Lau Sen, too, will, to a 

certain extent, incur the demerit of my transgression. This, indeed, 

is a matter of far greater concern to me. If I fail in my duty, 
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the austerities of Lau Sen will. be of no avail, 3t!ld the .su~ ."'il~ qeve1· 
rise in the west." 1 

The following has been taken from the account of K~lu's ~~t{l_; 
given in Ghanaram's poems. 

" Kalu tied his wife Lakha tightly (co that she might not ob~truct. 

him in his self-destruction). He then turned to the east and rn~-~!~ a 
promise to his brother Kamba that he would accede to his .wisj1es. ·It 
was done very solemr.ly in the name of Dharma, by touching the holy: 

wafer of the Ganges and 'J'ulasi leaf." 2 True to his promise, he the1;· 

offered himself to he beheaded by his brother, inspite of hjs . wife's. 

interce~sion ; and the relentless brother did not recoil from qis project~ 

ed frat\'icidal task. 
'' Lakbii, when she saw her husband killed, m her-. prese~~e~ 

instantly ro~e an elephant and attacked her husband's a.ssail~nt with. 

great fury. She hurled a battle-axe against Kamba, which killed 1 the 

villain at once, and recovered the dead body of her husband with .~he 

severed head."B 
This act of the widowed wife of Kalu testifies to the spirit _of_ .the ' . ~ 

age. 

1 Kiimba, the wicked brother, had extorted a promise from_ Kiilu, in a moment 

when the latter ~s affectionately disposed towards him, to this effect that be would 

give Klimbil whatever he might seek from him. Kamba, who. was all the while 

intriguing with the minister of Gan~ to devise means for killing Kalu, demanded th~ 

latter's head in fulfilment of his promise. Kiiln. now fully convinced of his brother's 

wicked machinations, offered his head in fulfilment of the pledge l1e had once given, 

though in an nngnat·ded moment. 

16 
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Hospitality was considered to be oBe of the highest of human 

virtues. The duties of a host were held to be sacred and any violation 
of them was thought to be sacrilegious. 

The host would do anything to propitiate his guest. Even the 

sacrifice of his life was not too dear a price to purchase the satisfaction 

of his guest. ln fact, the spirit of the dictum ~lf<flrt:~~~fQt: was 
over-estimated in this period of our history. The story of Kama's 
killing his own son, Brishaketu, to win the satisfaction of his Brahman
guest may have originated in the very age, which was characterised 
by a distinct and dominant spirit of renunciation and self-sacrifice. 
In this fable, the idea of charity and other hospitable virtues has been 

strained too far. The thrilling story of the execution of Prince Lni
chandra of the Buddhistic age bears a striking similarity to this legend. 

Here is an extract from the account of Luichandra's death :-
1 " I do not require any other meat" said the Sannyasin, "save 

that of a human being." He also said" You will be very sorry to hear 
that I want to eat the flesh of your son Luichandra. 0 Madana, see 

that you do not weep when you dres! and cook the meat of your own 

elder son. I will eat the curry, thus prepared, with great relish." This 
hideous request shocked the parents of the prince; it stunned them for 

a moment. The King, however, did not shrink back. Jn a moment 
he made up his mind and took a sharp-edged sword in his band, and 

killed his beloved lad before the image af the god Dharma." 2 
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Then, again, stories are no~ wanting in our old literature, in which 

God Himself is described as coming down to the earth in the guise of 
a human being to test the spirit of hospitality among men. The 
excesses in which the imagination of the people delighted to revel, in 

connection with the above virtue, were responsible for the invention of 
these stories, intended evidently to celebrate the triumph of the vil'tue of 
hospitality. People were so greatly fascinated by exaggerated pictures 
of this virtue that they failed to conJemn such a conception as 
monstrous and inhuman. Hence it is, that the story of Data-Karna 
narrated in various forms, is to be found in abundance in the pages of 

old Bengali manuscripts that have been handed down to us. 
It will now be evident that virtuous deeds were given a higher 

place than abstract faith. The distr~bution of rice 1 to the poor and 

the excavation of tanks for public use are highly praised in the Daker 
• Vachan, but no where in these aphorisms there is a line c.:tlling upon 

the hous~;-holder to recite the name of God,-a point seldom forgotten 

in the literature of the Renaissance. 

I[, 1Vzeories rif Creatlon. 

The cosmogonical doctrines of the Dharma cult may be traced to 

a very ancient age-the period of the Vedas. The speculation about 

the origin of the Universe is based on a text of the Rigveda 

running thus :-
"Nor aught, nor naught existed then, not the aerial space nor 

heaven's bright roof. Above what covered all ? Where rested all ? 
Was it water, the profound abyss ? 

"Death was not then, not· immortality. 'l'bere was no difference 
of day and night. That one breathed breathless of life (i. e. existed 
but without exerting or manifesting itself) and there was nothing 
other than it. 

" In the beginning there was darkness in darkness unfolded. 
All was undistinguishable water. That one that lay in the empty 
space wrapped in nothingness was developed by the powers of heat 
(or penance). 
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"Desire first arose in it.. That wa.s primeval germ m mind, 

which poets reaching with their intellect discovered in their hearts 

to be the bond between Being and not-Being, 

" A ray of light which stretched across these did it come from 

below or from above ? 'I'hen seeds were sown and mighty forces 

arose and nature beneath and power and forces above. 

"Who indeed knows? Who proclaimed it here? Whence was 

the creation produced? The Gads were later than its proclnction. 

Who knows whence it sprang ? 
" He from whom this creation sprang whether he made it or not; 

the all-seer in the highest heaven, he knows it or does not." 1-Muir. 

The Sunya Puran evidently follows the same theory. 

"There was no line, no form, no colour and no sign. 

"The sun and the moon were not, nor day, nor n~ht. 

" 'l'be earth was not, nor water, nor sky. 

" The mounts Meru, Mandara and Kailasa were not. 

"'rhe creation vas not, nor were there gods, nor men. 

" Brahma was not, nor was Vishnu, nor the etherial regions. 

"Heaven and earth were not; all was emptiness. 

"The presiding gods of the ten directions were not. 

" Nor Were there the clouds, nor stars. 
"Life was not, not· death, nor pangs of deaths. 

"The Lord moved in the void, supporting Himself on the 
void." etc. 2 

III. Common features in Buddhist and Hindn-Tantrilcism and 

in the JJharma cult. 
Dr. Kern thus refers to the Tantrik element in Buddhism : s 

" The doctrines of Buddhism in India from the eighth century 

downwards nearly coincides with the growing influence of Tantrikism 

and sorcery which stand to each other in the relation o£ theory 

to practice. The development of Tantrikism is a feature that 
Buddhism and Hinduism in their later stages have in common. 

Examples··o£ austerities and mortification of the flesh which the 

1 See Rigveda, 10, 129. 

• Dr. Sen's History of Bengali Language and Literature, pp 32·33 and the 

Sunya Puran by Ramsi Pandit. 

3 See Kern's Manual, p. 133. 
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Tantriks bad adopted are foe-tnd in the literature of the Dharma 

Cult. The following passage, for example, may be quoted from 

Ghanaram: 

"Oh Lord, do please grant me the boon of a son or, else I shall 

give up my life at the stake:' said queen Ranjavati. She then 

offered Arghya t•J the God Dharma before proceeding to carry out 

het· dreadful resolve. And when meditating upon the great God 

she suddenly dropped down on the floJr, sustaining injuries all over 

her person and began to bleed. It was now believed that she was 

dead. Those WJo witnessed the scene were deeply moved and even the 
God in heaven could not remain unaffected by this tragic occurrence." 1 

Again the story of Prince Liiusen's austerities may be cited as 

another example. Says Harihar Baity, 2 '' \1y duty is to announce the 
sun-ri~e by a•beat o£ drums in the southern gate on the bank o£ the 

Hakanda. I saw the sun rising in the west. The miracle performed 

by prince tausen cost him his life, as he cut off his head with his 

own hands and placed it on a triangular framework of wood. 
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Twelve other devotees and the same number of Aminis (priestesses) 
• 0 

also sacrificed their lives to please the god Dharma." 

The feats of miracle exihibited by the Tantriks were quite a 

peculiar featme, in this age (from the 8th to I 2th century). In 

'Manikchandra Rajar Gan ' we find Maynamati 1 described as 

remaining in fire for seven days and nights and yet coming out 

unscathed in the end. Even her garments were not burnt. Kritti

vasa and Kasidas, in their earlier reJensions of the epics, introduced 
these elements as they were prevalent in an earlier age and could not 

possibly exclude them from their version, though they wera themselves 

poets of the Renaissance period. In the Bengali Mahabhiit'at we 

find Sudhanwii described to have remained in burning oil for days and 

nights without being burnt. In the Bengali Ramayana, again, we 

find Havana cutting off, one after another, his ten heads to propitiate 

the goddess Durga. 0 

The sorceries, played by Mahiravan are well-known.· Hanumana 

becomes a fly and whispers his message to the goddess. These 

do not certainly form a part of the original epic of Valmiki. These 

Tantrik elements are the distinguishing features of the pre

Renaissance literature. 

When Tantrikism took a deep root in the country it was believed 

that man was superior to gods, which was, however, quite a contrary 

belief current in the Pauranic period. The idea of salvation through 

individual efforts was so much emphasised in Tantrikism that a 

man's power was considered almost unlimited, provided he could 

pass through austerities, prescribed in the different Tantras. In 

Na.thism, which borrowed largely from the Mahayana Buddhists, 
we find gods trembling before men and hastening to execute their 

commands. Even a woman like Maynamati compelled the gods 

to obey her. "Mayniimati filliped her fingers (producing a sound 

tuqu, tuCfu) and all the ascetics appeared before her. Goraksanath 
who could take any shape he desired, came along in a chariot, 

known as the Puspa-Rath. The sage Niirada came riding his 
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celebrated "Dheki" (wooden eriee-husker) followed by the god Siva, 
who came on his favourite bull. The bl'Others Ham and 

Lakshman reached there with their bows and arrows and the five 
Pandavas followed them. Mauy other sages, also came down to 

the spot." 1 

Even death, the dread of all living beings, is said to have been 

conquered by the 'l'antriks; thus we find Maynamati dt:fying death 

on the strength of her mystic knowledge, the 'Maha-Jnana.' 
Yama, the god of death, fled from his own court at the mere 

sight of queen Mayna. The disgrace which the Goda

Yama, a messenger, of the king of death is described to have 

been subjected to by Maynamati is a wild feat of imagination 

showing that according to the Dharma cult, one could make one's 

personality ~headed even by the most dreaded of gods. In the 

course of her persuit of Goda-Yama, the transfiguration (which both 
of them underwent) was the result of acquisition of that power 

which is ascribed to Ti'mtrikism. In the European Folk-litetature 
too, we meet with similar stories. 2 

"Goda-Yam a became bewildered at this, and changed . himself 

into a carp. The sueen transformed herself into a water-fowl and 

began to beat the carp with her wings. Gada-Yam a, thereupon, 

changed himself into a shrimp, and the queen became a gander and 

searched out the shrimp from under the water. Goda-Yama next 
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flew up m the air in the shape of
0 

a dove, but the queen changed 
herself into a hawk and pursued the dove." t 

"The pursuit is continued for a long time till Goda-Yama 
metamorphosed himself into a Vaisnava saint and sat, in an assembly 
of holy mendicants of that order. The queen changing herself 
intp a fly, took her seat on the head of the saint. Here Goda-Yama 
is caught by Maynamati and beC'omes her captive.'' 

The Sadhu Gorakshanath, conquered death and could make the im
possible happen at his will. When Maynamati being forced to a"cend 
her husband's funeral pyre, prayed to Gorakshanath fot· her rescue 
the latter at once appeared before her and blessed her in the following 
terms, "Go, Mayna, home. You will not be burnt by fire-you 
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will rather feel as cold as tin the depth of winter, when you sit 
on the burning pyre." 1 

When Raja Govinda, Chandra objected to taking a sweeper fo1· 
his guru, his mother Maynamati reproached him thus, 2 " The Ha~i 

(Hagi Siddha) does not belong to this country, he comes from East 
Bengal. He has made the sun and the moon his ' Kundalas' or 
ear-rings. Indra, the King of gods, waves the ' Chamar ' at his 
bidding. The Ha~i cooks his meal in the disc of the moon and 

serves it on the back of the tortoise which supports the earth (the 
second incarnation of the go/1 Vishnu). Lakshmi herself cooks meal· 

for him. The five nymphs of Indra's heaven play at chess with · 
him and the serr>ent girl of the nether· regions is ready with aitims 
of tobacco when he desires a sm~ke. The goddess Subachani prepares 
betels for hira and .Meghniio Kumar, the son of Yama, fans him, He 
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crosses big rivers with sandals on, aod if he ever meets the lord 
of death, he keeps beating him for hours together when he, the 
terror of ihe world, learns how to cry helplessly like a child." 

The most degenerated forms of Tantrikism once held the society 
in its grip as will be evident from the description of Hiijii Govinda
chandra's boiling his own mother in an oil-vat to test her super
natural powers. Raja Govindachandra had a very big fire-place 
constructed and a monstrous vat weighing sixty maunds was placed 
on it by Khetu. The vat contained oil weighing eighty maunds. 
Teak wood was used as fuel and the frotk<> that bubbled up on the 
surface o£ the oil were repeatedly removed. Thu! for seven days and 
nights the oil was kept constantly boiling. On the seventh day no 
more froths could be seen. 1 

Into this vat the queen was thrown by the ordeJOof her son, 
These miracles and sorceries form the very back-bone of popular 
Tantrikism which is characterised by extravagant fancy and not 
less by the most monostrous atrocities. 

The Pauranik god Siva. held a unique position in Tiintrikism. 

He was revered by the Tiintrik Buddhists and the Hindus alike and 
figured in the latter day Buddhism of Bengal as a diety next only 
to Buddha in importance. But the Natha cult which assimilated 
some of the essentials of Buddhism, gives a very high place to Siva: 
In Goraksha Vijaya examples are not rare to prove this. Still, 
however, the great god trembles in fear at the mention of Mayniimati 
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on account of the 'Malta-jn'iltta' acquired by her by means of ta.ntrik 
practices. He is described as having said to the subjects of King 
Manikcbandra, ''Do not divulge my name to Maynama.ti, for if 
you do so, she will destroy my Ka.ilasa."1 

It seems that Tantrikism was so much prevalent in society that 
however much abstruse the cult may have now become it was more 
or less understood even by the illiterate country-folk in the 9th 
and lOth centUt·ies. All the works, dealing with that epoch, are 
full of references to this cult. The conversation of Siddba Goraksha
nath with his Guru Minanath, as found in Goraksha-vijaya, illustrates 
this point. The language of the passage is simple but the mystic 
import that it bears is a perfect puzzle to lay men unacquainted 
with the rudiments of the Yoga practices. I give below an extract. 2 

The p<jVers acquired by Tantrik practices are thus classified by 
Hemcbandra. who lived in the 14th century and compiled a Jaina 
version of the Ramiiyana. Riivana is said to have acquired miracul
ous powers by Tantrik tapasya. 
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IJT. 'fhe growth of the Bhakti element. 

The gradual decadence of Buddhism and the consequent revival 
of Hinduism brou!!'ht about a marked change in the life of our 
society. Gradually the devotional element began to predominate 
over the Karmaviida or the principle of action. Devotion or 'Bhakti ' 
which is the essential characteristic of the Renaissance period had 
gradually began to find favour with the Mahayana school t during 

. the declining days of Buddhism. . 

Examples of devotional element in the Pauranik Re11aissance 
period are not rare. Thus in the Vaisnava literature we find a 
canon to the effect that a man can hardly commit sins, however 
great, during his whole life which cannot be expiated by reciting 
the name of God only once. The mere recitation of the name of 
God was considered equivalent to any sort of 'Yoga' oP 'tapasya' 
in this Kaliyuga. Even in the earliest days of the Saiva-cult, the 
element of devotion was a recognised feature. 

There are lines in the Sunya Pnran by Ramai Pandit in which 
the God Siva is advised by the devotee to take recourse to agriculture 
to earn His livelihood. In these lines the devotee appears to be so 
much influenced by an exuberance of devotion that he forgets his 
own self and feels a compassionate pain for the sad plight of his 
Lord in which he imagines him to be. 

In this devotional age men believed too much in the efficacy 
of prayer. The position of the Brahmans was however, an exception 
to this. The Brahmans claimed equality with the gods, nay, some
times a superior status. He was called " Bhudeb " or the god 
on earth for the extraordinary powers he possessed. We read the 
following in Kacidas bearing upon the subject :-"It is the Brahman 
whose anger destroyed the clan of the Yadus-it is he, whose 
anger effaced the progeny of King Sagara, it is he, whose anger 
stigmatised the god moon, it is be whose ire made the sea-water 
saline, it is he whose wrath made the fire omnivorous, it is he 
whose anger made the body of god Indra spotted." All other castes 
trembled before the gods and the Brahmans. In one or two instances 

' As for instance the Dohas of Kiinupada. See Sastri's "Bouddha-gsn 0 Doh& 
pp. 123.-132. See also its introduction, specially pp. 6-8. 
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such as the cases of Ourbii.sii.e and Bhrigu, the Brahmans even dared 
declare themselves superior to the gods. Durb:isa cursed Indra 
for which he lost his sovereignty over heaven for sometime and 
the sage Bhrigu is said to have kicked the God Vishnu on the 
breast. But these instances are rare. In the Pauranik period people 
did not learn to rely on their own strength but to depend, for 
everything, on the grace of gods and Brahmans. This spirit of 
absolutely slavish and soul-killing dependence naturally weakened 
the Bengali character. But, as has already been noticed, the 
mentality of the people belonging to the earlier period, when stress 
was laid on self-culture and development of ethical virtues. was quite 
different. The conception of such characters as the merchant Chand, 
Lau Sen, and others in the earlier period bears testimony to the 
stamina of ~e Bengali character. 'l'be bold female characters of 
the Pre-renaissance age cannot but evoke our admiration. Lakha 
had to be tied down by her husband Kiilu lest she should prevent 
him from carrying out his resolve of self-destruction. But 
in the latter age these ·characters as recast by the Brahmans 
in conformity with the pervading spirit of the Renaissance, 
suffered the loss of their moral grandeur to a great extent. 
A heroic character, ~uch as Sita, whom Valmiki invests with 
queen-like grandeur sinks to the level of common woman at the 
hands of Krittivasa and the poets of his school. When Rama 

. unjustly suspects her, she cries like a helpless weakling and scarcely 
shews that majestic unconcern which we find in Valmiki's 
original. 

The male characters underwent even a greater transformation. 
In the place of Haqisiddha or Gorakshaniith whose powers were 
even felt by the gods, we see Ramchandra himself, an incarnation 
ofVishnu praying to the goddess Durgii like a helpless child in 
his contests with Ravana. To a devotee divine help was never 
refused in times of need. 

Thus we find in the Chandikavya :-

" Chandi descended from her place in heaven into the prison of 
Kalketu. When the goddess saw the hero in chains, she became 

• quite ashamed of herself. When Kalketu saw the goddess before 
him, he made a reverential bow with tearful eyes. Then Chandi 
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removed the heavy stone from theo hero's breast and also broke 
the shackles which bound him." 1 

In another instance the same goddess vouchsafed a boon to the 
merchant Chandradhar of the Manasamangal poems and " instantly 
the shackles gave way and the merchant was saved." 

In the cases of other gods and goddesses we find similar instances 
of kindly intervention in favour of devoted votaries. 

As the ideas of the Pauranik age took root in the minds of the 
people, they became quite helpless in every matter and looked to 
supernatural agency for relief on every occasion. 

Signs, symbols and sorceries held their sway upon popular mind, 
. and self-dependence and manly energy became well nigh extint. 

But in the Renaissance period, men became accustomed to 
resignation which is certainly a great spiritual virtue ltild the evils 

of Tantrikism gradually passed away. The lives of people became 
more and more regulated. by rules of abstin~nce and other passive 
virtues. The flowering point of the Renaissance culture was reached 
in the extraordinary development of Bhakti amongst the Vaisnavas. 
The age preceding the Brahmanic revival had no place for the 
culture of faith, but the influence of Islam was clearly perceptible 
in the Renaissance cults in the form of a belief in a personal and 
anthromorphic God. In the place of impersonal nature of worship 

leading men to identify themselves with God (C1!~~~), the 
Renaissance cults distinctly laid a stress on faith in personal gods. 
In however crude a form, this faith was recognised, the followers 
of Sakti cult believed their deities to watch and guard their devo~es, 
driving their enemies away and protecting them from all danger 
with almost the same ardour with which the followers of Islam 
believed in the intervention of God in their struggles and conflicts 

· with the Kafers. 

--- ' • j 

I 

• See Kavikankan's Chandikiivya p. 105. 
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